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Chapter 1
Introduction and theoretical background
1.1 I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  p r e s s u r e - s e n s i t i v e  p a i n t  ( P S P )  m e a s u r e m e n t s
1.1.1 C urrent tech n iq u es  for aerodynam ical testing
Aerodynamical testing, which is carried out in order to improve the design of aircraft and 
automotive vehicles, is traditionally performed on specially prepared scale models in wind 
tunnels. This involves making air pressure measurements across the surface. Pressure 
measurements are taken from hundreds or even thousands of points, called pressure taps, 
located at the surface. From each pressure tap a small pipe runs from the inside of 
the model to the manometer(s) located outside of the wind tunnel, where the actual 
reading is taken. The production of models is very expensive and the test surface is 
not continuous due to the presence of the taps. Furthermore, the rigidity of the model 
is affected. Alternatively pressure can be registered by a series of pressure transducers 
attached to the surface of the model.
Both methods require modification of the surface, which, on its own can change airflow 
properties above the surface, especially at subsonic and transonic speeds (Mach numbers 
M  < 1 and M  > 1, respectively, see table 1.1). To avoid this, the number of measured 
points is a compromise between the required accuracy (density of readings) and the impact 
on the aerodynamics.
W ith rapid improvements in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), the need for 
accurate and detailed pressure data has become even more urgent so tha t new codes can be 
adequately verified and tested before they are used in the design processes. Conventional
7
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T est reg im e M ach no. speed m/s] a  t ß X #  of p ts
Low speed/high lift 0.1 -  0.5 30 - 150 - 10° ..
oO
±30° 10-12  000
Transonic 0.3 -  1.2 100 - 350 - 10° .. to o 0 ± 20° 15-40000
Supersonic 1.2 -  3.0 350 - 1000 -5 °  .. 15°
OGO-H 5-10000
t a is angle of attack, defined as angle between airfoil and relative wind speed.
* (3 is slip angle or sideslip, defined as angle between the leading edge and normal to  relative wind speed. 
T a b le  1 .1 : W ind  tu n n e l classification an d  typ ical req u irem en ts for w ind tu n n e l tests.
pressure reading techniques suffer from limited data points across the surface and readings 
are sometimes impossible in areas of high interest such as the trailing edges of wings, very 
thin parts of turbine blades or sharp corners. On the rotating parts the measurements 
are extremely difficult due to tubing or wiring.
To summarise, the drawbacks of standard aerodynamical pressure measurements are:
• pressure information is only obtained from a discrete number of points
• labour intensive manufacture of models
• some areas cannot be measured
• techniques are unsuitable for rotating parts and thin pieces
1.1.2 PSP tech n iq u es
To overcome these problems, a new non-contact optical testing method has been devel­
oped [1]. The surface is coated with an oxygen sensitive dye, which changes its luminescent 
properties as a function of oxygen molar concentration and in this case a function of pres­
sure. Typically luminescence quenching of the dye is involved. Initially the intensity 
of luminescence was used to monitor pressure changes. However luminescence lifetime 
measurement is, in principle, equivalent and shows the same dependence on oxygen con­
centration. Moreover, it offers other advantages not available with the intensity-based 
techniques.
The surface of the paint is illuminated, usually by a flash lamp with spectral filters or 
LED arrays, and imaged by a CCD camera. Alternatively the excitation is provided by a
8
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scanning laser beam and the luminescence is collected by appropriate optics and a single 
photodiode. These techniques constitute Pressure Sensitive Paint (PSP) technology.
This new PSP technology by its nature has many advantages compared to standard 
techniques:
+  information is available on a quasi-continuous grid,
+  data can be obtained from every surface that is optically accessible,
+  using synchronous measurements, rotating parts can be imaged and pressure recorded 
remotely [2, 3],
+  paint is relatively cheap and easily applied [4],
On the other hand, PSP techniques have also some problems and challenges for users:
-  temperature correction of the oxygen pressure profile is required,
-  high initial investment,
-  large data files and problems with their manipulation.
In particular, the temperature sensitivity is an issue that must be addressed. The 
temperature changes in wind tunnels are significant. First, the whole tunnel becomes hot 
from air friction and therefore the temperature continually increases, and secondly, local 
areas on the model can become hot or cool due to aerodynamic heating or cooling respec­
tively. Effective methods for handling temperature sensitivity are reviewed in Section 1.7 
and one of them -  a dual luminophore approach -  is utilised in our work.
A useful demonstration of the need for accurate, quasi-continuous pressure profiles is 
presented in Figure 1.1. From this figure it is clear, that the computational fluid dynamics 
calculations are not fully reliable and therefore, wind tunnel tests are still a valuable part 
of the process of aircraft design and testing. PSP has the potential to decrease the 
duration of wind tunnel tests and to produce valuable data for further development and 
therefore, create an economic advantage for users.
9
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1
- 1
Figure 1.1: Comparison of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) calculations and PSP data. 
The difference is visible just behind the cockpit and on the fuselage behind the wings. Image 
from [5].
1.1.3 H istory of PSP
The quenching of luminescence by oxygen was first reported by German scientists Kautsky 
h  Hirsch in 1935 [6]. Almost half century later in 1980, the surface flow visualisation 
technique based on oxygen quenching of fluorescence was first demonstrated [7]. In the 
early 1980s, the idea of using this technique for pressure measurements on aerodynamic 
models had been developed, and a qualitative experiment was performed at the University 
of Washington (UW) [8]. In the summer of 1989, what appeared to be the first quantitative 
demonstration of the PSP technique took place at the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), Ames Research Center, using the coating developed at UW.
Totally unknown to the western world and protected by secrecy, Russian scientists had 
been researching the same topic since the late 1970s at the Central Aero-Hydrodynamic 
Institute (TsAGI) in the former Soviet Union. Inspired by work from the 1960s on the 
oxygen quenching properties of luminophores, Pervushin and Nevsky developed the first 
pressure-sensitive coating in 1981 and obtained the first pressure measurements in 1982 [9]. 
By the mid-1980s, another TsAGI group started work in this field, and developed a new
10
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polymer based PSP, using ’’lifetime” and later ’’intensity-based” methods. The Russian 
research became known to the West through an advertisement for an ’’Optical Pressure 
and Temperature Measurement System” that appeared in the February 12, 1990, issue of 
Aviation Week &; Space Technology [1 , 10].
Over the next decade, PSP research has spread to aerospace institutions in many 
parts of the world. The main players are NASA, Boeing (and formerly McDonnell Dou­
glas, acquired later by Boeing) and Purdue University -  all in the United States. In 
Europe the main institutions involved are British Aerospace (BAe) and British Defense 
Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) in the UK, Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur 
Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR) in Germany, Office National d ’Etudes et de Recherches 
Aerospatiales (ONERA) in France. Other important players are the National Aerospace 
Laboratory (NAL) in Japan and TsAGI in Russia.
In recent years, research on some PSP aspects also began at Dublin City University 
(DCU), Ireland, with wind tunnel tests are carried in cooperation with University of 
Limerick.
Luminescence quenching affects both the intensity and lifetime of typical lumino- 
phores. Both approaches may be adopted in PSP applications. Current PSP techniques 
employ mainly an intensity-based approach which is susceptible to drift and aging of both 
light source and detector as well as to paint inhomogeneities. The model is illuminated by 
a lamp or a scanning laser beam and two images are taken. A so-called ” wind-off’ image 
is taken under no airflow prior to the ” wind-on” image in the wind tunnel. The wind-off 
image is used as a reference for intensity fluctuations due to paint thickness variations and 
uneven illumination. After aligning both images and ratioing intensities, the pressure is 
calculated (using equations discussed later in this chapter). In contrast, the luminescence 
lifetime approach used here eliminates many of the problems associated with intensity 
imaging. The lifetime is an intrinsic property of the luminophore, which, unlike intensity, 
is virtually independent of external perturbations. W ith this approach, the requirement 
for a wind-off image is eliminated [11 ].
However, luminescence properties are also dependent on temperature, which can differ 
significantly across a model in a wind tunnel, as well as fluctuating during prolonged 
tests. Many different techniques have been developed to correct for this temperature 
dependence. Early work used an additional infrared camera to provide a temperature 
correction for the pressure profile [12]. Other authors have used a separate temperature
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sensitive paint containing a thermographie phosphor, for example a uv-excited rare-earth 
ion [13, 14]. These strategies have necessitated the use of separate paints [15], separate 
light sources and in some cases two cameras [16].
Besides methods based on oxygen quenching, the research on direct pressure measure­
ments using pressure dependent chemical equilibrium of excited-state complexes [17, 18] 
was recently reported. The change in absolute pressure shifts the point of chemical equilib­
rium causing change in the proportion or reagents and causing a observable color change. 
Such paint was then tested in water, an environment nearly without oxygen [19]. Recent 
advances in fluorescence lifetime imaging in biochemical applications bring new concepts, 
which could possibly be utilised in PSR This is discussed in Chapter 7.
1 .2  L u m i n e s c e n c e  a n d  l u m i n e s c e n c e  q u e n c h i n g
1.2.1 Introduction to  lum inescence p ro c e sse s
Luminescence is defined as light emission th a t cannot be attributed simply to temperature 
of the emitting body. It involves radiative transitions between different energy levels in 
the material. As the electronic energy levels are unique for each material, so also are the 
luminescence properties characteristic of each material.
First the molecule/material must be excited by delivering a form of the energy. De­
pending on the origin of energy causing excitation, we refer to photoluminescence (energy 
in form of a photon), cathodoluminescence (accelerated electrons), radioluminescence (x- 
rays, cv-particles), bioluminescence (chemical reaction in live organism), sonoluminescence 
(sound), electroluminescence (electric current). In the case of pressure-sensitive paint, 
photoluminescence is the only type of luminescence used and therefore we will focus on
A photon absorbed by a molecule raises the molecule from the ground state to one 
of the excited states, as seen in Figure 1.2. Energy tends to decay non-radiatively by 
internal conversion and intersystem crossing (converting excess energy to heat) down to 
the lowest excited singlet (S) or triplet (T) state. In a typical molecule the ground state 
is a singlet (all electrons are paired and spin is zero, 5  =  0, therefore 2S  +  1 =  1). A 
radiative transition occurs between the lowest singlet state Si and the ground state So- 
The emitted light is called fluorescence and the typical lifetime is often less than 10-9 s.
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®3
Figure 1 .2 : Jabloriski diagram of luminescence processes. So is singlet ground state, Si, S2, and 
S3 are singlet excited states, Ti, T2, and T3 are excited triplet states. Internal conversion and 
intersystem crossing are non-radiative processes, fluorescence and phosphorescence are radiative 
processes (yielding light).
A transition between the lowest triplet state Ti (spin is equal to 1 , S  = 1, therefore 
25' +  1 =  3) and the ground state So is quantum-mechanically forbidden but due to an 
interaction with the environment there is still a finite probability for the transition to 
occur. Emission from the triplet to the singlet state is termed phosphorescence. The 
transition time is considerably longer (milliseconds to seconds) than for a singlet-singlet 
transition. However, it is not an absolute rule and often fluorescence can be longer lived 
than phosphorescence (e.g. delayed fluorescence) or both processes are connected and 
cannot be distinguished. Consequently the terms fluorescence and phosphorescence are 
frequently misused. In this work we use the general term luminescence when referring to 
any of fluorescent or phosphorescent processes.
As a part of the excitation energy is ‘lost’ between excitation and emission, the emitted 
light is shifted spectrally towards longer wavelengths and lower energies. Energy is usually 
dissipated into vibrational (phonon) modes in the molecule. The difference between the 
excitation and emitted energy is termed the Stokes shift. A large Stokes shift is favourable 
for easy separation of excitation light during detection of luminescence and also the effects
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of resonance energy transfer (see section 1.2.3) and reabsorption are suppressed.
A luminescent process can be characterised by its intensity (for each wavelength), but 
also each transition is characterised by a rate constant, k, which expresses the probability 
per unit time tha t an electron in a particular excited state will de-excite to the ground 
state. The reciprocal value of the rate constant is called the lifetime (r =  1 / k) and 
represents the average length of time that the electron spends in the excited state. For 
each transition, it is usual to distinguish the radiative and multiple non-radiative decays in 
the form of decay rates, k r , and multiple decay rates, k n r , and lifetimes, 7r , and multiple 
lifetimes, tn r . As both processes compete with each other, the observed luminescence 
lifetime, r , is determined by
K =  Kr +  ^ K n R ,  (1 -1 )
7  =  f + E r “ ’ (L2)t  t r  ? n r
where indexes R and NR refer to radiative and non-radiative processes, respectively and 
the sums run through all non-radiative processes. If additional processes are involved 
(e.g. quenching) another term is added to the sum in Equation 1.2 to express changes in 
the observed lifetime.
The quantum efficiency r¡ of luminescence is determined by
r) = ---- ----------- . (1.3)
Kr 2^  ^NR
As other non-radiative channels are added or some of the current channels are promoted, 
the quantum efficiency decreases.
1.2.2 Lifetime
Luminescence lifetime, sometimes referred to as decay time, is an important property of 
luminescent systems.
When a system that exhibits a single lifetime decay is excited by continuous light, it 
produces a continuous response in emitted luminescence. When the light is switched off, 
a decay in observed luminescence whose time profile is proportional to ~  e~^T, where r  
is the “observed lifetime” , is observed. This lifetime is the time taken for the intensity to 
drop to 1 /e  of its original intensity.
An interesting property of lifetime is that the time constant r  (lifetime) can also be 
observed in the rising signal after the light source is switched on. The luminescence again
14
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follows an exponential rise in the form of ~  (1 — e t T^). Both effects are illustrated 
in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Definition of lifetime -  exponential decay (left) and exponential rise (right).
1.2.3 L um inescence quench ing
Luminescence quenching refers to any process that decreases the luminescence intensity. 
Some types of quenching influence only luminescence intensity (e.g. static quenching), 
but other quenching effects (e.g. collisional quenching) quench lifetime(s) as well.
As some types of luminescence quenching are caused by molecular interactions, quench­
ing can be used to detect changes in the local molecule environment caused by some ex­
ternal factor (e.g. change of pH, concentration of analyte, temperature). In this project, 
quenching is used to detect changes in oxygen pressure at a surface. In general, quenching 
occurs without any permanent change to the molecule, the process is reversible, and by 
measuring the quenching, the changes in external parameters can be determined.
Dynamic quenching
Dynamic quenching is an important type of quenching for gas sensing applications. Here 
a collisional encounter between the quencher and the excited state is involved and the 
excited state is de-excited (Figure 1.4). The lifetime and intensity of the emission are 
decreased by dynamic quenching. So-called Stern-Volmer kinetics apply to the simplest
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dynamic quenching processes according to the well-known Stern-Volmer equation* first 
published in a paper in 1919 [20]
|  =  l+ tf s v [Q ] ,  (1.4)
where I0 and I  are respectively the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of 
quencher and [Q] is the concentration of the quenching species. For PSP, the concentration 
[Q] of quenching species in the paint is equal to the product of the solubility of the gas and 
partial pressure of gas outside the paint (Henry’s law) [21]. The proportionality constant 
Kgy is known as the Stern-Volmer coefficient and
K Sv = r0kq , (1.5)
where kq is the bimolecular quenching constant. It can be shown that the ratio Iq/ I  can 
be replaced by tq/ t , yielding the lifetime version of the Stern-Volmer equation [22]
— =  1 +  ATsvtQ] - (1 -6)
T
The dependence of K sv  on the unquenched lifetime To has implications for sensitivity as 
discussed in Section 2.2.2.
Static quenching
Static quenching is another process where an interaction between the luminophore and a 
quencher is involved. Static quenching involves the formation of a ground state complex 
that is not luminescent. Pure static quenching reduces the intensity of luminescence 
but does not necessarily decrease the lifetime of emission as static quenching effectively 
reduces the number of luminescently active molecules.
Concentration quenching
Concentration quenching is a process where a molecule is quenched by an adjacent mo­
lecule of the same type. Therefore, it is more likely to occur at higher concentration of
*The ratio of Iq/ I  can be looked at as the decrease of quantum  efficiency of luminescence as Io/I  = 
f]o/r] a t otherwise unchanged conditions. Knowing, th a t ro =  1 / (k r  +  « n r) , then the non-radiative 
quenching rate constant is linearly proportional to  the concentration of quencher through the quenching 
constant: nq = l / r q =  kq[Q], Using Equation 1.3, one can show th a t I0/ I  = rjo/r) =  [ k r /( k r  +  
ttNR)]/[ftR/(KR +  «NR +  &q[<2])] =  (kR +  ftNR +  fcq[<5])/(«R +  ^Nr) =  1 +  fcq[Q]/(/iR +  Knr) =  l+To&q[Q] •
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T\ T\ quenching
hea t
dye dye 0 2
Figure 1.4: M odified Jab lo iisk i d iagram  of dynam ic oxygen quenching  of lum inescence. O n the  
left, th e  ab so rb ed  p h o to n  is re -em itted  w ith  a  Stokes sh ift (lower energy) w ith  typ ical rad ia tive 
ra te  1 / t r . O n th e  righ t, th e  energy of th e  ab so rb ed  p h o to n  is c a p tu red  by th e  oxygen molecule 
w ith o u t release of light. T h e  ra te  of th is  process is trad itio n a lly  described  in  te rm s of lifetim e 
TNR-
luminophore (self-quenching). The mechanism can be visualised as radiationless trans­
fer of energy between molecules (particularly where the Stokes shift is small) or through 
formation of aggregates (common for large molecules such as porphyrins) or via a Stern- 
Volmer mechanism in solution. Concentration quenching can cause problems for particular 
applications due to the fact that increasing the concentration of the luminophore does not 
necessary imply an increase in luminescence signal level.
Colour quenching
Colour quenching is a mechanism where the photons that are emitted are reabsorbed by 
a strongly coloured component of the sample. Colour quenching does not shorten excited 
state lifetimes. Colour quenching can be minimised by reducing the sample pathlength 
for a given concentration of fluorescent dye.
Resonance energy transfer
Colour quenching is often accompanied by another quenching process based on resonance 
energy transfer (RET). This is a radiationless process where an excited luminophore 
(donor) transfers excitation energy to a neighbour (acceptor) that has an absorption 
spectrum that overlaps with the donor’s emission spectrum. RET is based on dipole-
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dipole interaction and therefore is only efficient for molecules in very close proximity 
(typically less than a few nm). For this reason it is only seen in concentrated solutions in 
the absence of specific interactions. RET-based concentration quenching can be reduced 
by dilution. The commonly used name for RET is fluorescence (or Forster) resonance 
energy transfer (FRET).
1.2.4 M ultiple-com ponent decay s
The time-resolved intensity of luminescence in the case of a single lifetime r  can be 
described as a single exponential decay I(t)  = 1(0) e_t/r , where 7(0) is emission intensity 
at time t  =  0, when the excitation light is turned completely off. Such a decay, observed 
for example with a pulsed light source (laser) and photomultiplier tube (PMT), should 
give a straight line graph for a semi-logarithmic plot of intensity versus time.
Many luminescent species do not exhibit single exponential decays. For multi-compo- 
nent decays, the time-resolved luminescence can be written as I ( t ) =  DILi h  e-i//Ti, where 
Tj and Ii are individual lifetimes and intensities. Frequently, a continuous distribution 
of lifetimes is observed when time-resolved luminescence intensity is I ( t ) =  F (r)dr, 
where F ( t ) is the distribution of lifetimes. The analysis of such complex decays is a 
challenging task [23].
In general, there can be several reasons for multiple decay times. Different lifetimes 
are attributed to different energy levels in luminescent molecules and materials with a 
complicated energy-level structure can experience multi-exponential decay. Furthermore, 
luminescence properties of molecules are often strongly dependent on the local environ­
ment and, for example in an amorphous sensor matrix (binder), each molecule experiences 
a different environment and therefore has a different lifetime. This is manifested as a mul­
tiple exponential decay. Differently located luminescent probes are also typically subject 
to different degrees of quenching and a transition from single to multiple lifetime can be 
observed with varying concentration of quencher.
1 .3  R u th e n iu m  c o m p l e x e s  a n d  o x y g e n  s e n s i t i v i t y
The right choice of luminescent compound is crucial for successful deployment of a lumi­
nescence sensor. Initially, for oxygen sensing, organic dyes such as pyrene derivatives [24]
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or porphyrins [25] were used. However, they suffer from disadvantages such as short- 
wavelength excitation, small Stokes shift and short unquenched lifetimes. These issues 
add complexity to the measurements.
In recent years transition metal complexes have been widely used for oxygen sens­
ing [26]. These complexes exhibit strong optical absorption, larger Stokes shift and have 
relatively long lifetime (100 ns to 10 ¿¿s). In particular, ruthenium complexes exhibit high 
oxygen sensitivity due to their long unquenched lifetime, while their absorption bands in 
the blue spectral region allow the use of widely available LEDs as excitation sources.
A typical example of a ruthenium complex is [Ru(bpy)3]2+ where bpy is 2 ,2’- bipyridine. 
It was originally developed for use in solar-energy conversion in the hope that charge 
transfer between strongly oxidant Ru111 and bpy-  could be used to split water into oxygen 
and hydrogen.
An excellent complex for oxygen sensing is Ruz/-tris-(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthro- 
line) abbreviated also as [Ru(dpp)3]2+. It has an unquenched lifetime in nitrogenated 
ethanol of ~  5 /¿s and is easily incorporated into a wide range of binder matrices.
In Section 2.2, the properties of this complex are discussed in greater detail.
1 .4  P S P  im a g in g  -  t h e o r y  a n d  e q u a t i o n s
1.4.1 Modified Stern-Volmer equation
The standard Stern-Volmer relation, Equation 1.4, assumes that the reference measure­
ment is made without the presence of a quencher, e.g. at vacuum or nitrogen at­
mosphere. In the wind tunnel this is not usually possible, so a modified version of 
the Stern-Volmer equation is used. The reference measurement is usually made under 
ambient atmospheric conditions. Therefore from the standard Stern-Volmer equation 
(J0/ /  =  t 0 / t  =  1 +  Ksv[Q]) a modified version, not requiring / 0, is derived by dividing 
two Stern-Volmer equations, one written for the measured condition and the second for 
the reference conditions. It yields 7ref/ 1 = rref/T =  (1 +  i^sv[Q ])/(l +  -KsvfQref]) and as 
the denominator (1 +  K sv [<2 ref]) is constant, the equation can be written in the form
IJ?L = A  + B ^ -  = ' ^ ,  (1.7)
I  P r e f  T
where subscript ‘ref’ refers to some known pressure, typically atmospheric pressure. Con­
stants A  = (1 -I- ^sv[Qref])_1 and B  = K sv / ( l  +  -^sv[Qref]) can be determined from
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the Stern-Volmer constant A"sv and reference quencher concentration [Qref] at reference 
conditions, but this is equivalent to determining A  and B  during calibration.
The constants A  and B  are temperature dependent, so during full calibration of the 
paint the temperature functions A(T) and B {T ) are recorded.
1.4.2 N on-dim ensional coefficients
Many wind tunnel tests use a scale model. To relate data acquired from a scale model to 
the full-scale vehicle without including the model size and specific wind tunnel pressure 
conditions, non-dimensional coefficients are used. Ideally, these coefficients depend only 
on the size and shape of the model and the angle at which the air flow hits the model. 
For wind tunnel tests the non-dimensional pressure coefficient Cp [27] is calculated as
Cv =  T - T 2 ' f1-8)\pvlo
where p is the pressure at a particular point, p ^  is the pressure far from the model (free 
stream pressure), p is the density of air (usually quoted as p =  1.225 kg/m 3) and is the 
speed of air far from the model. The pressure coefficient Cp is de facto relative pressure 
in units of the dynamic pressure ( \p v2) in the tunnel.
1 .5  T w o - d im e n s io n a l  o x y g e n  p ro f i l in g
Conventional oxygen sensors are based on electrochemical principles [28]. These sensors 
are capable typically of single point measurements. It means that the read value is a 
single number representing the averaged value of the measured quantity (e.g. oxygen 
concentration) over the effective sensing area. In some cases spatial resolution is required. 
It was shown by Reimers et al. [29], that miniaturisation of the sensor head using minia­
ture electrodes and mechanical scanning can produce one-dimensional profiles of oxygen 
distribution in sediments.
Optical methods of detection allow, in principle, less complex methods for spatial 
distribution mapping, by using scanning methods or camera systems.
Scanning methods
A typical scanning configuration uses a static excitation laser and a static detection sys­
tem. Using a computer-controlled mirror, the laser beam is deflected and scans across
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the sample surface. The laser is pulsed and time-resolved luminescence follows the same 
optical path as the laser beam (opposite direction) into the detection system, where a 
photomultiplier tube or photodiode detects the light intensity. Using a fast analog-to- 
digital converter the time-resolved luminescence signal is acquired and pressure at the 
point evaluated. Thus the spatial profile can be recorded, depending on the number of 
required points, in a timescale of a few minutes [30].
In an alternative configuration, often employed when a microscope is used, the whole 
sample is excited and the detector scans across the sample. Another variation includes 
systems that use a scanning laser beam and static collection optics [31]. Scanning systems 
are used exclusively for lifetime imaging.
Camera systems
Two dimensional oxygen profiles can also be acquired using a camera. Using a camera is, 
in principle, equivalent to the use of thousands to millions of photodetectors in parallel. 
This accelerates the whole process of profile acquisition. In reality, the increase in speed 
is not so dramatic as the sensitivity of each pixel is not equivalent to the sensitivity of a 
single light detector. There are several methods for pressure profile extraction. The first, 
the intensity approach, uses scientific grade CCDs to record luminescence intensity images 
using exposure times of seconds. Lifetime-based systems use gated cameras to produce a 
set of images at exposure times in the range of microseconds, which, after processing, is 
converted into an image of the pressure profile over the model.
To our knowledge, only one scanning system is commercially available [30]. Camera- 
based systems are widespread, currently using mainly the intensity approach. For indus­
trial applications the camera systems are favoured due to the increased data acquisition 
speed as every decrease of measurement time saves 1000s $/hour in wind tunnel costs.
1 .6  I n te n s i t y  a n d  l i f e t im e  m e a s u r e m e n t  a p p r o a c h e s
The relation of the intensity and lifetime to the oxygen partial pressure was referred to 
briefly earlier in the chapter. The intensity of the luminescence is not only a function 
of oxygen pressure, but also of many other factors, including intensity of excitation light 
at the particular point, / exc., sensitivity of the detection system, including the collecting 
optics and overall configuration, Sdeti thickness of the paint, h, concentration of active
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luminescence molecules, cium(t), which can change in time, and temperature, T:
I  =  J ( P o 2 j J e x o  ‘S 'd e tj Q u m  ( ¿ ) j  T -") •
On the other hand, the true lifetime is typically independent of the excitation intensity, 
sensitivity of the detection system and concentration changes of luminophore
T  =  t ( p o 2 , T )  .
Therefore, intensity-based methods must compensate for all these parameters or keep 
them constant between calibration and actual measurement. In contrast the lifetime 
measurement needs to be compensated for just temperature and therefore should, in 
principle, be simpler.
For this reason, lifetime measurements are becoming more popular in luminescence 
detection [32, 33], particularly when relatively low cost phase detection techniques are 
available to measure lifetime in the range of microseconds.
1 .7  T e m p e r a t u r e  c o r r e c t i o n s
In general, luminescence properties of materials are temperature dependent. In many 
experiments the temperature can be controlled and therefore, temperature dependence of 
luminescence is not an issue. However, for PSP the temperature changes are an intrinsic 
feature of the experiment. In high speed wind tunnels the effect of aerodynamic heating 
and/or cooling at different surfaces becomes significant, causing a temperature difference 
between various pieces of the model. Even in slow speed wind tunnels the temperature is 
difficult to control as the tunnel is not an isothermal device and it heats up continuously 
by air friction.
Therefore, rather than control the temperature it is more desirable to measure the 
temperature and then use this information for correcting the luminescence information 
related to pressure. In some cases, separate information about the temperature distribu­
tion can be useful. The paint designed specially for temperature measurements is named 
temperature sensitive paint (TSP).
1.7.1 S o u rces  of tem p era tu re  variation
Typically, th e  tem p era tu re  sensitivity  of pressure re la ted  lum inescence is caused by
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• temperature sensitivity of the luminescent complex and
• temperature sensitivity of the solubility and diffusion coefficients of oxygen in the 
binder material, causing a change in local concentration of oxygen seen by the 
sensing luminophore.
The total temperature sensitivity of the paint is due to a combination of these factors 
and must be treated as a whole.
1.7.2 M ethods for tem p era tu re  correction
A range of methods is employed to compensate for temperature effects in PSP.
One approach for creating a temperature-independent paint is to select a luminophore 
and binder with opposite temperature characteristics, where temperature effects cancel 
out [34] in a certain range of temperatures. Some work in the laboratory of the author was 
devoted to development of a temperature independent ruthenium complex. Another ap­
proach for intensity-based measurements is the use of a temperature sensitive buffer layer, 
which changes reflectivity with temperature [35]. W ith increasing temperature, the in­
crease in reflectivity compensates for the decreasing luminescence. Both these approaches 
involve removing the temperature sensitivity of the paint.
Alternatively, thermo-couples can be positioned over the surface and the temperature 
in between them interpolated. The use of an extra infra-red (IR) camera to record the 
surface temperature was also reported by Engler [36], Liu [37] and Le Sant [38]. Reg­
istering temperature and pressure images to overlay corresponding areas is a particular 
problem as temperature and pressure images are acquired from two different places.
A common approach is to use pressure and temperature sensitive paint (PSP/TSP 
systems). The use of dual luminophore paint (binary paint), where emission of the lumi­
nescence occurs at two different wavelengths allowing for two spectrally separated inten­
sity measurements, was reported by Khalil et al. [39]. In this work we report the use of 
a dual-luminophore paint with separation in lifetime rather than in wavelength.
1 .8  T e m p e r a t u r e  s e n s o r s
The majority of temperature-correction luminophores used in PSP measurements have 
been ions of rare-earth elements, e.g. europium (Eu3+) [40], which in the form of Y203:Eu3+
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show very sharp emission lines (linewidth of a few nanometres) and require UV excitation. 
Y202S:Sm is another temperature phosphor reported for high temperature applications 
(300-1400 K) [41].
Other phosphors can also be used such as common phosphors used in the light industry. 
These phosphors have the advantage of very high brightness.
The luminophore chosen for the work reported here is manganese-doped magnesium- 
fluorogermanate (MFG) phosphor which is used as a colour corrector in high pressure 
mercury vapour lamps and has also been used in commercial fibre optic temperature sens­
ing applications [42], Its lifetime is around t ~  3.5 ms at room temperature with change 
of —0.008 ms/°C. Detailed discussion of its electronic levels is carried in Section 2.3.1.
1 .9  S o l - g e l  m a t e r i a l s
Optical oxygen sensors require a porous, transparent matrix or binder for immobilisation 
of the oxygen-sensitive luminophore. One of the very promising approaches has been 
to use the sol-gel process for encapsulation of optically active compounds into a silica 
glass matrix. Its preparation is simple and the material itself is compatible with various 
coating techniques (dip, spin, knife, spray coating). The resultant coating is tough, inert, 
has high chemical and photochemical stability and has low optical absorption in the 
visible and near infrared region of spectra. Generally, the sol-gel matrix has advantages 
over the commonly used polymer matrix, such as better optical quality, ability to tailor 
for different applications, and flexibility regarding coating techniques.
The sol-gel process is used increasingly in the fabrication of chemical and biochemical 
sensors, e.g. ammonia [43], nitrogen monoxide [44], carbon dioxide [45, 46], hydrogen 
sulphide [47], pH [48, 49] and oxygen sensors [50]. The use of sol-gel for PSP applications 
is relatively new and to our knowledge the use of sol-gel material is reported for the first 
time here.
Generally, the microporous sol-gel matrix entraps molecules of the sensing material. 
The size of the pores, which is determined by the exact preparation method, is selected 
to be smaller than the size of the sensing molecules but large enough for diffusion of the 
analyte through the matrix towards the sensing molecule, hence minimising dye leaching.
The sol-gel process uses silicon alkoxide precursors, which undergo hydrolysis and 
polycondensation reactions followed by temperature treatment, which controls the densi-
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fication process. The microporous glass acts as a support matrix for sensing molecules, 
which are added to the initial sol. The sensing molecules can be susceptible to degradation 
at high temperatures and therefore the low temperature processing is a useful feature of 
the process.
Detailed discussion of sol-gel materials and techniques is in Section 2.1.
1 .1 0  O b j e c t i v e s  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s
The principal objective of the research program reported in this thesis was to develop a 
dual-luminophore paint capable of simultaneous pressure and temperature measurements. 
The second, parallel, aim was to assemble a suitable data acquisition system and to 
evaluate the methods for data acquisition to achieve reasonable precision and noise in 
pressure values.
Several constraints were placed on the system design, including
• no moving parts in the system,
• preferably using a single light source,
•  using a single camera to avoid problems with the image registration of temperature 
and pressure profiles,
• not using wind-off images to avoid registration of wind-on and wind-off images,
• luminophores selected should have different lifetimes to enable easy separation of 
lifetimes.
The paint formulation, based on sol-gel materials, should be easy to apply and remove 
and reasonably durable during the wind tunnel tests.
Finally the performance of the paint and the data acquisition system will be tested in 
a medium speed wind tunnel experiment.
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Chapter 2 
Materials and Methods
The two main components of pressure-sensitive paint are the oxygen-sensitive (and tem­
perature-sensitive) luminophores and the binder or immobilisation matrix. The ma­
trix of choice for this work is based on the sol-gel process, which can produce porous 
(oxygen-permeable) films. A brief account of the process will be given in this chap­
ter, as well as a description of the oxygen-sensing complex ([Ru^-tris-(4,7-diphenyl-1,10- 
phenanthroline)]2+) and temperature-sensitive phosphor manganese-doped magnesium- 
fìuorogermanate (MFG). The instrumentation and characterisation techniques used in 
the course of the project will also be described.
2.1 I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  s o l - g e l  m a t e r i a l s
The sol-gel process involves the preparation of ceramic materials or glasses by hydroly­
sis and condensation of the appropriate metal alkoxide, followed by a temperature pro­
gramme [1 , 2]. Sol-gel glasses can be made at lower temperatures (< 100 °C) than those 
required for traditional glass melts (> 1100 °C) [1]. This allows for organic molecules (e.g. 
chemical sensing molecules), which will not survive high temperatures, to be incorporated 
into the sol-gel glass in the early stages of its formation.
2.1.1 Sol-gel p ro cess in g
The stages of the sol-gel process are shown in Figure 2.1. A sol is produced from a liquid 
mixture of precursor, solvent and catalyst. An example of a precursor is Si(OC2H5)4 
(tetra-ethoxy-silane, known as TEOS) where the central silicon atom is surrounded by
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Figure 2.1: Outline of sol-gel process for glass fabrication.
ligands, which are in this case ethoxy groups. The sol is a colloidal suspension of solid 
particles in a liquid with particle size <  1 [im, which results from the hydrolysis and 
polycondensation of the organic components. The sol stage of the process is the stage at 
which thin films are fabricated.
Progressive polycondensation increases the size of particles above 1 /¿m while forming 
the gel. The gel can be subject to temperature treatment which controls the drying and 
densification process and partially defines the structure of the final film (e.g. porosity).
The basic hydrolysis and condensation processes are described below. Parameters in­
fluencing kinetic reaction, methods for film formation and encapsulation of other materials 
into the sol-gel are also discussed.
2.1 .2 H ydrolysis and  co n d en sa tio n
A gel is created by hydrolysis and polycondensation of organometallic compounds (e.g. 
alkoxides), which are dissolved in solvent (e.g. alcohol) in the presence of a limited amount 
of water, using a mineral acid or base catalyst. Hydrolysis is the reaction which replaces 
alkoxide groups (OR) with hydroxyl groups (OH) by the nucleophilic attack on silicon
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atoms by oxygen [1], forming the hydrolysed molecule and alcohol. R represents an alkyl 
group ( C ^ z + i) :
OR OR
RO— ¿i— O R +  H aO -4  RO— Si—-OH +  ROH. (2.1)
OR OR
The process continues when two partially hydrolysed molecules of precursor link to­
gether in a nucleophilic condensation reaction producing siloxane bonds (= S i—O —Si=) 
and water as a by-product:
OR OR OR OR
RO— Si— OH  +  H O — Si— OR -* RO— i i —  0 —  i t —  OR +  H20 .  (2.2)
I I I I
OR OR OR OR
When one hydrolysed and one non-hydrolysed function group react the by-product formed 
is alcohol:
OR OR OR OR
RO— ii—  OH +  R O — Si— OR -* RO— ii—  O — ii— OR +  ROH. (2.3)
I I I I
OR OR OR OR
The process of hydrolysis and condensation proceeds to build polymeric networks of 
siloxane bonds. The functionality of a monomer (number of bonds which a monomer 
can form) defines the type of the network which can be formed. For a tetrafunctional 
monomer (shown in the example above) a branched 3-dimensional network can be formed. 
The gel is formed when such a network is created with pores of submicrometer dimensions 
and the sol can support stress elastically. The time needed for this process to finish is 
called the gelation time, t g.
2.1.3 A ging and  drying
Aging is the term used to describe the process that occurs after the components have 
been mixed together to form a sol and prior to the film deposition stage. The sol can 
be stored either at ambient or elevated temperatures and hydrolysis and condensation 
continue. This increases the connectivity of the sol-gel which increases its viscosity, which 
is necessary for film deposition.
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Drying is the removal of excess liquid from the porous network leading to the formation 
of the dried gel or xerogel. The xerogel is a highly porous structure and this porosity plays 
a key role in the particular optical sensing application, in this case PSP.
2.1.4 F acto rs affecting s tru c tu re
There are a number of variables that affect the hydrolysis and condensation rates and 
hence, the microstructure of the gel. These include temperature, type and concentration 
of catalyst (acid or base), type of solvent, type of alkoxide precursor and ratio of water to 
precursor, concentration of reactants, addition sequence, time of mixing and pressure. All 
of these factors play an integral part in the formation of the microstructure of the sol-gel 
material by varying the hydrolysis and condensation reactions rates. Of these parameters, 
the influence of water-to-precursor ratio and pH value will be discussed here.
Influence of water to precursor ratio (R  value)
The R  value is the molar ratio of water to metal (silicon) alkoxide precursor and it plays 
a significant role in the structural evolution of the sol-gel materials. Both the size of the 
sol-gel particles and the amount of cross-linking is dependent on the R  value and pH.
Because water is produced as a by-product of the condensation reaction, an R  value of
2 is theoretically sufficient for complete hydrolysis and condensation to yield anhydrous 
silica as shown by the net reaction [1]
n  Si(OR)4 +  2n  H20  n  S i02 +  An ROH . (2.4)
However, this value has been shown to be insufficient for complete hydrolysis and conden­
sation to occur. This is due to reverse reactions and a number of competing processes. 
Hence an R  value greater than 2 is commonly used to complete hydrolysis before com­
pleting condensation and drying. Increasing the R  value of the sol serves to promote 
hydrolysis, which in turn  leads to a decrease in gelation time. However as the R  value is 
further increased, the sol becomes more dilute, which increases the gel time due to the 
decrease in relative silica content. This relation is evident from Figure 2.2. The position 
of the minimum in the curve is dependent on the experimental conditions, in particular 
the pH of the reaction.
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water: TEOS
Figure 2.2: Variation of sol gelation time, tg, with R  value and ethanol to TEOS ratio [3].
Influence of sol pH
Numerous literature citations mention the sensitivity of the sol-gel chemistry and differ­
ences in gel structure to the preparation conditions [4]. The pH of the solution has a 
dramatic effect on the glass structure, creating monolithic structures under acidic condi­
tions versus spherical particles under extreme basic conditions.
Silica has its isoelectric point at a pH value of approximately 2. This point repre­
sents the situation where the electron mobility and surface charge of the silica are zero. 
Therefore, a sol of pH < 2 is said to be acid-catalyzed, while sols with pH higher than 2 
are base-catalyzed. The characteristics of acid catalysis are fast hydrolysis and relatively 
long gel times, resulting in a fine network structure of linear chains with pore size < 2 nm. 
Base catalysis yields slow hydrolysis and increased condensation rates resulting in highly 
branched structure [1]. The gel time is maximal for pH value 1 .5 -2  and minimal (the 
fastest reaction) for pH around 4 [5]. In this project, the optimum condition for the 
sol-gel-based PSP paint were found to correspond to R =  4 and pH =  1.
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2.1.5 O rganically m odified silica tes  (ORMOSILs)
The surface of a standard alkoxide-based sol-gel film, for example using TEOS, is predom­
inantly covered with hydroxyl groups (OH). As a consequence, the surface is hydrophilic 
(wettable) and supports the adsorption of a layer of water molecules, which coats the in­
side of pores. For some applications the hydrophilicity is undesirable and hydrophobicity 
is required. In sol-gel applications the commonly used technique to prepare hydrophobic 
materials is chemical modification of sol-gel precursors. Such modified precursors lead 
to materials known as ORMOSILs (ORganically MOdified SILicates). In this case the 
modified precursors have one or more alkoxy groups (OR) replaced with alkyl group (R’). 
The alkyl group is not hydrolysed and takes the place of the hydroxyl ions forming Si-R’ 
group on the surface. These are non-polar and give rise to a hydrophobic surface.
A hydrophobic surface is necessary for the PSP application as the relevant mechanism 
of oxygen sensing involves the gas diffusing into the pores of the sol-gel paint, accessing 
the oxygen sensitive ruthenium complex which has been immobilised in the paint (see 
next Section 2.1.6) and subsequently giving rise to an oxygen dependent change in optical 
properties of the paint. The presence of adsorbed water molecules block the pores and 
impedes oxygen diffusion. Hence, a hydrophobic surface is desirable for effective oxygen 
sensing.
Another advantage of using ORMOSILs is decreased leaching of entrapped dye com­
pounds from sol-gel films [6 , 7]. In addition, films approximately 10 times thicker than 
those formed with standard TEOS-based recipe can be prepared with little or no crack­
ing [8],
A typical example of an organically modified silicon alkoxide precursor is methyltri- 
ethoxysilane (MTEOS, CH3(C2H50 )3Si), in which a methyl group replaces one of the 
ethoxy groups. This precursor is used to form the PSP paint employed in this work.
2.1 .6 E ncapsu la tion  of lum inophores within the  sol-gel m atrix 
Encapsulation of molecules
Sol-gel materials have advantages over polymers as host matrices for sensor molecules, for 
example: better optical quality and the ability to tailor the matrix for specific applications. 
Sol-gel matrices can be used to entrap sensor molecules (large organic molecules), while, 
due to  the porous nature of the material, allowing analyte molecules (low molecular
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weight) to diffuse into the matrix. These characteristics of sol-gel films have been exploited 
in a large variety of sol-gel-based optical sensors for different analytes including oxygen [9], 
carbon dioxide [10, 11], ammonia [12], pH [13, 14], and water vapour [15].
Sensing molecules can also be entrapped by direct covalent bonding with the sol-gel 
matrix. This eliminates the possibility of dye leaching but occasionally covalent bond­
ing can alter the luminescence properties of fluorescent species, for example, reducing 
sensitivity.
Post-doping can also be used, however, in this case the reagent is immobilised by 
very weak forces of chemi- or physi sorption, which makes such materials problematic 
in conditions when leaching can be a problem. For this project, encapsulation in a sol-gel 
matrix is employed and provides a robust support for the desired sensing mechanism to 
occur.
Encapsulation of powder particles
In some cases the sensing compound is not available in soluble form. This is the case for 
the magnesium-fluorogermanate-based temperature sensor (Section 2.3.1). The material 
is in the form of grains of a crystalline phosphore. The grain size is larger than the pore 
size of the sol-gel and this can influence the process of condensation in the vicinity of 
grain. The surface tension between the sol-gel and powder can cause the precipitation of 
the powder from the film giving rise to an inhomogeneity between the film and sol-gel. 
Strategies for overcome this problem depend on coating method and are described in 
Section 2.1.7.
Response time
In the paint, the sol-gel (binder) serves as a transport medium for oxygen to be deliv­
ered and quench molecules of the dye and therefore must be permeable to oxygen and 
have a suitably high diffusion coefficient, D, of oxygen. This is true for porous sol-gels. 
Engler [16] noted that the relaxation time of the paint associated with a step change in 
pressure is
Ah2 , <
^ re la x a tio n  —  ’ 2 . 5 )
where h is the thickness of the paint. For a typical MTEOS-based film the response time 
is in the range of tens of milliseconds [17]. Furthermore, the response time cannot be less
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then the lifetime of the used luminophore.
Some authors have reported direct attachment of the sensing dye to the surface without 
using any binder. Direct attachment is realised on anodised aluminium (AA), when the 
dye is adsorbed to the microporous structures at the surface [18]. As limited diffusion is 
involved, the response time is fast. However, the application is limited to metal surfaces 
such as aluminium, which limits the use of the method in PSP.
2.1.7 C oating m eth o d s
Four techniques used for thin film coating are described in the following paragraphs — 
dip-, knife-, spin- and spray-coating.
Dip-coating
Dip-coating is the simplest method of deposition of the sol onto a substrate. The substrate 
is immersed into the sol and then withdrawn at a constant speed upwards. The dip-coating 
process can be divided into five stages [1]: immersion, start-up, deposition, drainage and
I
Figure 2.3: S chem atic of d ip-coating .
evaporation. The theoretical description of film formation is nontrivial and the result is 
determined by a selected viscosity model of the sol. For Newtonian fluids the relation 
between film thickness, t, and dip speed, U, can by calculated by the Landau-Levich 
equation [19] as
t 0 01 ( ^ ) 2/3 (2 6 )
where q  is solution density, g  is acceleration due to gravity, rj is the dynamic viscosity and 
a is the surface tension. Clearly, if all the other factors are constant, the film thickness is
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proportional to the withdrawal speed U2//3. Therefore thickness increases with dip speed. 
Typically dip-coating can be used to coat films on planar substrates.
Knife-coating
Knife coating, also known as spread coating or blade coating, is a technique where the 
sol is deposited onto the substrate and excess sol is then swept away by the blade. The 
thickness of the deposited film is defined by the distance between blade and the substrate, 
speed of motion, contact angle of blade and viscosity of the sol [20]. The method itself 
could be adapted for continual coating and therefore is popular in industry when high 
throughput is required. Reproducibility of deposited films using this method is relatively
Figure 2.4: Schematic of knife-coating.
poor comparing to dip and spin-coating. Also knife-coating is suitable only for planar 
surfaces, which limits its application in PSP.
Spin coating
Spin coating is a method employing centrifugal force to dispense the material homo­
geneously onto the substrate and create uniform films. Figure 2.5 illustrates the spin- 
coating process. The substrate is held in a horizontal position (typically on a vacuum 
chuck) and the liquid material is dispensed close to the axis of rotation. The chuck is 
then programmed to rotate at a predefined acceleration (ramping), until the final speed 
is reached. The rotation of the substrate causes the material to spread over the surface 
of the substrate due to centrifugal force. Excess material is drained at the edges of the 
substrate.
The film thickness is the result of the balance between centrifugal and viscous drag 
forces. Adding the condition of mass conservation it can be shown that the film thickness 
is completely independent of any radial dependence [21], provided tha t the viscosity is 
not shear-dependent and does not vary over the substrate.
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As the film becomes thinner, the ratio of surface to volume grows and the evaporation 
becomes the driving force behind thinning. The final film thickness depends on the angular 
velocity of rotation, number and duration of ramps, density and viscosity of material [22]. 
As the evaporation and gelation, induced by increased concentration of sol, influence 
viscosity, the prediction of film thickness using the theoretical model can be inaccurate 
for sol-gels with short gelation times.
y
é
C D
Figure 2.5: Schematic of spin-coating.
The technique offers several advantages over dip-coating including the ability to de­
posit films on a single side of a substrate without masking. It is compatible with a broader 
range of viscosities and has improved film uniformity [23]. Spin coating is not compat­
ible with coating of non-planar surfaces used in PSP but was used extensively for the 
production of samples for characterisation.
Spray coating
Spray coating is a method especially suitable for coating of irregularly shaped objects. 
It uses compressed gas for forming an aerosol from the sol which is then sprayed onto 
a sample. Figure 2.6 shows the setup for spray-coating. Pressurised gas (e.g. nitrogen 
or air) enters from the left, draws sol from the container and mixes with it, forming an 
aerosol, which is driven from the nozzle by the gas flow onto the sample. The droplets in 
the aerosol are subject to rapid evaporation as the surface-to-volume ratio is high. The 
droplet size is inversely proportional to the gas pressure and proportional to the nozzle 
size [24].
The wetting properties and roughness of the surface are important for continuous 
coating [25].
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of spray-coating apparatus.
The thickness of the film is determined by the duration of spraying and in general, 
produce a homogeneous film without precipitation of powder particles. Moreover, the 
wasted sol is minimised compared to other methods.
2.1 .8 C om parison  of coating  tech n iq u es
All of the above methods have been used during the course of this project. Dip and spin- 
coating produce very reproducible results. Spin coating is capable of producing samples 
with homogeneous thickness across large areas. The dip-coated films are usually wedge 
shaped with a thicker film at the bottom of the sample.
Dip and spin-coating methods are not optimal for coating sol with dispersed powder 
suspension as the forces forming the thin film can segregate the powder particles giving 
rise to an inhomogeneous film. From this point of view, spray-coating is more effective.
For characterisation of PSP the coated samples are usually planar, and therefore com­
patible with all the above methods. But if real models for aerodynamic test are to be 
coated, dip-coating becomes impractical due to the large amount of sol required (typically 
comparable to the volume of the coated object) and spin- or knife- coating are totally 
unusable. Spray coating is again the most attractive as only a few millilitres of sol are 
required for coating large objects.
Although optical quality and homogeneity of films produced by spray-coating is rela­
tively poor compared to other techniques (partially due to manual spraying), for the PSP 
technique described here, the uniformity of film thickness is, in principle, not essential. 
The PSP system must compensate for other sources of non-uniformity over the surface
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of the object, for example, the variation of intensity of illumination and temperature 
variation.
In summary, in this work, a combination of dip and spray-coating was used for sample 
preparation. Occasionally, spin-coating was used when high uniformity over a large sample 
area was desired.
2 .2  T r a n s i t io n  m e ta l  c o m p l e x e s  f o r  o x y g e n  s e n s i n g
As stated previously, transition metal complexes are excellent candidates for luminescence- 
based oxygen sensing applications due to their large Stokes shift, long unquenched lifetime 
and high quenching sensitivity.
2.2.1 Electronic s ta te s  of transition  m etal com plexes
Transition metal complexes are characterised by partially filled d-orbitals [26]. The d- 
orbitals are associated with the metal, for example ruthenium has six d electrons. The 
presence of the ligands splits the five degenerate d-orbitals into triply degenerate lower (t2) 
and doubly degenerate higher (e) orbitals as illustrated in Figure 2.7 on the left. The 
splitting, A, arises from the different spatial orientations of the orbitals in relation to 
the ligands and is determined by the crystal-field strength, which is determined by the 
geometry, ligand and type of metal atom [27].
The organic ligands have n  and a  orbitals, but only the 7r orbitals are spectroscopically 
important in UV and visible spectroscopy. The bonding 7r levels are filled, antibonding 
7r* are vacant.
The spectroscopic states are derived from a combination of orbital configurations 
shown in Figure 2.7 on the right. In the ground state, all electron spins are paired. 
The total spin is zero, which makes the ground state singlet state. There are tree types 
of excited states -  (1 ) metal centered d-d  states, (2) ligand localised n-n* states and
(3) metal-to-ligand charge transfer transitions (MLCT).
The transition between the d-orbitals on the metal atom (i2 —* e) is formally forbid­
den and therefore d-d  transitions are weak, characterised by low radiative rate and weak 
emission. The tt- it* transitions are localised on the organic ligands and typically, are 
very similar to the corresponding transitions of free ligands. Principally, the new excited
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Figure 2.7: Sim plified o rb ita l and  electronic s ta te s  of m eta l-lig an d  com plexes. E ach  arrow  
rep resen ts  an  e lec tron  w ith  its  assoc ia ted  spin. T h e  d  o rb ita ls  a re  associa ted  w ith  th e  m etal 
a n d  are  sp lit by  energy  A  due  to  th e  c ry sta l field s tren g th . S p littin g  is s tro n g  enough so th e  ¿2 
o rb ita ls  are filled.
state is a MLCT transition when both metal and organic ligands are involved. For ruthe­
nium complexes, the metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition arises from promoting an 
electron from a metal orbital to a ligand orbital configuration). The MLCT transi­
tions tend to be strongly allowed compared to d-d  transitions, therefore, they have short 
radiative lifetimes and are more easily accessible for optical pumping due to spin-orbit 
coupling [26, 27].
As the light emission always occurs from the lowest excited state, for luminescence to 
occur, the crystal field must be strong enough to raise the d-d  state above the MLCT 
state (Figure 2.7 represents only weak separation). If such a condition is not fulfilled the 
complex is non-luminescent due to low situated non-luminescent d-d  states (e.g. in iron 
organic complexes).
The separation of the MLCT states and d-d states determines the sensitivity of the 
decay times (and quantum efficiency) to temperature. If these states are close together, 
then thermal excitation of d-d  states increases with increasing temperature and is followed 
by rapid radiationless decay.
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2.2.2 Ruthenium  com plexes and  oxygen quench ing
The complex used for this work, for its large Stokes shift, excellent photostability and long 
unquenched lifetime, is Ru(II) tris-(4,7-diphenyl-1 ,10-phenanthroline)*, whose structure 
is shown schematically in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Model of molecule of ruthenium complex -  [Ru(dpp)s]2+.
A Jablonski diagram for [Ru(dpp)s]2+ is shown in Figure 2.9 [26]. After absorption,
MLCT- Jntersystem crossing
(CM)
3MLCT
t n r  i  t q
Figure 2.9: A simplified Jablonski diagram for a metal-ligand complex of [Ru(dpp)3]2+, in­
cluding dynamic quenching channel.
the complex undergoes fast and efficient intersystem crossing to the triplet MLCT state, 
with a relatively long lifetime (star represents the excited complex):
D  +  hu -► D * . (2.7)
“often this complex is shorten in form of [Ru(Ph2phen)3]2+ or [Ru(dpp)a]2+.
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Prom this triplet state either emission with radiative lifetime tr, occurs
D * ^ D  + hv (2.8)
or the non-radiative decay with non-radiative lifetime tnr
D * ^ D  + A (2.9)
or quenching by the environment is observed with quenching lifetime tq
D* + Q ^ D  + Q*. (2.10)
A long lived triplet state is ideal for oxygen sensing, because, unlike other molecu­
les, the ground state of molecular oxygen is a triplet state and energy transfer between 
molecules is allowed when the energy donor and the energy acceptor have the same spin 
multiplicity (in this case triplet).
A relatively long lifetime of the excited state allows for an oxygen molecule to interact 
with the excited state and quench it. This gives excellent sensitivity of [Ru(dpp)3]2+ to 
oxygen. However, the long lived excited state is also sensitive to the environment and for 
reliable sensing must be shielded from other oxidants. This is achieved by embedding the
sensing molecule in the gas permeable and solvent impermeable membrane. Candidate
materials for membranes are polymers or sol-gel materials as discussed in section 2.1 .6.
Generally, the Stern-Volmer plot (Equation 1.4) for quenching of ruthenium complexes 
embedded in amorphous solid matrices is nonlinear. This nonlinearity is a consequence 
of the sensing molecules being located in two or more sites characterised by different 
quenching constants K q (Equation 1.5). This matrix inhomogeneity gives rise to down­
ward curved plots. The nonlinear Stern-Volmer plot can be explained by a three parameter 
Stern-Volmer equation [28]. This non-linear behaviour with oxygen concentration for an 
amorphous solid host is in contrast with the observation in solution, where theoretically 
predicted linear dependence in Stern-Volmer plots is rigorously observed.
The [Ru(dpp)3]2+ complex exhibits excellent sensitivity to oxygen. The emission in­
tensity decreases by about a factor of 4 on going from nitrogen to an atmosphere of pure 
oxygen, for typical sol-gel paints.
2.2.3 Spectral p ro p erties  of [Ru(dpp)3]2+
Optical excitation and emission spectra of [Ru(dpp)3]Cl2 complex are shown in Fig­
ure 2.10. Both were obtained with Spex FluoroMax 2 spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon
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wavelength [nm]
Figure 2.10: Emission and excitation spectra of [Ru(dpp)3]Cl2 complex. Excitation spectra 
acquired with detection at 600 nm, emission spectra with excitation at 450 nm.
Inc., Edison, NJ, USA) in ethanol solution. The emission exhibits a maximum at around 
600 nm in the red, while excitation is most efficient around 450 nm in the blue region. For 
comparison, a blue LED (Nichia NSPB500) emission spectrum is superimposed, showing 
the good overlap with the excitation spectra.
2.2.4 O ther ty p es  of optical oxygen s e n so rs
In addition to the ruthenium transition metal complexes, other types of fluorophores 
are used for pressure-sensitive paints, for example porphyrins. A porphyrin is a hetero­
cyclic macro-cycle made from four pyrrole subunits linked on opposite sides through four 
methine bridges and can be used for oxygen sensing when coordinated with P tn /P d n 
atoms [29]. The oxygen sensitivity of porphyrins is extremely high so at ambient con­
ditions the luminescence is usually completely quenched which makes it unfavourable in 
PSP systems. The extreme sensitivity can be reduced by a low oxygen permeable binder.
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2 .3  T e m p e r a t u r e  s e n s i t i v e  p h o s p h o r s
2.3.1 M anganese activated  m agnesium -fluorogerm anate  (MFG)
Magnesium-fluorogermanate (MFG) is a thermographic phosphor which is commonly used 
for colour correction of high pressure mercury-vapour lamps [30] and has also been used 
in commercial fibre optic temperature sensing applications [31, 32]. Excitation of the ac­
tivator, Mn4+, gives rise to a temperature-dependent, phosphorescent decay (r ~  3.5 ms).
Depending on the composition on the matrix (content of magnesia) it can take dif­
ferent content of quadrivalent manganese into the lattice. It was shown that the compo­
sition 3.5Mg00.5MgF2G e02 gives a lattice capable of incorporating the largest amount 
of quadrivalent manganese Mn4+. The concentration of 0.8% by weight of manganese 
is adopted in commercially available phosphors as it gives highest fluorescence emission, 
maximum temperature stability and highest inversion point (around 250 °C) [30].
The photoluminescence of MFG is caused by the quadrivalent Mn4+ which serves as 
activator. The quadrivalent state of manganese is in 3d3 configuration and paramagnetic 
resonance measurements indicate a surrounding of oxygen ions in octahedral symme­
try [33].
It is well known that ions, incorporated in a crystal lattice, are subjected to internal 
electric fields (crystal fields) which cause splitting and mixing of the electron energy levels 
of the isolated ions and the exact splitting depends on the strength of the crystal field 
and the geometry of the neighbouring ions. Approximate calculations of such splitting 
for 3d3 electron configurations in octahedral crystal fields was done by Tanabe et al. [34] 
and the result is in Figure 2.11. The diagram shows the difference in electronic energy 
A E  relative to the 4 A 2 ground state as a function of the parameter Dq of the crystal field 
strength.
On the left hand side of the diagram are states of the free Mn4+ ion. Each of these 
splits up into various components. The 4F  ground state of the free ion splits into three 
components labelled 4F2, 4F\ and 4A2. According to Kemeny and Haake [35], the optical 
absorption occurs from the ground state 4A 2 to threefold degenerate 4F2 and 4Fi, as 
the energies observed in the absorption spectra (Figure 2.13) cannot be explained for 
absorption into different states. Moreover, the transitions into doublet states are far less 
probable because of the necessary spin flip.
Thus, the centre absorbs at Dq ~  240 cm-1 into the states 4F2 (24000 cm-1 ~  417 nm)
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4F1(dedy2)
Crystal field parameter Dq (cm ~1)
Figure 2.11: Electronic energy difference relative to the 4A2 ground state as a function of the 
crystal field parameter Dq for the Mn4+ ion in octahedral symmetry [35],
and 4Fi (35 000cm -1  fa 285 nm).
The de-excitation, return to the ground state 4A 2, follows strong lattice relaxation, i.e., 
a lowering of Dq. Regardless of whether absorption takes place into the lower or higher 
state (4F2, 4F1), the emission spectrum always exhibits the same shape, with a wavelength 
around 645 nm. Thus, only one excited state is involved in the emission. Considering the 
energy difference, the most likely is the 4F2 state. Electrons excited to the higher states 
fall non-radiatively into the 4F2 state from which radiation occurs.
The mechanism of this transition cannot be represented in this Dq diagram (Fig­
ure 2.11) since there is no value of Dq at which energies of these two excited states 
are equal (except Dq =  0). Energy crossover, therefore, must involve another degree of 
freedom not shown in the Figure 2.11.
The emission spectrum (Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13) also shows two close peaks at
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around 630 nm and 660 nm, whose relative intensity is temperature dependent [30], but 
their separation is too small to be both from 4F2 and 4F\. It is assumed therefore, 
tha t the threefold degenerate 4F2 state is split and splitting is caused by the Jahn-Teller 
effect [36]. If the center were in perfect octahedral symmetry, only one group of peaks 
would appear in the emission spectra, which is contradictory to the experiment. Because 
of the tetragonal or trigonal distortion, another configuration coordinate, Q2, must be 
introduced in addition to Q i (corresponding to Dq in Figure 2.11, characterising the 
crystal field). The threefold degenerate state 4F2 is split into a twofold degenerate and 
non-degenerate level. The two levels are named 4F2 and 4F2 . Figure 2.12 explains 
the structure of the spectrum. The group of peaks around 630 nm is represented by the 
transitions a, b and c from 4F2" to 4A 2. More transitions are possible (and observed) from 
4F2' to 4A 2.
E
Figure 2.12: Total energy diagram of 4A2, 4F2 and 4F2" as a function of Q2 (corresponding 
do æ-axis). Individual emission peaks are correlated to specific transitions [35].
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The occupancy of both excited states 4F2" and 4F2' is in thermal equilibrium. Thus, it 
is clear tha t increasing the temperature causes the intensity of the emission in the group 
around 630 nm to increase at the expense of the emission intensity of the group around 
660 nm. Applying kinetic equations to this model one can calculate the temperature 
dependence of the observable lifetime as
-v e - V q/K T
T =  7  +  i + 2e~AV/kT ’ 2^'n ^
where 7  is the probability of radiative transitions 4F2', 4F2" —> 4A 2 (7  ~  287 s-1), j q is the 
probability of non-radiative transitions (temperature quenching) and j q ~  1012s_1, Vq is 
the quenching energy (Vq «  1.36 eV) and A V  is the energy difference between states 4F2' 
and 4F2" (AV ~  32.9 meV), k is Boltzmann constant and T  is temperature. The slight 
deviation of experimentally observed lifetime to the Equation 2.11 at low temperature 
is probably explained by the increasing asymmetry of the instantaneous positions of the 
Mn-ion with respect to the surrounding oxygen ions. The observed decay is reported to 
be purely exponential [35].
The reported increase in total emission with temperature, when not excited in res­
onance with the excitation peaks, can be easily understood. Before the temperature 
quenching can interfere, the absorption occurs from higher phonon levels of the ground 
state and therefore, the atomic absorption coefficient, a , increases with temperature. 
Thus, total emission increases. The increase in absorption coefficient a  is confirmed in 
transmission measurements. For resonant excitation the absorption is only slightly de­
pendent, as the absorption takes place mostly from the lowest level of the ground state.
Finally, the excitation and the emission spectra of MFG:Mn (donated by Meldform 
Metals Ltd., England) is presented together with emission of blue and UV LED (460nm 
and 376 nm) in Figure 2.13. The maxima in excitation spectra lie near 420 nm and around 
300 nm. The group of emission peaks, discussed earlier, appear between 620 and 670 nm, 
with maxima at around 655 nm and 630 nm.
The difference in intensity of emitted light while excited by blue and UV LED is neg­
ligible. For safety reasons, the harmless light source (blue LED) would be more preferred 
for PSP measurements performed in open environments, such as wind tunnels.
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Figure 2.13: Emission and excitation spectra of manganese doped magnesium-fluorogermanate 
(MFG) complex at room temperature. Excitation spectra acquired with detection at Aem = 
657 nm, emission spectra with excitation at Aex = 420 nm.
2.3.2 Europium  d oped  yttrium  oxide
Europium doped yttrium  oxide (Y20 3 :Eu) is an efficient red-emission phosphor and has 
been used in fluorescent lights, as well as being widely used in cathode ray tubes (CRT), 
plasma displays and field emission displays (FED) [37]. The Y20 3 matrix shows excellent 
chemical stability and therefore is often used as base matrix to be doped with various ions. 
Y20s:Eu is traditionally prepared by a high-temperature solid-state reaction at 1400- 
1500 °C for several hours. Recently a new method of preparation by a sol-gel method was 
demonstrated [38].
The distinct luminescence spectra of this material correspond to Eu3+ ion and its 4 / 
electrons as no transition between the activator and a solid state band is present [37].
The excitation and emission spectra of Y20s:Eu (6.5% of Eu), donated by Sylvania 
Osram, are shown in Figure 2.14. It shows relatively narrow emission and excitation lines. 
The narrow excitation line means that Y20 3:Eu requires an excitation source tuned to 
this line, which limits the number of potential light sources.
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Figure 2.14: Emission and excitation spectra of Y203:Eu at room temperature. Excitation 
spectra acquired with detection at Aem = 610 nm, emission spectra with excitation at Aex = 
420 nm.
2 .4  I n s t r u m e n ta t i o n  a n d  c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s
As mentioned previously, the experimental arrangement for PSP consists of three parts: 
(i) the light source, (ii) the paint and (iii) the detector system. The paint has already 
been described in Section 2.1 , while sources and the detection system will be discussed in 
the following paragraph. In this section the instrumentation for varying gas pressure will 
be described as well as the temperature control system used. At the end of the section, 
various ancillary techniques used in the project will be described.
2.4.1 Light so u rc e s  for PSP 
Continuous light sources
For intensity based PSP systems, very stable and intense light sources are required. The 
source needs to be matched to the spectral properties of the paint. High intensity of the 
source allows for shorter exposure times and measurements over large surfaces. Xenon and 
mercury lamps [39] or tungsten halogen lamps [40] equipped with appropriate spectral 
filters have been widely used. An integral part of the light source is a stabilised power
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supply. Some pulsed light sources described below can be used for continuous illumination 
as well. Lasers are also used in PSP applications, for example 337 nm emission from a 
nitrogen line [41].
Pulsed light sources
For lifetime-based measurements, pulsed or modulated sources are required.
Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers have been widely used. Usually, the second (532 nm) or 
third (355 nm) harmonics are used for excitation [42], Use of xenon flash lamps has 
also been reported [39]. W ith the recent advances in production of semiconductor light 
sources for the next generation of DVD players, the blue and ultraviolet light emitting 
diodes have became readily available. These wavelengths are suitable for excitation of 
some of PSP/T SP luminophores and are also easily modulatable.
2.4.2 Blue LED bank
In this work, an externally triggered multi-LED bank PRS100B (Photonic Research Sys­
tems, UK) was employed. The LED bank consists of an array of 10 x 10 blue LEDs 
(Nichia, Japan) and a blue short pass filter is used to filter the long wavelength tail of 
radiation. It is controlled by a TTL input where HI corresponds to the LEDs switched 
on, and LO corresponds to the LEDs switched off. The emission peak is at 460 nm. It 
can be modulated up to frequencies in the MHz region. For some experiments we used a 
UV-LED bank (PRS100UV) with emission at 376 nm.
2.4.3 D etection sy stem
The detection systems consists of collection optics, optical filters and the light detector. 
The selection of the filters is important and ideally, the excitation and detection filters 
should be spectrally crossed to block excitation light from the detector. For time-resolved 
measurements, the filters are not necessary if the luminescence light collection occurs 
in periods when the excitation light is off and could lead to “filter-free luminescence 
detection” [43].
Two different cameras systems were used in the course of this project: an image- 
intensified gated CCD camera (DiCAM Pro, PCO, Germany) and interline frame transfer 
CCD camera system (Imagex 2000, Photonic Research Systems, UK).
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DiCAM Pro camera
The DiCAM Pro (PCO, Germany) is a 12 bit image-intensified gated CCD camera. A 
schematic diagram of the camera is shown in Figure 2.15. Light incident on the camera 
microchannel plate (MCP) (Hamamatsu V7670U-70) is intensified and later detected by 
the CCD chip, which is cooled by a Peltier cooler down to —11 °C. The MCP, through its 
gated gain, is used as a fast shutter. The CCD chip contains 1280 x 1024 pixels (SVGA
incoming light 
---------->-
optics MCP optics CCD
Figure 2.15: Function diagram of gated CCD camera DiCAM Pro. Light entering camera is 
focused to the MCP, amplified and focused onto CCD chip.
resolution), each pixel of size 6.7¡im x 6 .7[im and full well capacity 25 000 e_ . The analog 
to digital conversion factor is 5 e '/c o u n t and the scan rate is 12.5 MHz with readout noise 
7-8 e_ . Internal binning in the camera is possible between 1. . .  8 pixels and 1. . .  32 pixels 
horizontally and vertically, respectively.
The camera is capable of exposure times down to 3 ns [44] and the exposure can be 
TTL triggered externally. The delay time between the triggering pulse and the exposure 
is variable in steps down to 20 ns. All the camera parameters are computer controlled [45].
Imagex 2000 system
The second camera used was an Imagex 2000 system (Photonic Research Systems, UK).It 
is a phase-sensitive system for luminescence lifetime measurements with quoted resolution 
<  1 ¡j ,s . The system comprises a modulated interline transfer CCD camera, interface and 
modulated light source PRS100B (or other). The resolution of the CCD chip is 752 x 582 
pixels at 14 bits per pixel with correlated double sampling and attached cooling to 40 °C 
under room temperature with peak sensitivity at 550 nm and 50% sensitivity at 430-
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730 nm. The interface allows for modulation of light sources in discrete steps up to 
500 kHz. The read out time is 0.8 s for medium resolution and 3 s for high resolution [46].
2.4.4 Trigger circuit
A special triggering circuit was designed to allow for computer control of the excitation 
frequency and to correct phase shift between signals for triggering of the excitation source 
and the camera. The circuit allows discrete frequencies from 1 MHz down to millihertz 
to be set. Available frequencies are given in table B .l and a detailed description of the 
circuit is in Appendix B.
2.5 Other techniques and tools
Spectroscopy
Most of the spectra shown were obtained using a Spex FluoroMax 2 spectrofluorometer 
(Jobin-Yvon Inc., USA).
Optical filters
In order to avoid damaging the camera’s image intensifier by exposing it to spurious 
light, a long-pass Schott glass OG550 filter was fitted to the objective. For the phase 
measurements the polyester optical filters of red (Lee #135) and blue (Lee #168) colour 
were utilised (LEE Filters, UK [47]).
Mass flow controllers
To emulate pressure changes, various concentrations of oxygen in nitrogen were employed, 
both from compressed gas bottles (BOC Gases, Ireland). The concentration was controlled 
by two mass flow controllers C7300 (Unit Instruments, Ireland) of maximum flow rate 
21/min.
The whole gas-mixing system was managed by a personal computer running a Lab- 
VIEW 6i program (Figure 2.16). It allowed automatic remote control of concentration 
(0-100%) and total flow (0-21/min). The program provided log file with date, time, 
concentration, flow and temperature (read through the thermocouple).
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Figure 2.16: Screen of remotely controlled LabView program for concentration control.
Direct lifetime measurements with PMT
Direct lifetime measurements with a photomultiplier tube were taken using a pulse gener­
ator PG501 (Tektronix), single Nichia-blue LED or PRS100B blue LED bank, photomul­
tiplier tube 1P28 (Hamamatsu, Japan) with high voltage power supply PM 28B (E.M.I. 
Electronics Ltd., UK) and HP 54600A oscilloscope (100 MHz) with data read-out through 
RS-232 into a personal computer.
Flow cell
Samples were characterised in an air-tight flow cell of volume approx 22 cm3 fitted with 
two glass windows at adjacent walls of the cell. The cell is shown in Figure 2.17. The 
sample itself was held in a holder at approximately 45° to the windows. For large samples 
(e.g. full 4” wafer) a large flow cell was constructed with a perspex window forming the 
front wall of the flow cell. The total volume of the large flow cell shown in Figure 2.18 is
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Figure 2.17: Flow cell (5 x 3 x 1.5 cm) with gas heater attached on the left side for sample 
characterisations (concentration and temperature runs).
approximately 1600 cm3.
Air heater
When the calibration required elevated temperature, the passing gas mixture was heated 
prior to entering the flow cell by an air heater RS 200-2480 (Radionics, Ireland) of maxi­
mum power of 200 W at 240 V.
Phase measurements
For the phase measurements with the fibre-optic high-spatial-resolution probe, signal 
processing was carried out using the 7225 DSP Lock-in amplifier (AMTEK, Inc., Signal 
Recovery, USA) [48].
Coating
The spray-coated samples were sprayed with an airbrush obtained from a Sprite Major 
Airbrush Kit (Devilbiss Aerograph, UK), with nitrogen as the driving gas. The dip- 
coated samples were coated using an in-house computer-controlled dip-coater at typical 
speeds of 3m m/min. Spin-coated samples were prepared with a spin-coater, model P6712 
(Specialty Coating Systems, USA).
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Figure 2.18: Large flow cell (15 x 14.5 x 7.5 cm) for sample characterisations.
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Chapter 3
PSP imaging: experimental configuration and 
image processing
In this chapter a number of different PSP system configurations are described and the 
lifetime-based system chosen for this project is justified. The data acquisition and image 
processing system used is described.
3.1 Intensity versus lifetime-based PSP
For PSP or TSP (Temperature Sensitive Paint) measurements the effect of quenching on 
luminescence must be recorded. Two different approaches to record changes in lumines­
cence signal are used — intensity and lifetime.
3.1.1 Intensity  app roach
Currently, most PSP measurements are carried out by monitoring the intensity of the 
emission from the surface to be profiled as a function of the pressure. Under continuous 
illumination, a CCD camera records the pressure profile by carrying out “wind-off” and 
“wind-on” measurement as discussed below. This is also called the radiometric approach.
The intensity of emitted luminescent light is affected by many factors that are not 
related to pressure or temperature changes. These factors include the intensity of illu­
mination, the sensitivity of the detection system (including mechanical stability of ex­
perimental setup), thickness and temperature of the paint layer and the concentration of
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luminescent dye in the paint (sensing layer).
The concentration of dye in the paint can change due to a process called leaching, when 
the active luminescence molecules are washed off from the sensing layer. The effective 
concentration can also change as a result of photon-induced chemical damage (photo- 
bleaching), which renders a proportion of the molecules non-luminescent. These factors 
affect the long-term stability of intensity-based sensors. Therefore, each individual sensor 
must be effectively calibrated against reference conditions to correct for all the above 
effects.
One solution is the production of two intensity images, traditionally called “wind-off” 
and “wind-on” , which are referenced against each other. Under continuous illumination, 
the “wind-off” image is taken in the wind tunnel when the wind is switched off and the 
model surface is under ambient pressure and temperature and the reference intensity, 
/ ref, is recorded. Then the tunnel is turned on and the “wind-on” intensity image, I, 
is acquired. Assuming that no change in illumination, efficiency of collection optics or 
photobleaching occurred, the change in intensity can be attributed to oxygen quenching 
caused by a change in air pressure, and the pressure can be determined using Stern-Volmer 
calibration (Equation 1.7).
Such intensity-based PSP systems suffer from two main disadvantages:
• misalignment between wind-on and wind-off images and
• inability to simply incorporate and detect luminescence from a second luminescent 
material e.g. for temperature corrections.
The misalignment of the wind-on and wind-off images is caused by the wind causing 
deformation of the model or supports. To correct for this, the model surface is covered 
with a set of registration marks and images are first manipulated in order for the marks to 
overlap [1]. Then the calculation of the ratio ITe{ /I  can be carried out pixel by pixel. The 
marks reduce the surface area available for PSP measurements. Furthermore, because of 
the movement of the model, the illumination conditions can change between wind-off and 
wind-on images, as the distances from the light source and detection system changes and 
shadow patterns shift.
In general, the need for wind-on and wind-off images brings problems which are difficult 
to solve.
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For temperature correction, it is desirable to incorporate more than one luminophore 
into the paint to be able to detect changes in more than one parameter (e.g. pressure 
and temperature). This simple intensity approach is not able to distinguish between 
signals from more than one luminophore. There are two options: (i) separation of the 
signals spectrally using optical filters (if the luminescence spectra do not overlap) or (ii) 
separation of them in the time domain. The first approach was reported by Zelelow et al. 
[2] where the setup required filter changers in front of the camera. The second approach 
involves measuring lifetime and is described in the next paragraph.
3.1.2 Lifetime ap p ro ach
Assuming that one can determine the lifetime of the luminophore or some quantity pro­
portional to the lifetime, then the “wind-off” image is not needed. As the lifetime is an 
intrinsic property of the luminescent molecule (or phosphor), regardless of illumination 
conditions, efficiency of detection system, concentration of dye* and paint thickness, the 
lifetime version of the Stern-Volmer equation (Equation 1.7) can be rewritten, simply by 
dividing it by the reference lifetime rref, in the form of
T - 1 = —  + — ? — p . (3.1)
7"ref r^ef Pref
The parameters on the right hand side are all constant, except the pressure, p , showing 
that one universal calibration is sufficient for all sensors without the need for referencing 
lifetime to any known condition. In the case of PSP, this means that there is no need for 
wind-off images. The determination of lifetime, r , in wind-on conditions is sufficient for 
pressure determination (knowing the universal calibration for the particular paint).
Furthermore, if more than one luminophore with a different lifetime is employed, all 
lifetimes can be measured and more than one parameter (e.g. pressure, temperature) can 
be determined. As this separation happens in the time domain, it requires just a change 
in camera gating (software change), as opposed to the mechanical change for spectral 
separation (filter change).
Methods for lifetime determination can be divided into two categories — pulsed lu­
minescence lifetime measurement and modulated luminescence lifetime measurement. In 
short, the pulsed methods use a single pulse to excite the sample and then the decay
*At high concentration of dye the lifetime can be reduced by effect of concentration quenching.
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of the luminescence intensity is measured. In modulated methods, the sample is excited 
with a periodically changing signal, where the period of the signal is comparable with the 
measured lifetime, and usually a phase shift is determined (more details are presented 
in Section 5.5).
The dominant approach currently used in pressure sensitive paint applications is the 
intensity approach requiring wind-off images, but recently increase in number of studies 
is being devoted to lifetime based measurements. Intensity based measurements seem to 
have better accuracy in a real application, but the lifetime methods are rapidly improving, 
driven by the advantages described above. These issues are addressed again in Chapter 7.
3.2 Luminescence lifetime detection
Lifetime from the surface can be read point by point using scanning techniques, where 
the lifetime is extracted by many methods known from lifetime spectroscopy [3]. The full 
temporal resolution of luminescence can be easily obtained and lifetime calculated.
Using a camera is, in principle, equivalent to the use of thousands to millions of 
photodetectors in parallel. This accelerates the whole process of profile acquisition, but 
does not allow the recording of temporal information for each pixel in such detail as single 
point or scanning techniques.
3.2.1 CCD cam eras
PSP applications tend to use charge coupled device (CCD) cameras to acquire the images 
of the pressure distribution. The CCD is a light-sensitive device, usually made of silicon. 
It consists of an array of light-sensitive pixels where each individually convert incoming 
photons to electrons and accumulate the resulting charge. The pixel is the smallest region 
on the chip that can be resolved. The size of pixel limits the resolution of the chip.
The image acquisition from the CCD consists of three main phases — (i) cleaning 
phase, when all the charge in each pixel is removed, (ii) exposure phase, when the ac­
cumulation of charge happens; the exposure time, also called integration time, controls 
the amount of the charge accumulated and finally (iii) read-out phase, when the charge 
is sequentially read-out from each pixel. According to the method used for read-out, the 
CCD chips are divided to three main categories:
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• full frame device — this device has no shuttering features and the read-out of the 
image happens while continuously exposing pixels. Such devices require an external 
shutter.
• frame transfer device — the chip is split into two areas, where one half is light- 
sensitive and the charge from it is quickly transported to the second light-insensitive 
half and then read-out.
• interline transfer device — every second column of pixels is masked and light 
insensitive. Charge can be transfered very quickly (during one clock tick) from the 
light sensitive pixels to the shielded columns.
The read-out process transfers the charge from each pixel gradually to the side of the 
chip, where it is converted to the voltage reading and the voltage signal is amplified and 
digitised.
Intensity-based imaging techniques tend to use CCD chips with high dynamic range 
(at least 12 bit) and low noise, which is achieved by removing thermal noise by cooling 
the chip.
3.2.2 C am era sy s te m s  for lifetime im aging
As discussed above, the lifetime approach should be better than the intensity-based ap­
proach. Now the implications of the lifetime based approach in conjunction with using a 
camera system for the image acquisition will be discussed.
The single point measurement and measurement with a camera have a few fundamental 
differences. First, the pressure profile is acquired in parallel, with the data from each 
point of the model corresponding to the same moment in time, not in sequence, as in the 
scanning case. This also decreases the total acquisition time.
Secondly, the camera typically is not capable of recording the same temporal infor­
mation as a single point measurement. The full recording of temporal information would 
require typical data acquisition speeds of 106 Gb/s*, which is unrealistic taking into ac­
count serial reading of data from the CCD chips and the noise which would be introduced
*For SVGA resolution CCD camera, 12 bit resolution and time window of 10 fis with 100 data points, 
800 ■ 600 • 12b • 100/10“5 s = 5.6 ■ 105 Gb/s, assuming continuous read-out, which is not taking into account 
the exposition (integration) time needed.
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at such high read-out speeds. Using CMOS cameras in place of CCDs could improve the 
situation, but, the required data flow (even temporary) is beyond the scope of current 
technology and the problem must be tackled in a different way.
F igu re  3.1: Recording multiple images with different exposition conditions (here time delays) 
and making calculations on per-pixel basis on values Ixy.
Fortunately, the use of periodic excitation, together with a gating technique, can be 
a solution to the problem. The gating allows for recording of the light between selected 
times during the excitation period. After the exposure, the information is read-out and 
in the following excitation period the gate with different settings is triggered and the pro­
cess continues. By selecting appropriate gates, a set of images, each containing intensity 
information of light levels at particular times and exposure times is obtained, as shown 
in Figure 3.1. The set of images is processed on a pixel-by-pixel basis, according to the 
gating strategy used for recording, and for each pixel the lifetime, or number related to life­
time or pressure information is obtained. It results in the final lifetim e/concentration/... 
image, which is then further interpreted.
The advantage of using periodic excitation is the possibility of the integration of the 
light over consecutive periods into one image using several identical gatings. The CCD is 
continuously exposed and the gating system lets through light just during selected times. 
This is very useful when the exposure times are short and the light intensity accumulated 
over one pulse/period is small.
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3.2.3 Principle of g a ted  cam era  sy s tem s
To achieve adequate gating, two strategies can be used. The first involves a system on 
an interline transfer CCD chip, when the charge is transported from adjacent pixels to 
select charge corresponding to the light incoming during the gate-periods. When enough 
charge is stored, the whole image is read-out. This principle is used in the Imagex 2000 
system from Photonic Research Systems, UK [4],
Another strategy uses a shutter placed in front of the CCD chip. The shutter selects 
the light corresponding to the gating periods and the CCD chip naturally provides the 
integration over the periods. The challenge is to implement a shutter with a minimum 
gating time in the range of tenths of nanoseconds to microseconds. For this timescale the 
mechanical shutters are too slow.
The method of choice is to use an image intensifier with high on/off ratio (>  104:1). 
While the image intensifier is off, virtually no light passes through; when it is on, the 
incident light is amplified, which corresponds to opening the shutter. This method is 
used in the DiCAM Pro camera [5]. In some image intensifiers the gain can be modulated 
in time, which would enable phase detection in the system. In our system, a microchannel 
plate is used as an image intensifier.
MicroChannel plate (MCP)
A microchannel plate (MCP) is, in principle, a secondary electron multiplier. Initially it 
was developed for intensifying low intensity images and for detectors of x-rays in medical 
imaging and particle physics. In PSP systems MCPs are used as shutters in on/off mode. 
An MCP consists of a photocathode in front, where incoming photons are converted 
to electrons (Figure 3.2). Each electron enters one of the millions of channels in an 
array. When the electron hits the wall of a channel, secondary electrons are produced and 
accelerated by the high voltage applied across both ends of the MCP and their numbers 
are multiplied in a similar way as in the photomultiplying tube (PMT).
At the output, the electrons reach a phosphor which converts them to photons. If a 
high voltage is not applied, the electrons are not multiplied and do not reach the phosphor 
and no light at the output is generated.
Image intensifiers are switchable at the nanosecond time scale [6]. The image inten­
sifiers have a number of properties, which are not always desirable and they are worth
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F igure  3.2: Principle of operation of MicroChannel Plate (MCP). The photocathode and light 
emitting phosphor are not displayed.
briefly mentioning:
• Loss of image resolution. The image resolution is defined by the number of channels 
and grain size of used phosphor.
• Increase of noise. This is an intrinsic, property of PMT amplification.
• Slow decay time of the phosphor. It can complicate fast consecutive measurements.
3.3 Selection criteria for PSP systems
The PSP/T SP system is an application of optical sensing driven by industrial demand 
and therefore, some practical limitations exist. For example, significant modifications 
of the wind tunnel are not possible and therefore only a limited control of temperature 
is possible. In addition, background light can remain and generally, the industrial-like 
environment is hostile for the operation of precision equipment.
Therefore, the PSP system should be robust and not contain any mechanically sensitive 
parts. It should also be able to compensate for variations in temperature as mentioned 
in Section 1.7.
For these reasons, it was decided to use a single camera system with a single light source 
and to develop a dual-luminophore, temperature and pressure-sensitive paint. Utilising 
the lifetime approach enables separation of temperature and pressure information in the
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time domain, avoiding the use of spectral filtering. The system consists of a TTL mod­
ulated light source (LED array PRS100B), trigger circuit and gated camera DiCAM Pro 
or Imagex 2000 system, all described in detail in Section 2.4.
3.3.1 L um inophore se lection
The ruthenium complex, [Ru(dpp)3]2+, has been widely used in oxygen sensor appli­
cations. As well as being highly emissive, the complex has strong absorption in the 
blue-green region of the spectrum which, is compatible with high-brightness blue LEDs. 
The high degree of overlap between the complex absorption band and the output of the 
LED is shown in Figure 3.3. The relatively long lifetime (~  5 fis) ensures high oxygen 
sensitivity. The complex is optically stable and is easily incorporated into a variety of 
binder matrices.
As discussed previously, magnesium fluorogermanate (3.5MgO 0.5MgF2 Ge02 : Mn) or 
MFG, is a thermographic phosphor which is used in commercial fibre optic temperature 
sensing applications [7]. Excitation of the activator, Mn4+, gives rise to a temperature- 
dependent, phosphorescent decay (r ~  3 ms). The absorption spectrum has a peak at 
420 nm, which, as shown in Figure 3.3, overlaps considerably with the blue LED output. 
Emission peaks at 655 nm and 630 nm are spectrally close to the 610 nm emission of the 
ruthenium complex.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the sol-gel material was chosen as the optimum oxygen 
permeable binder. [Ru(dpp)a]2+ and MFG were entrapped by embedding them into a sol.
Clearly, the overlapping absorption bands, summarised again in Figure 3.3, of the 
luminophores facilitates the use of a single excitation source. The temporally separated 
lifetimes, ~  5 /xs for the ruthenium complex and ~  3 ms for MFG, allow the use of a single 
gated camera for the acquisition of both luminescent decays.
3.3.2 S elected  cam era  sy stem
Two systems capable of lifetime measurements were evaluated. These were the gated 
DiCAM Pro camera and Imagex 2000 system, both are described in detail in Section 2.4.3. 
As the DiCAM Pro is more versatile, it was used for the initial experiments presented in 
the following chapter. Data obtained with Imagex 2000 system are presented in Chapter 6.
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F igure  3.3: Excitation and emission spectrum of [Ru(dpp)s]2+, MFG and emission of 460nm 
LED.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the advantages of using lifetime methods for PSP systems over intensity- 
based approaches were detailed, including the detection of multiple parameters using 
the same paint and acquisition system. The principle of gated camera systems, suitable 
for acquisition of two-dimensional lifetimes was explained leading to the selection of the 
optimum lifetime system, capable of acquiring full information about the temporal profile 
of luminescence. These conclusions form the basis for the experiment presented in the 
next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Temperature-corrected PSP measurements 
using a single camera and dual lifetime 
approach
4.1 Proof of principle
The PSP/T SP system developed in this work utilises two luminophores and its advantages 
were discussed in previous chapters. In this chapter the experimental results obtained 
using the selected PSP system are presented.
4.1.1 Dual lum inophore paint form ulation
The ruthenium complex tris-(4,7-diphenyl-l,10-phenanthroline) ([Ru(dpp)3]2+) was syn­
thesised and purified as described elsewhere [1], and manganese-activated magnesium- 
fluorogermanate 3.5MgO 0.5MgF2 G e02 : Mn (or MFG) was purchased from Meldform 
Metals Ltd. The sol-gel precursor methyltriethoxysilane (MTEOS) and hydrochloric acid 
were purchased from Aldrich, USA.
The dual-luminophore sol-gel paint was prepared by the hydrolysis and condensation 
of methyl-triethoxysilane (MTEOS) in an ethanol solution. A water to silane molar ratio 
R o i  4:1 was used. In order to produce highly dispersed particles of MFG within the sol- 
gel film, it was necessary to reduce the particle size of this phosphor from the as-received 
average diameter of approximately 10 fim  to approximately 0.15 /¿m. This was achieved
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using an attrition mill.
To a mixture of 4.15g of ethanol containing 16mg of dissolved Ru(dpp)3Cl2, 1.04g of 
0.10 M hydrochloric acid was added and mixture was stirred for 30 minutes. Then 2.56 g 
of MTEOS was added dropwise and the mixture was stirred for another 90 minutes in a 
sealed beaker to allow the hydrolysis and condensation reactions to proceed. The 0.35 g 
of MFG was then added and the mixture sonicated for 30 minutes. This was followed 
by a further stirring for 90 minutes. The final concentrations of [Ru(dpp)3]2+ and MFG 
in the sol-gel were 0.2 and 5 mass percent, respectively. The relative concentrations 
of the luminophores were chosen to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio, while avoiding 
agglomeration effects, which would affect the measured lifetimes.
Various coating techniques were evaluated. Spray coating was found to be the most 
effective coating method due to the fact th a t it can produce a sufficiently thick coating 
layer in one cycle, while retaining the MFG powder in suspension in the paint layer. The 
test pieces (2 cm x 2 cm pieces of silicon wafers) were spray-coated and the films cured 
overnight at 70 °C to accelerate the drying process.
In the work presented here, the paint prepared following this recipe is referred to as 
standard PSP&TSP paint.
F ig u re  4.1: Setup for calibrating of PSP and TSP paint.
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4.1.2 M easurem ent protocol
The sample was inserted into a flow cell and illuminated using a 460 nm blue LED bank, 
driven by the frequency generator at 40 Hz in a purpose-built calibration system, a block 
diagram of which is shown in Figure 4.1. On the right hand side, the computer-controlled 
mixing system for oxygen and nitrogen and heater delivers the gas mixture into the flow 
cell. The computer-controlled trigger box (Appendix B) is linked to the LED bank and 
the camera and the acquired images are stored in the computer.
The calibration process is controlled from a separate computer running the Linux 
operating system and bash scripts. This controls both the PC (MS Windows 98) attached 
to the camera (DiCAM Pro) and that controlling the gas mixing. Attempts to realise all 
in one computer lead to high instability of the system.
• t l
1 ' -------------  -------------  -------------
TTL triggering signal ;
0 j-------------  -------------  -------------
I I I
ON j
LED !
excitation light
OFF ;
Figure 4.2: Timing diagram of luminescence measurements showing incrementing delay time.
The timing protocol for the camera and modulated LED bank is shown in Figure 4.2. 
To simplify the diagram only one luminophore and only one set of exposures is shown. 
During the “on” cycle of the LED, the combined luminescence intensity of both lu-
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minophores increases to a maximum. When the LED is switched off, the DiCAM Pro 
camera is triggered with a controlled delay in order to eliminate light from the LED. To 
capture the time decay of the emission of the ruthenium complex, a camera exposure 
time of t exp =  2 //s is selected and the delay time, ¿delay > after the trigger is incremented 
in A t = 1 /is steps. In this manner, data is collected that enable determination of the 
decay time of the ruthenium complex. The sequence for the MFG (temperature sensor) 
decay involves a longer exposure time of iexp =  0.5 ms, with the delay incremented in 1 ms 
steps. For each measurement sequence, the image is integrated, usually over 256 trig­
gering cycles, and several images are averaged. As MFG has a lifetime approximately 3 
orders of magnitude larger than that of [Ru(dpp)3]2+, it is assumed that the luminescence 
from MFG will contribute an almost constant background signal during the [Ru(dpp)3]2+ 
measurement sequence, while the luminescence from [Ru(dpp)3]2+ will have decayed to 
zero during the MFG sequence. Typical dual lifetime data are shown in Figure 4.3. The 
time axis (x-axis) is scaled differently on the left and the right side (//s vs. 1000’s /is). The 
data in this figure were acquired at ambient pressure in nitrogen, and temporal profiles 
of luminescence for three different temperatures are shown.
The resulting temporal profile is shown in Figure 4.3. The temporal intensity profile, 
I(t),  is exponential and the decay times, r , are calculated by a least squares fit to a single 
exponential decay, with variable baseline in the form
I{t) = Ae ~ t/T + C , (4.1)
where A  and C  are the fit parameters. In this particular case, the lifetimes at ambient con­
ditions (room temperature and 20% concentration of oxygen in nitrogen) are summarised 
in table 4.1.
temperature [°C Truth. TMFG
24 2.31 /JS 3.49 ms
53 1.92 /¿s 3.33 ms
65 1.63 /¿s 3.22 ms
Table 4.1: Temperature variations of the lifetime of ruthenium complex in standard PSP&TSP 
paint at ambient oxygen concentration (20% oxygen in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure).
The variable baseline is selected to accommodate the changing background level of lu­
minescence from the long-lived luminophore (MFG), even if this causes higher uncertainty
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Figure 4.3: Principle of dual-lifetime approach. Two exponential decay curves of MFG and 
[Ru(dpp)3]2+ at 0% oxygen concentration in 100% nitrogen (at atmospheric pressure) at 24 °C 
(squares), 53°C (triangles) and 65°C (stars). The timescale (æ-axis) is different for small and 
large values of time. The left and right hand sides of the cc-axis have different y-scales. Errorbars 
of luminescence intensity is smaller than the size of the points.
of the fit.
It is clear from Figure 4.3 and table 4.1 that the lifetimes of the two luminophores 
are sufficiently different to enable the single camera measurement. The variation of the 
ruthenium complex lifetime with temperature at constant oxygen concentration, shown 
in table 4.1, illustrates the need for temperature correction of the pressure profile.
4.2 Temperature corrections
In order to establish the feasibility of dual-lifetime measurements, calibration measure­
ments were made, using the same measurement protocol as described in Section 4.1.2. 
Full temperature and concentration calibration was carried out.
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4.2.1 T em perature calibration
temperature [ °C ]
Figure 4.4: Temperature calibration curve of MFG lifetime, including standard deviation error 
bars.
The temperature dependence of the MFG lifetime was measured over the range from 
20 °C to 65 °C. The measurement was made on a singly-doped MFG paint (i.e. containing 
no ruthenium complex), as well as with a co-doped standard PSP&TSP paint. The 
data were identical in both cases, indicating that there is no interaction between the 
luminophores. Figure 4.4 shows the linear MFG temperature dependence with a gradient 
of —0.2% decay time per °C of decay time at room temperature. The linear fit gives 
the following parameters: tmfg =  3.73 — 0.0079 T, with lifetime, t Mfg> is in milliseconds 
and temperature, T,  in °C. The MFG lifetime is not sensitive to oxygen, within the 
experimental error, thus enabling this phosphor to be used to correct the pressure data for 
tem perature dependence. Reduction of errorbars in Figure 4.4 is discussed in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 T em perature co rrec ted  PSP calibration da ta
Pressure calibration data were generated by measuring [Ru(dpp)3]2+ lifetimes, following 
the same protocol described in Section 4.1.2, over the range 0-100% oxygen partial pres­
sure at ambient pressure and over the temperature range from 20 °C to 65 °C. The data
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F igure  4.5: Calibration curve for ruthenium lifetime vs. pressure for different temperatures.
in Figure 4.5 represent a 8 x 8 pixels region of the surface, with 4 x 4  pixels binning in the 
CCD at three representative temperatures. The data were fitted to generate numerically 
a quasi-continuous set of lifetime data over a continuous range of temperature and oxygen 
pressure. A typical PSP measurement using this single camera system involves acquiring 
a two-dimensional [Ru(dpp)3]2+ lifetime image (pressure profile) and an MFG lifetime 
image (temperature profile) of the test surface. Using the calibration data, the MFG 
temperature calibration curve of Figure 4.4 and the temperature profile, the pressure pro­
file of the test surface can be temperature-corrected. While the protocol for producing 
temperature-corrected PSP images using this single-camera system has been established, 
currently there are limitations as a result of insufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 
error in temperature, based on the standard deviation in MFG lifetime (SD =  32/is), is 
currently ±4°C . Our objective is to achieve an error better than ±1°C . In this regard, 
strategies for improving SNR are discussed in the next paragraph and in greater detail in 
Chapter 5.
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4.2.3 Signal to  n o ise  lim itation and  im provem ent s tra teg ie s
Strategies to improve system SNR include (i) increasing the number of photons incident 
on the camera, (ii) cooling the camera, (iii) increasing signal averaging and (iv) choosing 
an appropriate detection strategy (measurement protocol). W ith regard to (i), it is con­
sidered that the luminophore concentrations and paint thickness have been optimised in 
this system. Furthermore, the LED illumination and collection optics have been adjusted 
to maximise the detected signal. Concerning (ii), the CCD chip in the camera is cooled 
to —11 °C. A number of combinations of exposure times, integration times and binning 
strategies will be discussed and evaluated in Chapter 5, in order to reduce the lifetime 
errors. Binning during image post-processing is an alternative strategy to overcome the 
limitation of the capacity of the CCD chip wells and 12-bit camera resolution. This has 
to be balanced with respect to reduction in spatial resolution. However, limited binning 
can significantly reduce the noise levels, while maintaining adequate image resolution.
4.2.4 A lternative tem p era tu re-sen sitiv e  p h o sp h o rs
The MFG phosphor used in the PSP&TSP paint showed acceptable temperature sensi­
tivity of the luminescence lifetime. However, the achieved precision was not completely 
satisfactory and therefore, other temperature-sensitive phosphors were characterised in 
the search for a brighter phosphor. Two available phosphors were characterised: (i) the 
tin modified manganese-doped magnesium-fluorogermanate, which we refer to as MFG:Sn 
and (ii) the europium doped yttrium  oxide (Y2Os:Eu). Both phosphors were donated by 
Osram Sylvania, USA. The excitation and emission spectra of MFG:Sn are almost indis­
tinguishable from the spectra of MFG.
Temperature dependences of lifetime were recorded using the pulsed single blue LED 
and photomultiplier described in Section 2.5 from sample of phosphor immobilised in 
standard MTEOS sol-gel on a silicon coupon. The results are displayed in Figure 4.6.
The MFG:Sn phosphor shows similar temperature dependence of lifetime as MFG and 
exhibits relatively high brightness, which increases with increasing temperature.
The lifetime dependence of Y20 3:Eu shows the opposite trend — increasing lifetime 
with increasing temperature. The emitted intensity of luminescence is much weaker and 
this contributes to the high error in the lifetime data. The blue LED, with its wide 
spectrum, is not matched with the sharp lines in the excitation spectra of Y2C>3:Eu.
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Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the lifetime of two temperature-sensitive phosphors: 
Y2C>3:Eu (triangles) and MFG:Sn (squares).
The temperature sensitivity of the lifetime of both phosphors is similar, in the region 
of 0.1-0.2%/ °C (with opposite signs) to the sensitivity of MFG, but the overall Y20s:Eu 
performance is worse due to the low emission level. We can conclude that the use of MFG 
as a temperature-sensitive phosphor in the paint was a good choice.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter an innovative technique for temperature-correction in PSP applications 
has been demonstrated. A key feature of this technique is the use of a single camera and a 
single excitation source. A new sol-gel based paint formulation has been developed which 
incorporates both a pressure-sensitive and a temperature-sensitive luminophore. The low- 
cost, porous, sol-gel paint can be easily applied over a large area. The two luminophores 
were chosen so that the two luminescent processes can be distinguished temporally without 
the need for a second camera or excitation source. A single light source and single camera 
luminescence decay time acquisition method has been developed.
While preliminary calibration data have been generated over the range of temperatures 
and pressures that would typically occur in wind tunnel testing, noise limitations in the
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system prohibit pressure profiling and temperature correction to the level of accuracy 
required. These issues will be addressed in the next chapter. A brief study of alternative 
temperature-sensitive phosphors was also presented.
The work contained in this chapter was published in Measurement Science and Tech­
nology [2],
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Chapter 5 
PSP error analysis
Chapter 4, lifetime-based PSP measurements using the protocol described in Section 4.1.2 
were reported. The measurements suffered from a relatively high error in lifetime, result­
ing in a correspondingly high error in air pressure. Clearly, this affected the quality of 
the PSP measurement.
In this chapter, several methods for error reduction in lifetime are discussed and the 
results of several experiments in error minimisation will be presented. Alternative methods 
for lifetime measurement (compared to that used in Chapter 4) are discussed and results 
are presented. It must be emphasised that the measurements discussed in this chapter 
represent “single point” lifetime measurements and lifetime errors obtained using the 
various protocols and methods refer to a single point on the specimen. The next chapter 
will address the problem of the spatial variation in lifetime of the sample.
5.1 Sources of errors in lifetime PSP systems
It is useful firstly to revisit the data acquisition process and comment on the sources of 
errors in each step.
5.1.1 Excitation
The first stage of a luminescence measurement is the excitation of the luminophore with 
a source of radiation. At this stage, the temporal and spatial distribution of the exci­
tation light intensity on the surface of the model is created. The stability of the light 
source is important. In the case of lifetime measurement, the pulse-to-pulse repeatability
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is crucial in the case where the lifetime is determined during a number of subsequent 
pulses. However, the non-correlated random variations in pulse-to-pulse intensity can be 
partially eliminated by averaging over multiple pulses, which is often necessary for light 
accumulation (Section 5.3.2).
5.1.2 Em ission
The second stage of the data collection is the emission of luminescence from the paint. 
Here, any movement of the model may affect the measurement. Photobleaching, which 
is important in radiometric methods, is less of a problem unless it happens within the 
timescale of the single lifetime measurement. In the industrial wind tunnel, the sensitivity 
of the paint can be influenced also by the contamination of the paint by an oil (e.g. that 
used for fan lubrication).
5.1.3 Projection
The third stage is the projection of the emitted radiation onto the detector (camera) 
through the optical system. Image distortion and other abberations must be taken into 
account when the pressure data are overlaid with the CFD model data. Ideally, the 
mapping function should not depend on the light distribution (removed lens flare, no self­
illumination). The resolution can be decreased by the resolution of the image intensifier.
5.1.4 Spatial sam pling , gating and  digitisation
The next phase of the process is spatial sampling of the image projected onto the CCD 
matrix. The continuous light intensity is mapped onto the discrete distribution matrix of 
the light sensitive elements (pixels). The signal in each pixel is then sequentially read out 
and digitised, pixel by pixel. It is at this stage that the quality of the CCD chip comes 
into play and all the negative effects (e.g. smear and nonlinearity) can appear. These 
can be due either to non-optimal design, or running the CCD in a non-optimum regime 
(saturation/over-exposing). The gating technology determines the temporal resolution 
and the leakage of the light emitted outside of the gates into the images. The gating 
errors can be spatially dependent, correlated with the response function of the image 
intensifier.
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5.1.5 Digital im age p ro cess in g
The digitised data are stored and then processed using mathematical manipulation leading 
to the measured values of pressure and temperature if needed. The error introduced in 
this step depends on the selected numerical algorithms.
5.2 Methods for error reduction: general
In general most effort should be directed towards the maximisation of the luminescence 
signal in order to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and, therefore, minimise the 
random error in the results.
During excitation, a powerful light source or multiple light sources should be used 
to reach high illumination and the arrangement of the light sources should create near 
constant illumination (low contrast) on the surface, permitting the use of the full dynamic 
range of the detector for all pixels and avoiding decreased SNR at under-illuminated areas. 
To achieve a high signal, a projection system with high /-num ber lenses is recommended.
To maximise the impact of the error reducing strategies, the majority of these general 
recommendations for the measurements reported in Chapter 4 were implemented. The 
light source (10 x 10 array of ultrabright LEDs) produced nearly homogeneous (±10%) 
illumination in area of 100 x 100 mm, which is more than adequate for the samples used. 
The camera objective of maximal /-num ber, //2 .8 , was positioned 35 cm from the samples 
to simulate the conditions during wind tunnel measurements and the necessity of accessing 
the airfoil through the side window of the wind tunnel.
The whole measurement should take a minimum amount of time in order to reduce 
the influence of the drift of external parameters (e.g. movement, temperature). A short 
test time eliminates the possibility of paint degradation (photobleaching, abrasion) while 
acquiring the temporal profile of luminescence.
As the measurements using current protocols take minutes or tens of minutes, the 
concentration of oxygen and temperature are carefully stabilised to avoid unnecessary 
drift.
The sampling, gating and digitisation process is mainly software-controlled and can 
therfore, be easily adjusted. Many possible adjustments are covered in the following 
Section 5.3. The selected camera should have a broad dynamic range, good linearity, low 
read-out noise and low dark current.
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5.3 Methods for error reduction: acquisition protocol modification
5.3.1 CCD signal to  n o ise  ratio
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio of the signal level, S, and the noise, N , which 
consists of contributions from all noise sources, iV*. For uncorrelated noise sources, their 
amplitudes can be summed, yielding
SNR =  ^  =  r  S  , (5.1)
N  -Jn ? +  at2 +  - • •
where N i, N 2, ■ ■ ■ are noise contributions from the individual noise sources.
The three main sources of noise in CCD chips are photon noise, read noise and dark 
noise.
Photon noise
The photon noise is due to the statistical nature of light. The number of incoming 
photons exhibits a Poissonian statistical distribution, where the relation between the 
signal (number of photons) and noise fluctuations A/photon> has a square root relation
photon =  V a 2 =  V S  = ^/number of photons, (5.2)
SNR =  =  y/S  . (5.3)
•* ’ p ho ton  V  <-5
Therefore increasing the number of photons collected improves the SNR. The number of 
collected photons is limited by the maximum number of electrons which can be held by 
each individual pixel (full well capacity). An increase in exposure time results in linear 
increase in the number of collected photons, but also increases the dark current, which 
decreases the available dynamic range.
Read noise
The read noise comes from the transfer of charge on the chip and from the digitisation 
process. It is determined mainly by the frequency of the read out clock (i.e. by the 
number of pixels per seconds that are read out).
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Dark current
The dark noise (current) is due to thermally generated photons on the CCD chip. With 
increasing exposure time, the dark current also increases. If the dark current is greater 
then the equivalent current from the signal photons, the increased exposure time for 
reducing photon noise is counterproductive. Dark current follows also the Poissonian 
statistic and, therefore, introduces random noise into the signal. Typically, the CCD chip 
is cooled as reducing its temperature by 25 degrees reduces the dark current by a factor 
of more than 100.
5.3.2 Integration and  averaging
In general, for lifetime measurements, the exposure time is usually comparable to the 
lifetime. Therefore, it is relatively short (microseconds or less) and the amount of the 
light accumulated during one exposure is very small. Consequently, additional steps to 
acquire more light are often necessary.
The method used in this work to determine lifetime is presented in Figure 5.1, which 
shows a gated camera with an image intensifier in front of the CCD chip. A typical 
setup involves periodic illumination as shown in Figure 5.1 by the blue trace (first curve). 
Assuming that the temporal profile of the luminescence is the same after each pulse, we 
can introduce integrating and averaging steps.
Firstly, having set the desired delay between the excitation pulse and the gate and 
other parameters (e.g. gain, binning etc. denoted as Si), the CCD chip accumulates 
(integrates) all the light during several consecutive pulses (denoted as integration on 
CCD in Figure 5.1). The number of pulses averaged is usually called the number of loops. 
During this time, the CCD chip remains passive and, at the end of this period, the frame 
is read out from the CCD chip into the memory. This integration increases the signal 
level and can sometimes be sufficient. It is important to avoid overexposure of the image 
by employing too many loops.
Secondly, if the signal to noise ratio is low, it can be further increased by averaging 
several images with the same gating settings (Si). This is shown in Figure 5.1 as external 
averaging and is typically employed outside the camera. This averaged picture is then 
saved to the disk and/or further processed. The next image acquisition is started with 
different settings (S2), followed by the same integration and averaging.
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Figure 5.1: Typical image acquisition protocol for lifetime determination.
The numbers of loops and averages are important parameters that influence the noise 
in the final images. The product of the loops and averages determines the total time 
needed for image acquisition.
The number of images averaged, m, decreases the error of the resulting image by a 
factor a/ t o . Therefore, in general, both averaging and integration improves the SNR, but 
the improvement increases only as the square root of the time required for data acquisition. 
Consequently, no major improvements can be expected in linear time.
The assumption of repeatable luminescence between pulses is very important, as it 
implies constant conditions during the acquisition of all images. This implies constant 
temperature and pressure above the test surface and a stable light source and detection 
system. Therefore, the time needed for image acquisition and the typical timescale for 
the changes in temperature and pressure should always be taken into account.
5.3.3 Binning
Binning is used to increase the signal level in the case of very small light levels, and 
when other methods alone are not adequately effective. Binning is the addition of charge 
collected on the CCD from several adjacent pixels (e.g. from a rectangular area) before 
converting the charge to a digital signal (Figure 5.2).
It effectively increases the signal, reducing Poissonian noise, while keeping the read 
out noise the same. At the same time, the spatial resolution of the image is reduced by 
the binning factor.
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CCD chip image
Figure 5.2: Binning in the CCD chip. Intensity from a 2 x 2 pixel area is integrated into a single 
super-pixel. Therefore, a CCD chip of 8 x 8 pixels produces a binned image of (8 x 8)/(2 x 2) = 
4 x 4  super-pixels.
5.3.4 Paint p roperties
The total detected signal is proportional to the intensity of luminescence. Therefore, an 
increase in the luminescence signal itself also contributes to the error reduction.
One approach to achieve this effect is to increase the amount of luminescent dye 
available per unit area. This can be achieved either by increasing the concentration of the 
dye, which could have self-quenching consequences (Section 1.2.3), or by increasing the 
thickness of the paint, which influences the response time and the aerodynamic quality of 
the surface.
The second approach is to attem pt to increase the efficiency of the absorption and 
emission processes. The model surface can be coated with a white reflective coating, 
thereby enhancing the effectiveness of the excitation and reflecting the luminescence [1].
5.4 Experimental comparison of noise reduction methods
In order to identify the best measurement protocol for the improvement of the precision 
of our PSP measurements, a practical evaluation of several noise reduction strategies was 
undertaken. For example, we know from Section 5.3.2 tha t averaging will increase the 
SNR at the cost of increased acquisition time. To keep all improvements comparable, 
all the following measurements were acquired with approximately the same total data 
acquisition time of 10 minutes per pressure profile. Four noise reduction strategies were 
investigated: integration and averaging, binning, variation of the time window and, for 
co-doped samples, switching of the modulation frequency to optimise measurement of
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the error decrease with the integration on the CCD chip, (a) single 
shot, (b) integrating over 64 pulses (64 loops) and (c) integrating over 256 pulses (256 loops).
short and long lifetimes.
5.4.1 Integration on  th e  CCD ch ip  and  averaging
The first method for error improvements is integration on the CCD chip (described in 
Section 5.3.2). The data which illustrate these improvements are shown in Figure 5.3. 
Data were acquired from the area of 8 x 8 super-pixels using 4 x 4  binning in the CCD and 
an exposure time of 2 /is. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the data produced by a single exposure. An 
increase in the number of loops (integrated pulses) reduces the noise of the signal as seen 
in Figure 5.3 (b) and (c). Relative errors — defined as the ratio of the standard deviation 
of lifetime between measurements and its average value — are shown in table 5.1.
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#  of loops relative error of r
1 144%
64 13.3%
256 4.5%
Table 5.1: Relative error of lifetime for increasing number of integration loops on the CCD
chip.
The integration in the CCD chip dramatically increases signal levels, thereby reducing 
Poissonian noise in the signal, without introducing additional read-out noise.
The influence of averaging on computer (outside of the CCD) is presented in Figure 5.4 
for three sets of averaging cycle, 1 (no averaging), 64 and 256. The same settings were 
used as for the integration test. The maximum integration (256 loops) is selected, because 
measurement without integration in the chip is unsatisfactory, as seen in Figure 5.3. The 
relative errors are summarised in table 5.2.
While the error in lifetime clearly decreases with averaging, the results are not as 
dramatic as the improvements resulting from integration due to the square-root nature of 
the noise improvements (Equation 5.3).
#  of averages relative error of r
1 6.1%
64 1.5%
256 1 .1%
Table 5.2: Relative error of lifetime for increasing number of external averages made outside 
the CCD on computer.
The total improvements must be compared to the cost needed to achieve them. The 
cost in terms of time needed for the acquisition of a full data set was not influenced by 
the increasing number of loops (integration on the chip). However, for external averag­
ing, the increase of the acquisition time was not negligible and increased by a factor of 
approximately 45 between no averaging and 256 averaging cycles (due to the relatively 
long read-out time of our camera, which makes a significant contribution to the total 
measurement time).
Finally, we can conclude that the integration in the chip is beneficial and probably
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the error decrease with the external averaging in the computer
(outside of the CCD chip), (a) without averaging, (b) with 64 images averaged and (c) 256 
images averaged.
necessary in most cases. While external averaging reduces the errors, the improvement 
must be weighed against the time needed for additional images. The optimal settings 
were found to be 256 loops and 8 averages. This setting was used for the measurements 
presented in Chapter 4.
5.4.2 Binning
An investigation of different binning protocols was undertaken. The image pixels are 
binned either in the CCD chip (while reading the image) or the digital data are binned 
during data post-processing. We chose a single-doped (ruthenium complex only) sample,
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binned pixels [ N x N ]
Figure 5.5: Relative error of lifetime variation with increasing binning region (from 1 x 1 to 
32 x 32 pixels) averaged over 14 oxygen concentrations between 0% and 100% of oxygen.
spray-coated with the standard MTEOS paint, for this experiment. For the purposes of 
this test, the pixels in a 4 x 4 area were binned in the camera into a single super-pixel. 
The data in the resulting image were binned during data processing using binning ranging 
from 1 x 1 to 32 x 32 pixels. The reason for using 4 x 4  binning in the camera is as follows. 
The DiCAM Pro camera allows only 256 consecutive exposures during an integration 
cycle, in which time the pixels cannot fill up fully (to utilise the full well capacity) and 
binning is chosen to reduce the number of analog-to-digital conversions and, therefore, 
reduce read-out noise.
For each concentration of oxygen, the measurement was repeated ten times. The 
data were fitted to Equation 4.1 using a least-squares method. The 10 resulting lifetime 
values for each configuration were statistically processed to yield an average lifetime and 
standard error and these were averaged to give a overview of relative error behaviour, 
including the errorbars. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. As expected, the relative 
error (in percent) of the measured lifetime decreases with increasing area of binning for all 
oxygen concentrations. It is clear that the overall trend is the same for all concentrations. 
The binning significantly decreases the relative error (as well as the absolute error in 
seconds) up to roughly 8 x 8 binning (corresponding to binning 32 x 32 of the physical
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oxygen concentration [%]
Figure 5.6: Influence of various time window to the quality of the fit. Raw data for short
and long time window (a), showing the difference in datasets used for fits, b) resulting lifetime, 
including the error bars, for window sizes of 10 /¿s, 15 /¿s and 35 //s.
A short window (1(tys) 
□ long window (35ns)
10 15 20
time delay [usl
pixels). The relative error decreases from around 7% to less than 1%. The decrease of the 
relative error with further binning is not significant as other sources of variation become 
more important at this point. Moreover, it can be counterproductive to further increase 
binning as it reduces the image resolution.
The inset in Figure 5.5 shows the raw data used for fitting, and the clear decrease in 
noise between the case of no binning ( l x l  binning) and 19 x 19 binning is illustrated 
(the curves are shifted in the vertical direction to avoid overlay in the figure).
In addition to the statistical determination of the relative error of lifetime from ten 
multiple measurements, an estimate of error from the least squares fit can be used. Both 
methods produce, in general, the same estimation of the experimental error.
5.4.3 Time window
The fitting of data to the exponential function in Equation 4.1 is sensitive to the length of 
the time window where data are available. This time window is often expressed in units 
of measured lifetime. It is generally accepted that, for an acceptable fit, the time window 
should be at least 2-3 times longer than the lifetime. After this time, the luminescence 
decays to the baseline and the fit becomes stable.
As in the previous section, the total data acquisition time is kept approximately con­
stant by keeping a constant number of acquired data points. This means, that for longer 
time windows, the density of data points will be smaller (Figure 5.6a).
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As in the case of the binning investigation, ten independent measurements of lifetime 
for an area of 8x 8 pixels were taken and the mean lifetime and standard error were 
calculated. The lifetimes are shown in Figure 5.6b for 10 /¿s, 15 /j,s and 35 /is time windows. 
The calculated lifetimes increase with increasing time window. This is due to the non­
single exponential nature of the ruthenium luminescence. The residues are not randomly 
distributed as would be for an ideal single-exponential decay, further supporting this 
evidence. The longer the window, the higher the influence of the long components.
a) b)
oxygen concentration [%] oxygen concentration [%]
Figure 5.7: Absolute (a) and relative (b) error of lifetime as function of oxygen concentration 
for three different lengths of the time window.
The absolute and relative errors (measured in seconds and percentages, respectively) 
are presented separately in Figure 5.7, showing the positive influence of the extended 
time window on the error. For PSP measurements, the important area on the graphs 
is around 21% oxygen, when the time windows correspond to 2.5x, 3.75x and 8.75x 
lifetime, respectively.
The decrease of the absolute error is explained by the relative change of time window 
in units of lifetime. As the absolute value of lifetime decreases with increasing oxygen 
concentration, the length of the time window effectively increases and the fit become more 
stable, removing some of the random error from the results.
5.4.4 Sw itching of excitation m odulation frequency  (co-doped sam ples)
Simultaneous lifetime determination for co-doped samples raises the question of selecting 
the frequency of the excitation light. When using a simple signal generator typically only
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one frequency is selected for data acquisition. This frequency corresponds to the longer 
of the lifetimes in order to allow the luminescence to decay.
While collecting data for the longer lifetime this frequency is ideal. The exposure 
is delayed after the short-lifetime luminescence has decayed and the complete light-off 
half-period is then utilised for data collection.
Short-lifetime data collection occurs at the beginning of the light-off half-period and 
the larger part of the time is not utilised. It would be desirable to utilise this idle time. 
The optimum solution is to use a higher excitation frequency while acquiring data for 
the short-lifetime luminophore. The increased frequency allows for more exposures to be 
performed in a fixed amount of time. This can be used either to increase the number of 
averaging cycles in a constant acquisition time or to shorten the total acquisition time.
To keep the data acquisition fully automated, the change in frequency must be com­
puter-controlled. In our case, a computer-controlled trigger circuit was designed (Sec­
tion 2.4.4 and Appendix B) and was capable of changing frequencies remotely via a 
parallel port.
In this work, the ratio of long to short lifetime is roughly 1000 but this does not mean 
that the data acquisition speed will increase by a factor of 1000. The acquisition time 
consists of the exposure and integration times (which are frequency-dependent) and the 
time needed for the read out of data (which is fixed). Fixed times contribute a large part 
to the total acquisition time with increasing exposure frequencies. For our configuration, 
with the DiCAM Pro camera and standard measurement protocol, the acquisition time 
can be reduced by as much as a factor of 1.1 or 25, depending on the exact settings. 
Settings with a higher number of loops benefit most, as the ratio of the time spent while 
exposing to time spend reading-out the data is higher.
Further possible improvements to the above method would be changing the aspect- 
ratio of the signal from 50:50 to 10:90 (on:off) and a slight increase in frequency (keeping 
the off-part of cycle constant), while keeping constant the average intensity of the excita­
tion light. This means increasing the peak power of the excitation light in proportion to 
the shortening of the duty cycle. The maximum theoretical reduction of the data acqui­
sition time would be 2, while for a 10:90 duty cycle, the maximum theoretical reduction 
is 1.67. However, in the configuration used, the actual reduction is negligible.
The modification of the excitation frequency for co-doped samples does not have a di­
rect influence on the measurement error, but allows for increased averaging or integration,
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the effects of which have been presented in the previous section.
5.4.5 Sum m ary and  evaluation of n o ise  reduction  m eth o d s
This section dealt with the processes responsible for random variations of the measured 
lifetime and discussed several methods for error reduction in the lifetime. The benefits of 
integration and averaging are clear from the data presented, which show a reduction in 
the relative error of ±1%. The use of binning was also shown to reduce the lifetime error.
It was established tha t the minimum lifetime error was achieved for a measurement 
time window of at least 8-times the lifetime. Finally, for co-doped samples, the total 
data acquisition time can be reduced by switching the modulation frequency, while still 
permitting appropriate time windows to allow analysis of the short and long lifetimes in 
turn.
The end result of using all of the above strategies simultaneously was an error of 1% 
in the lifetime, corresponding to an uncertainty in pressure of approximately 3.5%. This 
translates to ±3.5 kPa in ambient conditions.
5.5 Alternative lifetime measurement methods
5.5.1 Introduction
The previous section focused on improvements in data acquisition protocols compared to 
tha t reported in Chapter 4. This section focuses on the use of methods of processing the 
lifetime data using indirect approaches, when the lifetime is calculated indirectly from a 
ratio of intensities or a phase shift. The different methods are described and experimen­
tally compared, based on the resulting error in lifetime. For one method, the performances 
of both the DiCAM Pro camera and another commercial camera system, the Imagex 2000 
system are compared. As emphasised in the introduction to this chapter, the evaluation of 
lifetime errors in the methods discussed here apply to single-point lifetime measurement, 
and not to two-dimensional lifetime imaging. Finally, a brief discussion will be given of a 
phase-based, lifetime measurement technique which, while very successful for single point 
measurement, has not yet been implemented for two-dimensional measurements.
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Figure 5.8: Square wave excitation -  luminescence decay and rise.
5.5.2 S q u are  w ave excitation
For this analysis, we assume that the luminescent material displays a single-exponential 
behaviour with lifetime, r . The time dependence of the observed luminescence L(t) can, 
therefore, be calculated as a convolution of the excitation function and the system response 
function I(t)
L(t) =  f  E(t') I(t' -  t)dt' =  f  E(t') -  d t ' , (5.4)
J —oo J —oo T
where E(t')  is the temporal dependence of the excitation rate (which is proportional to the
intensity of the excitation light through constants describing the efficiency of excitation
of the luminophore molecules, paint thickness, luminophore concentration etc.) and ^ is 
the normalisation factor of the impulse response function. This calculation is valid under 
the assumption of low light intensities. It implies that the occupation of the excited state 
is negligible compared to the ground state. This criterion is fulfilled using lamp or LED 
light sources, but not with focused lasers.
Next, the excitation signal is taken as a square wave of period, T, with an individual 
pulse duration, tp, and is defined as
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where i is a whole number representing the periodicity of the excitation signal and A  is 
the amplitude of the excitation rate.
The time dependence of the luminescence in the presence of such a square wave (over 
one period) can be described as
L(t) = { Lmine~ ! i A (1 ~ e_?) f°r 0 < t < t *> , (5 .6)
¿max e for ip < t < T
where the constants Lmin and Lmax are the minimum and maximum levels of luminescence 
intensity, respectively as shown in Figure 5.8. These can be calculated by evaluating the 
integral in Equation 5.4, given the excitation light profile from Equation 5.5 to yield
e ^  — 1 _ t — 1 -is.
¿min A  _ t ® r ) ¿max A  e T . (5.7)
1 — e T ——1 -  e T
The only difference between these two expressions is in the argument of the last exponen­
tial factor. The luminescence profile is then
t _ T~tv _  -j \  t
1 +  J =  A  ( l +  Ci for 0 < t < tp (exc. on)
L(t) =
ÎE  -, t  te T — 1 - -A  -----—r  e T =  A c2 e t for tp < t < T  (exc. off)
1 — e t
(6.8)
For a particular measurement, the excitation frequency (period T), pulse duration, tp, 
and lifetime, r , are constants and the expression can be written in terms of the constants 
Ci and C2-
It is worth noting tha t the luminescence intensity never reaches a zero value. Moreover, 
during both on and off periods of the excitation, the luminescence follows an exponential 
curve with decay constant — 1 /r  (see Figure 5.8). Therefore, both the rising and falling 
parts of the curve could be used for determining the lifetime.
When the luminescence profile over time is known, the amount of light that will be 
captured within a finite exposure time can be evaluated. The number of different gating 
strategies is very large.
For dual lifetime paints, the question of the influence of the second luminescence decay 
on the latter expression is relevant. Fortunately, as the system is linear in nature and, 
assuming that the luminophores do not influence each other, it can be quickly shown
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that the contribution of both can be simply added yielding L( t ) =  Li(t)  +  L2(¿), where 
L\ and L? are the temporal profiles of the luminescence of each individual lifetime from 
Equation 5.8.
5.5.3 D etection: tw o-shot e x p o su res
An alternative method (compared to that used in Chapter 4), for the determination of 
lifetime-related information from luminescence relies on calculation ratio of two intensities 
both exposed during the ’off’ part of the excitation cycle. The method is sometimes 
called the dual gate method, which belongs to the family of rapid lifetime determination 
methods (RLD) and its principle is depicted in Figure 5.9. The advantage is that the 
two independent exposures have the same duration, ¿exp, and the data can be acquired 
without any optical filters (exposures happen when the excitation light is switched off), 
which is advantageous. The intensity acquired during each exposure can be written as 
the integral over the exposure time from the decaying exponential functions
ft d e la y + ^ e x p  Af t d e la y
'  ^ d e la y
Af ^ d e la y + ^ e x p  +  A  Af _t_ Af t d e la y
d^elay-!-^
where ¿delay is the time when the exposure of the first image starts (usually measured 
as a time delay after switching off the excitation light), A' is a pre-exponential factor 
including the efficiency of excitation and the sensitivity of the detection system, and A is 
the delay between the individual shots. Dividing these two values removes the dependence 
on the usually unknown constant A' and the other terms in equations 5.9 and 5.10 giving 
h /1 2 =  . Using a simple logarithm, this gives
A
h
t  , * d e la y  /  ¿exp  \  . .
A ' e - r = T A ' e — ^ ( l - e - V M  (5.9)
*  > '
/ " ^ d l  " M H “ ^ ^ d e la y  /  ¿ e xp  \  A  ,  _  s
= A ' e - T = T A ' e — r*  (1 -  e“ ^  ) e”  , (5.10)
• ^ d l v + A  V /
T  =
In A
-*2
(5.11)
as the value of the lifetime.
A lifetime measurement using this method depends only on the two intensities and 
the delay time, A , between the individual shots. The value of the resulting lifetime 
is independent of texp and ¿delay i but it can be shown that the precision of the lifetime 
estimation depends on all the parameters iexp, ¿delay and A. However, in general, there is 
no reason for the two integration periods ¿exp to be equal and the intervals do not have
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to be discrete. The optimum parameter settings depend on the exact system setup and 
the value of the expected lifetime as is shown in the literature [2, 3]. The parameters 
can be varied; for example, the gate can be moved to the “on” part of the cycle. In this 
case, Equation 5.11 is no longer valid. A special case of this arrangement is discussed in 
Section 5.5.5.
normalised time [t]
Figure 5.9: Capture of luminescence during the “off” part of the excitation cycle using two
exposures (gates).
The two-shot exposure method is relatively simple and popular for lifetime detection. 
Complications occur when either the background can not be subtracted from the inten­
sities I\ and / 2, or in the case of multiple exponential decays. In the case of multiple 
decays the long-lived luminophores contribute to the background seen during the image 
exposures for short-lived species. In the case of the dual luminophore paint, when the 
short and long lived luminescence signals are independent, the background is not known 
a-priori. It can be extrapolated from the intensities and the lifetime measured for the 
long lived luminophore.
For our combination of luminophores, the reading of the MFG lifetime can be used 
to (a) read the temperature and (b) employ background correction of the reading of 
the ruthenium complex lifetime. The ruthenium complex lifetime is then converted to 
the pressure reading and corrected for the second time by the MFG lifetime reading of
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temperature.
The two-shot exposure method for dual luminophore paint was not investigated, but 
the reproducibility for paint containing the only ruthenium complex was evaluated. The 
same configuration as in Section 5.4.3 was used to allow direct comparison of the results.
The data shows that the lower limit for the experimental error in lifetime using the 
dual gate strategy is between 0.5 -  0.25%. Another important finding, presented in 
Figure 5.10, is that the total time needed for the acquisition of the data with reasonable 
precision is one order of magnitude shorter (less then a minute) compared to the total 
time for the measurement presented in Section 5.4 (~10minutes).
The decreased level of random error in the case of the two-shot exposure method is 
attributed to the missing step in data processing, i.e. the data fitting stage. The decreased 
data acquisition time needed for improvement in error is due to the need for just 2 images, 
as opposed to the set of images required for fitting.
In conclusion, the two-shot exposure method is roughly 2-3-times better than the 
multi-shot exposure method used in Chapter 4 (and further improved on in the Section 5.4) 
in terms of experimental error, while significantly decreasing the total data acquisition 
time.
5.5.4 D etection: m ultiple sh o ts  ex p o su re
Extending the idea of two exposures detailed in the previous section to that of the multiple 
exposures with increasing delays between shots (Aj =  i A; i = 1,2,3, . . . )  gives a series 
of intensities where the consecutive values differ by a factor, e- ^ . This is a series which 
follows an exponential decay with the same constant, r ,  as the original luminescence and, 
therefore, could be used for direct fitting of the data with an exponential decay curve to 
yield the original decay constant r.
It is worth mentioning that the step in the delay, A, does not have to be bigger than 
the exposure time texp (Figure 5.11). The longer exposure time helps to increase the SNR 
as the lifetime data are typically collected by averaging over many cycles.
Such a protocol was used for the dual lifetime measurements presented in Section 5.5.3 
and in Chapter 4. It is explained in more detail here for comparison with the protocol 
discussed in the previous section. The advantage of this approach is that, unlike the 
previous dual gate detection method, the multiple shot exposure is not susceptible to the 
problems associated with the unknown background light level. Therefore, it can be used
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total acquisition time [s]
Figure  5.10: Two-shot exposure method. The relative error of the calculated lifetime as a
function of the duration of data acquisition (increasing number of averaging cycles from 1 to 
256 are shown next to the data points).
without any modification to measure multiple lifetimes from a single sample, where the 
longer-lived luminophore contributes to the “background” seen while fitting the short­
lived lifetime. Such a background is then included in the constant C  in Equation 4.1.
5.5.5 In -phase/ou t-of-phase detection  (Imagex 2000)
An alternative lifetime detection method is that of in-phase/out-of-phase detection, which 
is implemented in the commercially available lifetime system Imagex 2000. The principle 
is shown in Figure 5.12. The sample is excited by the square wave of period T  and 
pulse duration tp. Two sets of images are acquired -  first, the image noted as “on” is 
acquired during the time when the excitation light is on. The second image is acquired 
while the excitation light is off. As the images are acquired in phase or out of phase 
with the excitation light, the images are often called in-phase and out-of-phase images, 
respectively. Therefore, the camera and the excitation light source can be triggered from 
a single source without any extra time delay circuits, as was the case in the multi shot 
method and dual-shot method.
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2.5 3
normalised time [ t ]
Figure 5.11: Multiple exposures during the single exponential luminescence decay yield inte­
grated intensities having the same exponential decay as the original decay. Filled rectangular 
boxes represent the constant exposure time iexp =  1.5r, while the start of each exposure is 
delayed by A =  0.25r  from the previous.
Using ideally crossed optical filters on the light source and camera, the intensity cap­
tured in the on and off cycle can be calculated as an integral of the temporal luminescence 
profile (Equation 5.8) over intervals (0\ tv) and (tp; T):
/<ON
ftp
= /  mJo
d t = A tv +  T- - 1 )T
I  o f f  = [  L( t ) d t  =  t;4^
Jtu
e t
1 — e t
l ) ( e~ £  -  e " r )
7p
(5.12)
1 — e^r
Calculation the ratio of the outputs should give an intensity-independent value, in our 
case dependent on the timing parameters T  (period of excitation signal), tp (length of 
single excitation pulse) and r  (lifetime):
R  =
ItOFF
foN
T  w  -.Nr ( e -r -  er )[er — l j
T + t-
(tp — r ) e ^ t + r  er +  t  e2^  — (tp + t )  e
(5.13)
Such an equation looks rather complicated, but in the case of T  = 2tp (50% duty
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Figure 5.12: Capture of luminescence during “on” and “oif” parts of the excitation cycle, 
cycle) it can be simplified into the more compact form
R  =
Z. H 
4r +  e4r
■ l - i
* 4 T
T 2 r
4 r
- 1
T ( T \  1-- —  coth —  I -  1
2 r V 4 t  /
\  /  J
-1
(5.14)
The behaviour of the ratio, R, for different lifetimes is captured in Figure 5.13, using 
normalised units of lifetime at ambient conditions when r  =  1. The maximum change 
of the R  value versus lifetime, which yields the maximum resolution of measurement, is 
found by numerical solution for a period T  ~  4.72332r  around the point where r  =  1 
(the region of PSP interest). This corresponds to an optimum ratio R  =  0.5396. In the 
real world we want to keep the ratio R  close to 1 in order to be able to utilise the full 
dynamic range of the CCD chip, thereby shortening the period of the excitation light. 
Alternatively, if the image is obtained by integrating over several pulses, the exposures 
can be set independently for each image in order to utilise the full dynamic range, followed 
by normalising to the number of integration cycles.
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Figure 5.13: Ratio of I  o n //off versus lifetime for four different periods of excitation pulses. 
Lifetime r  and period T  are normalised to lifetime at ambient conditions.
5.6 Lifetime measurement using the Imagex 2000 system
T h e Im agex  2000 sy stem  (described  in S ectio n  2 .4 .3 ) w as u sed  to  m easure th e  lifetim e of 
tw o d ifferent lum inophores; (i) th e  [R u (d p p )3]2+ com p lex  p rev iou sly  m easured  w ith  the  
D iC A M  P ro  sy stem  and (ii) a  reference sam p le from  P h o to n ic  R esearch  S y stem s (P R S ). 
T h e resu lts  o b ta in ed  are show n in F igure 5.14. Clearly, th e  m easured  “life tim e” is a 
fu n ction  o f th e  m o d u la tio n  frequency for b o th  sam ples. T h is  result is correlated  w ith  
th e  n o n -sin g le -ex p o n en tia l nature o f th e  lum inop h ore lifetim e. For a sing le exp on en tia l 
decay, th e  Im agex  2000 m easurem en t p rotoco l o f o b ta in in g  ratio  o f th e  / o f f  and /o n  
in ten sit ie s  sh ou ld  give an  in tensity-independent, value o f lifetim e w hich  is ind ep en d en t of 
m o d u la tio n  frequency. In th e  case o f n o n -sin g le-ex p o n en tia l d ecays, th e  lifetim e reported  
by th is  m e th o d  is th e  w eigh ted  average o f all lifetim es. T h e  change in  th e  m od u lation  
frequency ch an ges th e  w eigh tin g  factors for different lifetim es, th ereb y  y ie ld in g  a  different 
value for th e  in ten sity  ratio , R,  and  th e  resu ltin g  averaged life tim e d isp layed  in th e  graph. 
In F igure 5 .14  th e  effect is present for th e  lifetim e m easurem en ts o f b o th  sam ples. It is 
know n from  oth er m easu rem en ts th a t  th e  lu m in escen t d ecays of b o th  sam p les are not 
sin g le -ex p o n en tia l, as th e  [R u (d p p )3]2+ co m p lex  is im m ob ilised  in  an am orphous glass
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modulation frequency [kHz]
Figure 5.14: Lifetime measurements with Imagex 2000 system.
matrix.
Apart from the problem discussed above, it was found that the Imagex 2000 system 
did not cope very well with the lower modulation frequencies (< 100 Hz) required to 
measure the MFG lifetime (~  2 ms). The modulation frequency was not stable at low 
frequency settings. Therefore, we were discouraged from using this system for our primary 
investigation. However, it was possible to configure the DiCAM Pro camera to use the 
same detection method as the Imagex and the results obtained are discussed below.
The gated DiCAM Pro camera is very flexible with regard to setting up various ex­
posure times and delays and allows for partial external control through its trigger input 
(TRIG) and input disabling gate (GATE DIS). The DiCAM Pro is capable (when used with 
our trigger box (Appendix B)) of being configured in the same way as the Imagex 2000 
and, therefore, we decided to carry out measurements for the purposes of comparing the 
two systems in this configuration.
As for the previously described methods, the experimental error evaluation was carried 
out using similar settings as in Section 5.4.3 and using a standard ruthenium complex- 
based PSP paint. To rule out the effects of different detection systems and allow fox- 
direct comparison, the DiCAM Pro camera was used again as in the previous sections.
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F igure  5.15: In - and out- of phase method using the DiCAM Pro camera. The relative error 
of the calculated lifetime as a function of the duration of data acquisition (increasing number of 
averaging cycles from 1 to 128 shown next to the data points).
The GATE DIS input on the camera was used to directly synchronise the detection gate 
and excitation light without the use of internal timing circuits of the camera. An exposure 
time of 20 ms was used and integration on the chip was achieved using a single integration 
loop — multiple loops were not necessary to achieve reasonably intense images as in 
Section 5.4.1. The effective increase of the detected light, compared to the previous 
methods, allowed us to take the measurements without on-chip binning.
The achieved error was on the order of 0.1% of the lifetime, again including a large 
decrease in the total acquisition time (necessary for the reduction of error values), as 
shown in Figure 5.15.
When a similar measurement was made using the Imagex 2000 system, the minimum 
error was approximately 1%. The Imagex 2000 system does not have averaging options 
and therefore does not facilitate the improvement of performance through averaging. The 
total acquisition time is in the range of seconds.
The in-phase/out-of-phase method is potentially capable of improving the experimen­
tal error of the data by an order of magnitude compared to the errors in Chapter 4 with 
multiple exposures. The gating used here captures a relatively large amount of the lu­
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minescent light (up to 50%), hugely improving the Poissonian noise in the system, which 
explains the very promising results.
5.7 Phase based lifetime detection
F igu re  5.16: Phase and modulation of luminescence.
This is an alternative method of measuring lifetime where the light is modulated 
ideally by a harmonic (sine) function. It can be shown [4] that, if the luminophore with a 
single exponential lifetime r , is excited with a harmonic (sinusoidal) signal of frequency 
/ ,  then the resulting luminescence will be at the same frequency and shifted by a phase, 
<D>, relative to the excitation signal*:
3> =  arctan(27rf r ) . (5.15)
Inverting this equation to get lifetime r  gives
tan $
2W "
T = (5.16)
* Assuming an excitation intensity in the form of I exc(i) =  a  +  b * sin(u it), where lo =  2 n f , and using a 
convolution integral, the resulting luminescence yields L(t) = /exc(t);: e-(t_i')/Tdi' = a+  [bcos(a;i -
$>)]/m, where $ = arctan(2?rfr) and m = y/l + (wr)2 yielding the results shown above.
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The change in modulation is also helpful for lifetime determination, as the unit-less de­
modulation, m,  is also lifetime dependent:
(5.17)
Vm2 — 1 (5.18)
where a and A  are the mean values of the intensities (DC component) of excitation
and emission, respectively, and b and B  are the amplitudes of the harmonic part of the 
excitation and luminescence, respectively, as defined in Figure 5.16.
In a practical configuration, phase measurements are typically used as such measure­
ments are not sensitive to the offset of detectors, amplifiers or background light.
To achieve exact harmonic (sinusoidal) excitation can be difficult, taking into account 
the non-linear response of the light source to the driving voltage (for example the non­
linear response of LEDs). However, due to the fact that the luminescent system is a linear 
system, the excitation can be treated as a sum of Fourier components a +  J^L i bj cos (jut)  
and the resulting luminescence is again a sum of harmonic components with different 
changes in the amplitudes and in the phases. As phase detection is usually performed 
with lock-in detection, only the first term corresponding to the fundamental frequency, u, 
is detected and Equation 5.16 is used [5]. This conclusion is not valid for demodulation 
of the signal (Equation 5.17).
This method, called phase detection, is very popular in optical sensor systems as it 
is very robust. The implementation for a PSP camera system is not straight-forward, 
as a lock-in amplifier for each pixel would be needed or harmonically modulated image 
intensifiers must be used. To our knowledge, this has not yet been used in PSP systems. 
However, phase bdetection using a camera with modulated gain and modulated excitation 
light source for FLIM measurements was demonstrated a patented by Morgan [6]. For 
single point measurements, the phase detection method yields excellent signal-to-noise 
ratios.
For multiple-component lifetime samples, the method does not produce correct life­
times. However, the method can be slightly extended to produce useful results. Specifi­
cally, the phase can be measured for several frequencies and the dependence of the phase 
versus frequency is fitted to yield the pair of lifetimes [4].
I l l
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5.7.1 Sum m ary
The three alternative methods for lifetime measurement discussed in this chapter demon­
strated improved noise reduction for single-point lifetime measurement compared to the 
results reported in Chapter 4. The dual gate exposure technique achieved a random er­
ror in lifetime of 0.25%, while the error for the in-phase/out-of-phase method was 0.1%. 
The two methods above involve fewer data manipulation steps, as well as making more 
effective use of the available luminescence signal. Unfortunately, the reported lifetime is 
not accurate in absolute values. However, the true value of the lifetime is not important 
for PSP users as long as the reported parameter is reproducible and repeatable and can 
be calibrated against pressure. The phase detection method as described in Section 5.7, 
while yielding high precision oxygen pressure data for single point measurements, cannot 
be used for spatial measurements using current technology. However such measurements 
could be achieved by employing sinusoidal modulation in conjunction with a square wave 
gate and varying delay.
5.8 Overall conclusion of this chapter
5.9 Conclusions
In the first part of the chapter, several methods for error reduction in the lifetime were 
discussed. These included averaging and binning techniques as well as optimisation of 
the measurement time window for direct lifetime measurement method. These methods, 
when used simultaneously, yielded a lifetime error of ±1% corresponding to an uncertainty 
in pressure of approximately ±3.5 kPa. In the second part of the chapter, alternative 
techniques for lifetime measurement were considered. The optimum technique was the 
in-phase/out-of-phase technique, which yielded a lifetime error of 0.1%, for single point 
measurement, corresponding to 0.35 kPa. The spatial behaviour of the lifetime will be 
considered in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 
Wind tunnel measurements and spatial 
variations
6.1 Introduction
The data discussed in chapters 4 and 5 dealt exclusively with single point measurements, 
where the oxygen response was measured from a small area of the test surface. This 
chapter deals with measurements on the complete two-dimensional test surface. Firstly, 
the wind-tunnel testing of the PSP is described. Laboratory-based characterisation of 
a range of test surfaces is then presented. Finally, results of non-camera-based lifetime 
studies of the paint surface are reported.
6.2 Wind tunnel measurements
Following the laboratory testing of the PSP system and the paint described in Chapter 4, 
the system was tested in real wind tunnel conditions. This measurement was carried out 
at the wind tunnel facility of the Stokes Research Institute in the University of Limerick [1] 
in collaboration with Dr. Tara Dalton and David McGuire.
The aerodynamic object selected to test was an airfoil made from aluminium, machined 
into a shape specified by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) as 
NACA 0012 [2]. The transverse dimension of the test piece was 30 cm and the longi­
tudinal dimension was 26 cm. The aerodynamic characteristics of this particular shape 
are well documented and it has been used over many years as the test case for various
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techniques [3]. The variation of the surface pressure is reported to be relatively high, 
promising a good chance of pressure measurements using the PSP method.
The test piece of airfoil was pressure profiled using both the conventional and PSP&TSP 
methods. For the conventional pressure measurement, the test piece was instrumented 
(pressure-tapped) with 9 pressure taps, facilitating pressure distribution measurements 
using direct methods. The airfoil was then spray-painted with a stripe of standard 
PSP&TSP paint (ruthenium complex and MFG based) and was cured overnight in the 
oven at 70 °C. Figure 6.1 shows the airfoil after spray-coating ready to be installed in the 
wind tunnel.
t t i t ,
wind direction
F igure  6.1: Left: NACA 0012 airfoil before the wind tunnel test. The black dots in the middle 
are the inlets to the pressure taps and on the right-hand side of the image is the plastic tubing 
used for the connection of manometers. To the left of the pressure taps is the yellow strip of the 
PSP&TSP paint (on the right of this is a black strip of paint from another experiment). Right: 
Cross section of NACA 0012 airfoil at a positive angle of attack. Arrows show the approximate 
position of the pressure taps shown in the photograph on the left.
Wind tunnel
The wind tunnel experiments were carried out in an open-circuit*, medium speed wind 
tunnel capable of running at speeds up to 100 ms-1. The overall length of the complete 
tunnel, including the suction entrance, fan, stabilising honeycomb section, test section 
and the diffuser was approximately 12 metres. The working area (test section) of the 
tunnel consisted of perspex walls to allow optical access to the model. The cross-section
*The air is discharged and up-taken from the laboratory.
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of the test section was 30 x 30 cm and length was 1 m. The airfoil was mounted in the wind 
tunnel vertically; therefore the painted stripe was oriented horizontally and was optically 
accessible from the side. The overall configuration of the system consisting of the DiCAM 
Pro camera, blue LED bank and the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 6.2.
F igure  6.2: The PSP&TSP system at the medium speed wind tunnel — the DiCAM Pro
gated CCD camera and blue LED bank are in front of the window of the wind tunnel.
6.2.1 R esu lts  from  wind tunnel m easu rem en ts
The image of the luminescent strip is shown in Figure 6.3. The data were recorded using a 
similar protocol as in Chapter 4 (multiple shot exposure, Section 5.5.4). The raw images 
were cropped to fit the stripe of PSP paint and divided into 30 vertical slices. It was 
expected tha t variations in air pressure would be observed in the horizontal direction 
only (i.e. the direction of wind flow) and therefore the variation of signal in the vertical 
direction was not studied in detail. The brief investigation which was carried out supports 
this assumption. The intensity in all pixels in each slice was integrated over the slice area 
and these data were fitted to a single exponential function (Equation 4.1). The resulting 
lifetime and corresponding error bars of la  are represented in figures 6.4 and 6.5.
The lifetime data represent a positive angle of attack, a. =  12° and four different
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air speeds. For this value of the angle of attack (AoA) and available air speeds, the 
lift is large and the airflow is still lam inar over the entire top surface of the airfoil. The 
graphs represent two independent measurements taken on two different days under similar 
conditions.
Figure 6.3: Raw image of the strip of PSP before processing. False colours represent lumines­
cence intensity, increasing from blue through green, yellow to red.
wing position [trailing edge <— > leading edge]
Figure 6.4: Ruthenium-complex lifetime data from the wind tunnel test (16th Nov) with
error-bars representing standard error a. Vertical bars represent the maximum expected lifetime 
change, predicted from the calibration curve (Figure 4.5).
In parallel w ith the lifetime PSP measurements, pressure measurements using the 
m anom eter and 9 available pressure taps were carried out. The pressure values in each 
pressure tap  are shown in Figure 6.6.
The standard  NACA 0012 airfoil profile and its aerodynamic properties are well under-
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Figure 6.5: Ruthenium-complex lifetime data  from the wind tunnel test (14th Nov) with
error-bars representing standard error a. Vertical bar represents the maximum expected lifetime 
change, predicted from calibration curve.
stood and, in general, the measured values of to ta l surface pressure from the pressure taps 
(traditional method) followed the expected spatial profile. The pressure values decreased 
monotonically w ith increasing wind speed, causing increasing lift.
From the maximum pressure difference measured by the conventional method, the es­
tim ated maximum relative change of the  lifetime was estim ated and is shown in Figure 6.4 
and Figure 6.5 as a bar on the left hand side. For the reasons discussed below, the lifetime 
is not converted into pressure. However, in general, the pressure in pascals is inversely 
proportional to  the lifetime and this guide should be remembered when comparing lifetime 
and pressure data.
The variation of the tem perature sensitive MFG lifetime was very large, due to  large 
level of Poisson noise in the da ta  at low recorded levels of luminescence, giving a tem ­
perature uncertainty of over 20 degrees (higher than  the maximum expected tem perature 
difference in the wind tunnel measurement). Therefore, the MFG lifetime was not ac­
quired and tem perature corrections were expected to be realised by using the tem perature 
measured by a single thermocouple mounted on the wing.
* *
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Figure 6.6: Absolute pressure distribution over the surface of the airfoil (NACA 0012 at a 1 2 ° 
angle of attack), the errorbars are of size of the data points. The inset shows the shape of the 
foil and the approximate position of the pressure taps.
6.2.2 In tegrity  t e s t s
W hen the lifetime d a ta  and pressure taps da ta  are examined in detail, a discrepancy 
between the PSP d a ta  in figures 6.4 and 6.5 and the pressure tap  d a ta  in Figure 6.6 
become visible. The pressure tap  da ta  follow the expected profile w ith pressure decreasing 
w ith increasing wind speed. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 on the other hand, contradict this trend 
where, for m ost speeds, the lifetime decreases w ith increasing speed, which corresponds 
to  a pressure increase.
The principal discrepancies are summarised below:
1. The absolute values of the lifetime do not fit the expected lifetime range from the 
calibration (the expected values were 2.5-3 /¿s).
2. The sequence of the lifetime curves for various wind speeds does not increase mono- 
tonically as was expected.
3. The lifetime variation between the individual runs is higher than  the maximum 
change estim ated from the calibration curve in Figure 4.5.
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4. The overall trend  of the lifetime profile, which is indirectly proportional to  the total 
pressure, does not follow the measured to ta l pressure from the pressure taps.
5. D ata for the ambient conditions shows a spatial variation, where none should be 
evident.
There are several sources of these discrepancies, ranging from the humidity sensitivity 
of the paint, the sensitivity of the lifetime of ruthenium  complex to the coating technique 
and coating conditions, non-ideal optical access to  the paint strip, the unsteady conditions 
during the tests and missing tem perature corrections. These issues are discussed below.
6.2.3 H um idity e ffe c ts
0 20 40 60 80 100
oxygen concentration [%]
Figure 6 .7 : H um idity sensitivity of M TEOS and ETEO S (E thylTEO S) shown in a Stern-
Volmer phase plot.
Firstly, as was later discovered, the laboratory-based a-priori calibration* th a t was 
taken w ith dry gases (Figure 4.5) cannot be directly applied to  the wind tunnel measure­
ments due to  the  fact th a t the paint itself is humidity-sensitive (this was established after
* a-priori calibration — calibration curve is constructed from the data collected independently of the 
wind tunnel measurement data.
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the wind-tunnel test). The increasing hum idity reduces the oxygen sensitivity of the paint, 
making the laboratory calibration with dry gases unsuitable for paint characterisation, 
as the air in the wind tunnel was at ambient humidity. This explains the long lifetimes 
observed in the wind tunnel data. Since this measurement was carried out, it has become 
clear th a t more hydrophobic ORMOSILs (Section 2.1.5), for example EthylTEOS, have 
minimal or no hum idity sensitivity [4]. This is shown in Figure 6.7.
The issue w ith the humidity sensitivity of M TEOS-based paint could, in principle, be 
improved by using in-situ calibration*. However, whilst in-situ calibration could correct 
for the significantly longer lifetimes observed it would not resolve the other discrepancies.
6.2.4 P o ss ib le  e ffe c ts  of th e  te m p e ra tu re  c o rre c tio n s
As the lifetime d a ta  are not tem perature corrected, the previous discrepancies can be 
potentially explained by tem perature effects. From the calibration curve, the tem perature 
sensitivity of the  ruthenium  complex lifetime is 0.6-0.65%  of lifetime value per °C in 
conditions close to  ambient conditions (25 °C and atmospheric pressure). The tem perature 
of the air in the wind tunnel between runs, as recorded by the thermocouple, varied between 
22 °C and 26 °C and this corresponds to  a maximum shift in lifetime of 2.5% (~  0.075 ¡is). 
Therefore, this cannot explain the discrepancies in the data.
6 .2.5 U n stead y  c o n d itio n s
For reliable results, the PSP da ta  acquisition protocol assumes constant conditions (pres­
sure and tem perature) during a single da ta  acquisition (at a particular wind speed). For 
the protocol used here, the full d a ta  acquisition time lies between 10 and 15 minutes and 
the tem perature in th a t tim e interval rises, depending on the wind speed and ventilation 
status of the wind tunnel facility, by up to  3 °C. As the lifetime images were recorded 
w ith decreasing tim e delay ¿delay, the increase in the tem perature during the measurement 
would cause a slow decrease in the intensity (efficiency) of luminescence and lifetime dur­
ing the  single d a ta  acquisition. For co-doped paint the background is also tem perature 
dependent due to  the  fact th a t the tiine-resolved intensity of the ruthenium  complex sits 
on the background signal level of MFG luminescence, which is tem perature dependent.
*in-situ calibration — calibration using auxiliary data from the wind tunnel measurement, typically 
pressure taps data with temperature information.
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However this signal is almost negligible.
As the effects of the increasing tem perature of the airflow are similar for the whole 
wing, all zones (pixels) in the image are influenced in a similar m anner with the final 
fitted lifetime being somewhere between the true  lifetime at the beginning and end of 
measurement. Even the varying tem perature cannot explain all the issues mentioned 
earlier and again the in-situ calibration can reduce the effect of the  unsteady tem perature 
in the wind tunnel.
Small vibrations of the airfoil, observed at the air speeds >  50 m s-1 presented move­
ment of the airfoil in the picture of less than  0.3 pixels which is almost negligible in terms 
of the size of super-pixels used for lifetime fitting.
6.2.6 A lternative  fitting  m odel
The tem porally resolved intensity of luminescence of the ruthenium  dye is superimposed 
on top of the  background light intensity. The background consists of ambient background 
(constant in time) and background light originating from the long-lifetime MFG phosphor. 
In the first approximation, the  MFG component can be taken as constant and included 
in the constant C  in Equation 4.1 (A e~ l/T + C). A second approxim ation of the MFG 
component yields a linear dependence of the background level. Therefore, the background 
is represented in the form of C  +  D t, giving a final function
I{t) = A e ~ t/T + C  + D t.  (6.1)
Such an improved fitting function contains one extra  param eter to  fit, and could possibly 
describe the d a ta  in be tter way and, therefore, remove some of the discrepancies mentioned 
earlier.
Unfortunately, when this model is applied to the previously discussed data, it does 
not yield any m ajor improvements. Indeed, the additional param eter did not improve the 
quality of the fit and even worsened the correlation coefficients. The error bars on the 
lifetime increased by a factor of five due to the instability of the fit. The final values of the 
param eter D  are relatively low, resulting in maximum values of the term  D t  on order of 
single units (around 1 a.u.), which is comparable w ith the noise and negligible compared 
to the measured tim e resolved intensities (which range in value up to 4000a.u.).
So we have to  conclude th a t the model described by the  single exponential and constant 
background in Equation 4.1 is a more suitable model for our PSP data.
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F igure  6.8: Lifetime versus pressure at pressure taps, yielding the in-situ calibration curve
corresponding to the data in Figure 6.4.
6.2.7 In-situ  ca lib ra tio n
Suggested in-situ calibration, which relates the m easured lifetime versus da ta  w ith the 
pressure reading recorded by the pressure taps, is plotted in Figure 6.8. Clearly the data  at 
wind speed 38 m s-1 show a surprising shift in measured lifetime compared to  other da ta  — 
the same behaviour is observed for bo th  wind tunnel measurements in figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
The reason for this shift is unknown and its appearance was unexpected as the wind 
speed control is to tally  independent of the luminescence da ta  acquisition system.Data 
were examined several times but no flaws in the processing were revealed.
The in-situ calibration using da ta  at wind speeds of 0 m s-1 , 60 ms-1 and 73 ms-1 show 
a greater degree of correlation (R  = 0.9). However, the large error-bars (compared to the 
to ta l maximum change) are not promising for precise measurement at low wind speeds in 
the wind tunnel.
6.2.8 Interim  su m m a ry
In the  previous sections, several explanations for the  5 m ajor discrepancies (listed on 
page 119) observed in the d a ta  were presented. Some effects can, potentially, be success­
■ 38 ms'1
o  0 ms'1 (ambient)
A 60 ms'’
V 73 ms’1 (full speed)
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I
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fully explained and corrected (for example by applying an improved a-priori calibration). 
However, some effects are still unexplained and th is points to  more serious issues with 
the system. Firstly, the lifetime da ta  at ambient conditions must correspond to  constant 
pressure over the surface of the sample. This means th a t the p lotted d a ta  should be flat 
w ith fluctuation in the range of the error-bars. This is clearly not the case in figures 6.4 
and 6.5 (for wind speeds Oms-1). Section 6.3 addresses this issue in more detail and 
suggests possible solutions.
The second area to  investigate is the issue of the unexpected sequence of the mea­
sured curves. The a-priori laboratory calibration curve (in Figure 4.5) displays a mono­
tonic dependence of the ruthenium  complex lifetime on oxygen concentration (and, hence, 
pressure). This monotonic behaviour would be conserved when the corrections mentioned 
earlier are applied (at least for the range of conditions occurring during the medium speed 
wind tunnel tests). Therefore, the incorrect sequence of the curves in figures 6.4 and 6.5 
cannot be explained, unless when the tem perature of the air between runs differs by an 
order of m agnitude from the  measured difference, which was not observed.
6.2.9 R apid  lifetim e d e te rm in a tio n  a n d  in ten s ity  a p p ro a c h
Having observed large discrepancies in the direct lifetime-based PSP data, it was decided 
to  carry out some alternative da ta  processing using the current data. The raw data 
from Section 6.2.1 were processed by two other methods. First, the  two-shot exposure 
approach (rapid lifetime determ ination m ethod described in Section 5.5.3) was applied to 
the data. The resulting lifetimes are theoretically proportional to  the pressure but were 
not calibrated. However the lifetime profiles did not pass the integrity tests detailed in 
Section 6.2.2 and did not produce a flat profile for ambient conditions.
The final a ttem pt to  use the da ta  (initially recorded for lifetime extraction) to calculate 
pressure profiles based on the  ratio Irei/1  (Section 3.1.1) failed as the noise levels exceeded 
the possible pressure differences. Unfortunately, intensity ratioing was not employed 
during this wind tunnel test as the lifetime m ethod was expected to  be sufficient to  yield 
reasonable results and it was not possible to reserve wind tunnel for a second experiment 
a t th a t time.
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6.2 .10 C o n c lu sio n  from  w ind tu n n e l m e a su re m e n t
W hile some of the discrepancies in the d a ta  can be explained by the wind tunnel envi­
ronm ent conditions as discussed above, it has been concluded th a t there are fundamen­
tal problems with the d a ta  th a t are not associated with the wind tunnel measurement. 
Specifically, the widely varying absolute value of lifetime and the varying spatial profile 
at ambient conditions. These effects are investigated in the next section and attem pts are 
made to  improve the data.
However, in spite of the poor quality of the data, the wind tunnel measurement was 
a valuable experience in highlighting the real problems encountered by PSP users, which 
are widely different from the problems encountered in small-scale laboratory experiments.
6 .3  S p a t i a l  v a r i a t i o n s
In the previous section, problems detected during wind tunnel testing were reported. 
These included the spatial variation of lifetime across the test surface in wind-off condi­
tions, as well as unexplained variations in the absolute value of the lifetime. Subsequent
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F igu re  6.9: Rapid lifetime determination (RLD) method applied to the data from 14th Nov 
(Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.10: (a) Spatial distribution of thickness (black, in /¿m) and refractive index (wine) 
of the PSP spin-coated film on 4” wafer, measured with a prism coupler Metricon Model 2010
(Metricon, USA), (b) Photography of the coated wafer, interference fringes are visible on the 
surface.
to the wind tunnel tests, these problems were also encountered with laboratory-based 
testing. Accordingly, a comprehensive investigation of these effects was carried out. In 
this section, the source of the  varying spatial profile of the  lifetime measurement under 
ambient conditions is investigated.
So far in this work, sample homogeneity was not considered to  be an im portant cri­
terion, since, in principle, lifetime imaging should be immune to sample inhomogeneities. 
It was for this reason th a t spray-coated test samples used up to this point despite the 
nonuniform layers resulting from such a deposition technique. It should also be noted 
th a t lifetime variations over a surface were reported with other paint formulations using 
spray coating [5]. For this study of the spatial variations in lifetime, it was decided to 
optimise the sample homogeneity. Consequently, it was decided to  employ spin-coating 
to produce a homogeneous surface, as this technique facilitates the deposition of highly 
uniform th in  films [6]. A polished silicon wafer was chosen as the substrate. To simplify 
the system and to avoid any interference from the MFG luminophore, it was decided to 
use a sample doped with the ruthenium  complex only.
6.3.1 S am p le  p rep a ra tio n
The d a ta  were obtained using a sample prepared by spin coating a 4” silicon wafer with 
single doped (ruthenium  complex only) standard M TEOS-based PSP paint. The area 
in the centre of the wafer was highly homogeneous in thickness (3.31 ±  0.05 /imj within 
a circle of approximate radius 7.5 cm (Figure 6.10) as recorded with a prism coupler
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F igure 6.11: Ruthenium complex lifetimes measured by a standard method (fitting single
exponential function to the temporally resolved luminescence intensity). The area under test is 
similar to the area shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13.
M etricon Model 2010 (Metricon, USA). The region approximately 1cm from the edge is 
a thicker layer of the paint caused by the excess paint which was not centrifuged off the 
wafer and, flowing back from the edges, created a small rim, visible in figures 6.12 and 
6.13. The ring itself is inhomogeneous in thickness, thicker than  the central part, therefore 
showing higher luminescence intensity and causing corresponding pixels in camera to be 
over-exposed. Consequently, the ring has been om itted from the final da ta  interpretation.
6.3.2 S ta n d a rd  lifetim e m e a su re m e n t
The spin-coated silicon wafer, was examined under ambient conditions and the lifetime 
d a ta  were taken following the procedure described in C hapter 4. The resulting spatial 
lifetime profiles are shown in Figure 6.11 for 3 independent runs. The measurement shows 
reproducibility of the lifetime measurements within the random  experimental error shown 
by error bars. However, the absolute value of the lifetime is showing approximately a 
3-times bigger variation th an  the error bars across the observed surface. This trend is 
unexpected as the lifetime profile across the surface should be flat. On the other hand, 
it confirmed the observation from the wind tunnel tests, where the lifetime profiles also
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showed the  unexplained spatial dependence during wind-off conditions.
6.3.3 A lternative  c a m e ra  a n d  a cq u is itio n  p ro to co l
To rule out the possibility th a t the standard da ta  acquisition protocol is prone to  spa­
tial drift, the in-phase/out-of-phase m ethod (Imagex-like approach, described in Sec­
tion 5.5.5) was also tested. Both the DiCAM Pro and Imagex 2000 are capable of mak­
ing in-phase/out-of-phase measurements and the results were compared. The choice of 
single-luminophore paint eliminate the need for additional compensations which would be 
required for co-doped paint. Averaging and binning over large areas, necessary for the 
standard  lifetime measurement, are also not needed and reasonable experimental error is 
achieved while m aintaining large spatial resolution.
(a) (b)
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F igu re  6.12: Imagex 2000 results, (a) the lifetime map of the silicon wafer (lifetime in
nanoseconds). The area inside the rectangular box has average lifetime 3730 ±  65 ns (1.75%). 
(b) the distribution of the lifetime values alongside the top edge of the rectangle from the left 
figure.
The spin-coated sample, which was described previously in Section 6.3.1, was illumi­
nated w ith the single blue LED bank in pulsed mode at 50 kHz, and the luminescence was 
recorded in sequence by each cam era system. The cameras were positioned next to  each 
other to  cover approximately the  same area on the sample and experience similar viewing 
conditions. The DiCAM Pro cam era was configured to  use the  same measurement proto­
col as the Imagex 2000 system and the  ratio, R, of out-of-phase and in-phase intensities 
was converted to  lifetime via a numerical solution of Equation 5.14.
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The lifetime results from the Imagex 2000 system are shown in Figure 6.12 and the data 
acquired w ith the DiCAM Pro camera system using the in-phase/out-of-phase acquisition 
protocol are shown in Figure 6.13. Immediately, we can note several differences between 
the lifetime pictures acquired with these two systems. The Imagex 2000 system with lower 
image resolution also produces larger experimental errors in the lifetime da ta  than  the 
DiCAM Pro system. This is due to the higher number of averages in the case of images 
recorded using the DiCAM Pro camera.
W hen the to ta l measurement times are levelled for both systems (averaging w ith the 
DiCAM Pro camera is removed), the noise in the d a ta  is lower for the Imagex system. 
This is the consequence of the noise introduced into the system by the  image intensifier.
(a) (b)
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F igu re  6.13: DiCAM Pro in Imagex-like configuration, (a) the lifetime map of the silicon wafer 
(lifetime in nanoseconds). The area inside the rectangular box has average lifetime 3789 ±  56ns 
(1.49%). (b) the distribution of the lifetime values alongside the top edge of the rectangle from 
the left figure.
As the  air pressure over the whole surface was ambient, the lifetime over the surface 
should be constant. Observation of the d a ta  in both  figures reveals th a t the lifetimes over 
the surface are not constant (within the range of experimental error), bu t clearly follow 
some spatial trend. It is again another independent confirmation of the problems with 
an unexplained spatial dependence of the lifetime for wind-off measurements. D ata from 
both  systems show a similar trend. The DiCAM Pro data, w ith lower error, reveals some 
additional features best seen in Figure 6.13(b).
W hen comparing results obtained with the Imagex 2000 system in Figure 6.12 and
1000
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the in-phase/out-of-phase measurements with the DiCAM Pro shown in Figure 6.13 a 
slight difference in absolute value of lifetimes is apparent. This may be due to the fact 
th a t the  duty cycle of the signal produced by the trigger box (Appendix B) in DiCAM 
Pro experiment, is not exactly 50%, bu t varies between 40-50% depending on the set 
frequency. Therefore the lifetime calculated from Equation 5.14 is not correct in absolute 
numbers, bu t the global trends, along with the relative comparisons and conclusions in 
the previous paragraph are still correct.
F igure  6.14: Lifetime across the wafer measured using Imagex-like strategy. D ata represents 
approximately the same line at sample, while sample is positioned in (1) basic position, (4) 
upside-down relative to previous and (8) basic position with excitation source shifted to side 
(the profile of illumination intensity is altered).
In order to investigate any lifetime dependence on sample shape or orientation, the 
sample was ro tated  and the da ta  was measured in a number of different orientations 
and the relative position between sample, LED light source and the camera was also 
altered. Three representative lifetime curves are shown in Figure 6.14. The lifetime profile 
changed for different sample orientations but was not flat under any circumstances. The 
lifetime values of two consecutive measurements are overlapping w ithin the limitation 
of the Poisson noise. However, the lifetime measured for alternating positions of the 
sample, the light and the camera resulted in randomly changing lifetimes on the order 
of 5%. Figure 6.14 shows not only a shift in the absolute value of lifetime, but also the 
overlap of the two curves. One cannot a ttribu te  such effects to changes in the ambient 
condition between tests. The experiments were carried out in the interval of several
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minutes at undisturbed ambient conditions. The presence of a local gradient of pressure 
or tem perature, which would explain the crossing curve (curve (4) in Figure 6.14), is 
highly unlikely.
The dip in the lifetime in the middle of the Figure 6.14 (around position 230) appears 
at a position where the sample thickness is inhomogeneous, an area th a t is also visible 
in Figure 6.13.
Although these da ta  show only the in-phase/out-of-phase approach, similar behaviour 
was observed w ith other samples and using the standard m ethod of da ta  fitting to a single 
exponential curve.
Extensive effort was invested in examining the possibility of spectral leakage of the 
optical filters, which was one suspected source of the problems. Both the light source and 
the cam era objective were fitted w ith additional spectral filters. However, no improvement 
in term s of elimination of the spatial trends was observed.
6.3.4 P re s s u re  sen s itiv ity  of sp a tia l v a ria tio n s
F ig u re  6 .15 : Lifetime profile (in-phase/out-of-phase approach) at 0% and 21% (ambient)
oxygen concentration and ratio of previous two.
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Numerous investigations were focused onto solving the problem of spatial variations 
of the  lifetime at ambient conditions. Here we look at the behaviour of the lifetime profile 
while varying oxygen concentration (i.e. em ulating pressure changes in the wind tunnel).
Figure 6.15 shows two lifetime profiles collected using the in-phase/out-of-phase tech­
nique under pure nitrogen (0% oxygen concentration) and at ambient conditions (21% 
oxygen concentration) at room tem perature (24°C). As in the previous measurements, 
the lifetime d a ta  exhibit a trend exceeding random  error. In this case the trend results in 
variations of up to  5% in lifetime.
The bottom  curve in Figure 6.15 represents the ratio of bo th  lifetime profiles. Clearly 
the random  error now dominates the slope of the  profile. In this case, the relative total 
error was reduced down to  2%. This is a good improvement at the cost of introducing 
a wind-off image. However the standard / 0ff / Ion profiles give be tte r results and, conse­
quently the  introduction of wind-off images to improve the d a ta  was not pursued in this 
work. It would also have all the disadvantages associated w ith ratiom etric measurements 
in wind tunnels, such as the need for image registration and correction for tem perature 
changes during wind-on/wind-off tests, described in detail in Section 3.1.1.
6.3.5 C orre la tio n  of lifetim e a n d  re c o rd ed  in ten sity
The investigation in the previous sections did not reveal the source of the spatial variations 
of the lifetime. The transform ation of the da ta  in an empirical a ttem pt to  find a solution 
is presented here.
A set of d a ta  acquired w ith a spin-coated sample is presented. The d a ta  were acquired 
using the  in-phase/out-of-phase m ethod w ith the DiCAM Pro camera under ambient 
conditions. Two intensity images were acquired, one in phase w ith the excitation light 
w ith intensities, I c m ( x , y ) ,  where (x, y)  represent the position on the sample, the second 
containing the out-of-phase intensities, /off^  Before further m anipulation, the value of the 
background image, Ib g {^ ,v )  was subtracted from both  images. The background image 
I Bq ( x ,  y)  was acquired when the excitation light was off and the image was exposed with 
the same exposure times as images / o n  and / o f f - / b g  was always flat w ith 1 - 2  counts of 
random  noise as these measurements were carried out in a dark room. In the text tha t 
follows, / o n  and / o f f  are understood to  be corrected for background.
The next step in the process of lifetime recovery was to  divide the values of / o f f ( ® >  v )  
and /q n (z , y) in each pixel and convert it to  the lifetime following the inverse transforma-
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F igure  6.16: The correlation of lifetime values and luminescence intensity for data recorded 
using in-phase/out-of-phase method. Lifetime calculated without corrections from ratio R  = 
/o ff(^ ) y)/ioN O , y) (x), with correction in Equation 6.2 (+) and using correction in Equa­
tion 6.4 (o).
tion to Equation 5.14. The transform ation is nearly linear for the typical range of values 
of R  and therefore all trends in lifetime are not significantly different from trends in ratios 
R {x ,y ).
The theory of the lifetime measurements predicts th a t the true  lifetime is indepen­
dent of intensities of excitation light, thickness of the sample etc. Therefore the data  of 
lifetime plotted versus intensity of luminescence / l u m  =  / o n  +  / o f f  should, ideally, be 
uncorrelated. This is not the case as is shown in the top curve in Figure 6.16 (the data 
displayed represent a single line of the image to keep the number of points reasonably 
low). The correlation of the lifetime and intensity of luminescence is clearly visible and 
an approximately linear trend is shown.
It was assumed th a t the optical filters exhibited some leakage of excitation light into 
the detection system. As the sample is highly homogeneous, the em itted luminescence 
intensity is proportional to the excitation intensity w ith the same constant of propor-
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tionality for each sample position. If this is the source of the correlation, then the ratio 
R (x, y ) should be calculated as
R{x, V) =  7 — 7------------------------------------------------------------------ v-7 7 ------ 7---------r  , (6 -2 )
/o n (x ,y )  -  f iix su {x ,y )
where /  is a measure of the hypothetical spectral leakage. However, this correction does
not improve on the correlation of the lifetime versus intensity as shown by the middle
(green) curve in Figure 6.16.
It is obvious (if it is assumed th a t /o f f  is proportional to /o n ) th a t the values of 
R (x, y) are just multiplied by a constant factor:
n , \ I o f f (x , v ) _ I o f f (x , v ) 1 , „s
[X,V) ~  / ON(*,i/) -  f ' I o ^ x , y )  I0n (x ,y )  (1 -  / )  1 '
Several other correction functions were examined with a view to  removing the observed 
correlation and an apparent solution was presented by Equation 6.4:
(6.4)
/on {X,y) -  bg
Here bg is a single constant value common for the whole sample. W hen such a correction 
is applied to the da ta  w ith bg — 65, the correlation is removed as is shown by the bottom  
(blue) curve in Figure 6.16. There is currently no explanation for this behaviour but it 
was thought to  be associated with the m ethod by which the background image is acquired.
As the gating signals for the LED bank and camera are hardware-connected and 
one cannot be switched completely off while the second is gated, the image intensifier 
is not gated during normal background image acquisition, which could lead to  incorrect 
background images. This was tested by manually disconnecting the LED bank, and 
leaving the image intensifier connected to the gating signal bu t no difference between 
background images was observed.
A second, perhaps more likely, explanation for this result is the presence of autoflu­
orescence in the  detection system which could result in a uniform light intensity across 
the acquired images and would, furthermore, explain the effectiveness of Equation 6.4 in 
removing the observed correlation.
It was found th a t the red OG550 emission filter exhibits weak, short-lived lumines­
cence under blue illumination. Efforts were made to eliminate this effect through the 
introduction of additional, alternative filters into the detection channel but the results 
were not conclusive. Further investigations are required to  resolve th is m atter.
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Although Equation 6.4 removes the correlation between the  lifetime and the intensity, 
the value of the constant bg required to remove the correlation varies between measure­
ments under different conditions. Equation 6.4 cannot be derived in an analytical manner 
from first principles but its shape can, in principle, suggest its origin. A similar correlation 
was discovered for a sample th a t was doped w ith ju st the MFG phosphor, which suggests 
th a t the  source of the problem is not the luminophore itself.
6.3.6 Interim  su m m a ry
A problem was identified whereby the spatial variation of the lifetime across the surface 
of a spin-coated film does not yield a flat and reproducible lifetime profile at ambient 
conditions. This result confirms the results of the wind tunnel tests and also indicates 
th a t the  trend is not associated w ith a non-homogeneous spray-coated sample.
In order to  investigate whether this effect was associated w ith the d a ta  acquisition 
protocol of the DiCAM Pro camera, the cam era was configured to  collect d a ta  in a different 
mode and also an alternative camera (the Imagex 2000) was used to  measure the lifetime 
profile. The same profile was still obtained under these conditions. It was concluded tha t 
the current experim ental setup yields lifetime da ta  which is correlated w ith the intensity 
of recorded luminescence and this issue remains to  be resolved.
6 .4  S p a t i a l l y  r e s o l v e d  p h a s e  d e t e c t i o n
In order to  investigate the inconsistency in the lifetime measurements in the previous 
section, an alternative and well established m ethod for lifetime measurement was used 
to characterise the sample. This was expected to  rule out any bias in the gated CCD 
camera-based m ethods previously presented. Phase fluorometric detection was selected 
as a suitable candidate because of the very high achievable precision (routinely under
0.04% of the lifetime) and repeatability as well as its widespread use in the Optical 
Sensors Laboratory a t Dublin City University.
The experim ental setup used for single point lifetime m easurements uses a blue LED 
and photodiode w ith built-in amplifier connected to  a lock-in amplifier. A sample with 
typical surface area of ~  1 cm2 is examined in a flow cell. Such a setup does not facilitate 
spatial resolution.
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A new setup, based on optical fibres, was built to  facilitate spatially resolved lifetime 
measurements. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 6.17 and consists of a Nichia blue 
LED (type NSPB500S) coupled through a blue optical filter (Lee #168) into an bifurcated 
optical fibre bundle which is term inated by a reflectance probe. The luminescent light 
is collected through the reflectance probe back into the fibre bundle, then is filtered by 
the orange optical filter (Lee #135) and is detected at the other end of the fibre by a 
photodiode w ith built-in amplifier (IPL-10530DAL, Radionics, Ireland, RS: 194-290). The 
phase signal is processed in the lock-in amplifier (Signal Recovery, model 7225), which 
also generates a reference signal for the excitation LED.
o
o
ref. O U T
input
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opt. filters
F ig u re  6.17: Diagram of the fibre optic phase sensitive setup.
The fibre bundle illuminates the sample over an area of approximately 2 mm2, deter­
mining the spatial resolution of the probe. The probe connected to the position stage 
can measure the phase shift of the luminescence signal relative to  the reference signal, 
as described in Section 5.7. The lifetime corresponding to the measured phase shift and 
selected excitation frequency is calculated according to  Equation 5.16.
The resolution of the fibre-based phase detection system was determ ined to be two 
orders of m agnitude worse than  the resolution of the standard phase detection system,
i.e. the resolution was around 1.5% of lifetime for the measured lifetime of 3 — 4/is, with 
optim um  excitation frequency of 20 000 Hz. This is the frequency th a t yields maximum 
phase sensitivity to  changes in lifetime. The reduced resolution of the fibre system is due 
to the smaller sample area measured and high coupling loses into the fibre bundle, both 
of which translate  into low signal levels, introducing noise into the phase signal.
Subsequent spatially resolved measurement of lifetime across the wafer surface proved 
inconclusive. The d a ta  yielded a lifetime around 4.1 fis and variations over the surface did 
not exceed the previously determined resolution of the system of 1.5%. Consequently, 
it was not possible to  observe any spatial variations of the lifetime th a t may have been 
present.
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6 .5  E v a l u a t i o n  o f  P S P  s y s t e m
During the course of the  work focused on resolving the problems w ith lifetime mea­
surements, several potential reasons were suggested and all were investigated.The non- 
reproducible lifetime measurements were observed using several independent da ta  acqui­
sition m ethods and across several samples prepared on various substrates (aluminium, 
silicon wafers) and using various coating techniques (e.g., spray coating and spin coat­
ing). Not all the d a ta  m easured are presented here but all manifest varying measured 
lifetime w ith relative position of sample, light source and camera system. The analysed 
suggestions are summarised as follows:
•  Light source not operating (switching off) correctly — checked w ith DiCAM Pro 
camera, which showed th a t switching times are under 100 ns relative to  the trigger 
pulse, which is acceptable for our application as the expected m easured lifetime is 
in the microsecond region (if the images acquired w ith zero delay are not used for 
exponential fittings).
•  Spectral leakage of filters — for standard d a ta  acquisition, filters are not needed at 
all as luminescence is tem porarily filtered using the gates only while the light source 
is switched off. This can be an issue for in-phase/out-of-phase acquisition. Never­
theless, the filters used exhibit no measurable spectral leakage and using additional 
filters did not improve on the results.
• Variation of lifetime on the sample itself — this was not completely ruled out. 
Spatial variation was confined under 1.5% (Section 6.4) and it is reasonable to  expect 
the sample to  have constant properties at constant external conditions (ambient 
laboratory environment) over a short tim e scale. Previous experience with sol- 
gel based ruthenium  complex-doped films for sensors suggests very good temporal 
stability over a timescale of several months [7, 8]. Lifetime profiles acquired with 
the cam era systems exceed even these maximum potential variations and, therefore, 
cannot be the only source.
•  Autofluorescence in the filters — as mentioned in Section 6.3.5 the OG550 emission 
filter exhibits autofluorescence and further work is required to  eliminate this effect.
•  M ulti-exponential luminescence decay — as is known, the luminescence decay of
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the ruthenium  complex is not single-exponential and, therefore, the absolute value 
of lifetime recovered from the sample using the above m ethods is not correct in 
principle. Nevertheless, the luminescence processes remain in the linear regime 
using low power densities even of ultra-bright LED light sources (i.e., not using 
lasers). Therefore changes in illumination should not influence such measurements 
if the detection system is linear and the non-linearity of the DiCAM Pro has been 
evaluated experimentally as less than  1%.
6 .6  C o n c l u s i o n
In this chapter, the PSP system developed and described in previous chapters was de­
ployed for the test of a NACA 0012 airfoil in a medium speed wind tunnel. W ind speeds 
up to 73 ms-1 provided pressure differences of up to 18kPa over the airfoil. Measured 
lifetime profiles showed poor agreement w ith the pressure profiles determ ined by the stan­
dard pressure-tap technique. Several potential explanations for such discrepancies were 
evaluated, including the sensitivity of the paint to  humidity and the necessity for in-situ 
calibration was apparent. It appears th a t the observed irregularities and the varying ab­
solute value of lifetime are not exclusively caused by the wind tunnel environment and 
are also observed repeatedly in small-scale laboratory tests.
Spatial variations of lifetime were observed using carefully prepared homogeneous sam­
ples w ith several d a ta  acquisition techniques and camera systems. The possibility of spa­
tial variations in the lifetime was probed with a custom-designed phase-based fibre-optic 
system and a single point measurement. This reduced the variation of lifetime under the 
limit observed in the cam era based measurements. The subsequent two-dimensional mea­
surements showed poor repeatability between different sample positions and configura­
tions of the illum ination source and collection optics. However, the lifetime for individual 
points at fixed system configurations can produce da ta  th a t are locally reproducible.
None of the systems and approaches yielded global repeatability lower then 5%, which 
points to  the necessity for further investigations into the system in order to  improve its 
performance.
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C h a p te r  7  
P r e s e n t  a n d  f u tu r e  d ir e c t io n s  fo r  P S P
7 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In this chapter, the current usage of PSP systems by different groups worldwide along with 
recent developments in the area are reviewed. Some param eters of various PSP systems 
are summarised including the precision achieved. The issue of using an intensity versus 
lifetime approach are discussed again in the light of current knowledge and the specific 
requirements for PSP systems suitable for commercial airplane design are discussed. In 
addition, lifetime measurement strategies used in non-PSP contexts are evaluated for use 
in PSP. Finally, the objectives of this work are revisited and areas of future research are 
suggested.
7 .2  R e c e n t  d e v e l o p m e n t s  in  P S P  w o r l d w i d e
PSP is used in many aerodynamic test centres worldwide, w ith the main activity located 
in the USA, Europe, Japan  and Russia. The following is a brief summary of the regions 
and a slightly extended analysis follows:
-  Russia -  it appears th a t some of the developers of early PSP systems from Rus­
sia have moved to  the west and the the research in Russia has been down-scaled, 
possibly due to  a lack of funds.
-  USA -  the USA is the  largest developer and user of PSP systems. The research is 
carried out prim arily at the University of W ashington, NASA and Boeing. The ma­
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jority  of the sensing m aterial and equipment is commercially supplied by Innovative 
Scientific Solutions (ISSI) [1]. For industrial applications, single luminophore paints 
excited in the visible region of the spectrum  are used almost exclusively. There­
fore, most of the applications use in-situ calibration. The lifetime m ethod is under 
extensive investigation and will be used in industrial tests in the near future.
-  Europe -  the main research activity is concentrated in three countries, which have 
developed their own PSP system: in France at ONERA (The French National 
Aerospace Research Establishm ent [2]), in Germany at DLR (German Aerospace 
Center [3]) and in the United Kingdom at BAE Systems [4].
-  Japan -  research in Japan  is carried out within a very large project [5] involving many 
cooperating laboratories and coordinated by JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency [6]). The research is dedicated to coatings for transonic and hypersonic 
flows as well as for cryogenic applications. Results for unsteady measurements (fast 
response PSP) were recently published [7].
7.2.1 R u ss ia
The most significant recent research performed in Russia was presented a t the first, pre­
sentation of PSP in the West in 1991, where the Italian company INTECO publicly 
dem onstrated the Russian system in a test on car model in a medium speed wind tunnel 
a t wind speeds up to  40 ms-1 . The intensity approach (Jref /J )  was used; the paint was 
excited by a laser and the images recorded using a CCD cam era (512 x 512 pixels), with 
an experimental error of 745 Pa [8]. The German company OMT also distributes paints 
made by the Russian company O ptrod [9],
7.2 .2  E u rope
BAE Systems (United Kingdom) developed their PSP system based on a scanning pulsed 
nitrogen laser beam and presented it at the 9th PSP workshop [10] and other aerodynamic 
meetings. The exact operating principle is confidential. The system facilitates both pres­
sure and tem perature measurement, most, likely obtained from multi-exponential temporal 
luminescence profiles. To our knowledge, apart from the dem onstration of the system, 
any practical measurements using this equipment have not been published.
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The second commercially available PSP system in the United Kingdom is developed 
and sold by Photonic Research Systems [11]. Only the hardware and software is supplied, 
the PSP paint itself must be acquired from the other source. This lifetime system, based 
on an interline transfer CCD chip, is not marketed specifically to  the PSP industry and 
is very versatile in possible applications. Its predecessor, Imagex 2000, was used in this 
work.
In France, PSP research is carried out mainly by ONERA. Several systems were pro­
posed and tested. A typical system consists of a dual luminophore paint excited in the 
UV by a 500 W  mercury vapour lamp. The luminophore is pyrene-based for oxygen sen­
sitivity and the second, oxygen insensitive, luminophore is rare-earth-based. The camera 
is equipped w ith a filter changer and acquires two spectrally filtered intensity images. 
This removes the need for a wind-off image, where the pressure is calculated from the 
ratio  of two spectral images. Using such a system, a pressure error of 50 Pa w ith a car 
model (Peugeot 206) at a wind speed of 40 ms-1 was achieved. ONERA also cooperates 
w ith DLR, Germany on the  research of new paint, where easy sublimation of pyrene is 
eliminated [12].
Another research focus a t ONERA is focused on unsteady PSP (uPSP), where an- 
odised aluminium is deployed. The signal is collected through a Cassegrain telescope 
and focused onto a photom ultiplier w ith the full pressure profile being recovered using an 
xyz-bench upon which the full optical system is m ounted [13]. In spite of the difficulties 
associated w ith the inhomogeneity of the anodised aluminium surface, an error of 2 kPa 
for a shock wave travelling at 480 ms-1 was reported.
7.2.3 USA
In the USA, the company Innovative Scientific Solutions (ISSI) is focusing on commercial 
support for PSP applications, selling PSP equipment (light sources, cameras and software) 
and also the paint itself. The standard paint in the USA is a single luminophore paint 
based on the polymer binder, Fluoro/Isopropyl/B utyl (FIB), and porphyrin (P tT F P P ). 
This paint was first designed by the University of W ashington and produced under licence 
by ISSI. A popular variation of the paint is one w ith an additional scattering agent (Ti02), 
sold under the name uniFIB.
NASA tested the integration of several aerodynamic m ethods in a single experiment. 
This included PSP on a lam bda wing configuration model made from resin materials, using
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a stereolithography process. The model, coated w ith FIB paint, was illuminated by four 
blue LED arrays and the pressure was determined using intensity and lifetime approaches. 
For the intensity approach a 16-bit 512 x 512 CCD cam era was used; for the lifetime 
measurement, a 1024 x 1024 interline transfer CCD chip collected the luminescence. At 
wind speeds of 30 to  60 ms-1 , the achieved rms pressure error was in the range of 0.2 and 
2kP a  for intensity and lifetime-based results, respectively [14].
O ther research has focused on to  the environmental aspects of the usage of the pressure- 
sensitive paints [15]. A water-based PSP formulation of an oxygen permeable polymer 
(latex) and a platinum  porphyrin luminescent dye was synthesised. Compared to the sol- 
gel-based paint presented here, such a formulation further reduces the content of volatile 
organic solvents in the paint and, therefore, reduces health risks to  the user and simplifies 
the cleaning and disposal of the paint.
7.2 .4  J a p a n
PSP research in Japan  is associated mainly with the project MOSAIC (M Olecular Sen­
sors for A ero d y n am ic  research). This interdisciplinary project involves specialists from 
four different disciplines (chemistry, optical measurement, image processing and aero- 
thermodynamics) from several universities and research institu tes [5].
The scope of the research is very wide and is focused on developing coatings for 
unsteady conditions where a fast response is required. Several papers have been published 
on the use of a [Ru(dpp)3]2+ based anodised aluminium PS P  [7]. The pressure profile was 
first collected pointwise using a telescope to  focus the luminescence onto a photomultiplier 
tube [16]. Later, using a Xenon lamp coupled into an optical fibre and equipped with a 
mechanical shutter (23 ms exposure tim e), luminescence was recorded by a CCD camera 
and an error of 160P a  was achieved [17]. This year, results from an experiment using a 
high frame ra te  CMOS cam era and an intensity approach were reported [18], It was used 
to record the motion of a shock-wave. Using a frame rate  of 5 kHz and an exposure time 
of 180 /¿s, a random  error in images of ±40 kPa was achieved.
7.2.5 Dublin City U niversity
The results presented in th is paragraph were achieved using the image intensified DiCAM 
Pro cam era w ith various d a ta  acquisition and processing systems, however w ith only single
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point measurement using an in-situ calibration curve.
W hen the m ethod described in chapter 4 (fitting the full exponential decay in order to 
recover the lifetime) is optimised it yields an error of 3.5 kPa under laboratory conditions, 
which includes binning both  on the chip and during d a ta  processing, thereby largely 
reducing the spatial resolution of the lifetime images.
Using the in-phase/out-of-phase approach (Imagex-like approach) implemented with 
the same camera, where the internal tim ing system of the cam era was disabled and the 
exposure was controlled externally, the achieved error was reduced to  0.35 kPa. While 
this reduction in the random  error was significant (lO x), it was achieved for full VGA 
resolution of the CCD chip, w ithout the use of any binning in contrast to  the first case. 
Therefore, the real improvement is effectively much larger.
7 .2 .6  S u m m ary
Table 7.1 summarises the various experimental error values mentioned in the text above. 
It should be noted th a t some authors quote the achieved error explicitly, in some papers 
the error of the measurement can be easily calculated from the d a ta  presented, bu t the 
vast m ajority of authors do not quote experimental error at all.
As is seen from table 7.1, the spread of the achieved precision of measurements is large 
due to  the  various types of conditions under which the measurements were carried out. 
The errors achieved in this project lie in the mid-range, which dem onstrates acceptable 
performance of the PSP system for single point measurements. The poor uptake of 
lifetime-based measurements in practical applications is relatively surprising given the 
potential advantages of such measurements.
7 .3  R e q u i r e m e n t s  f o r  c o m m e r c i a l  P S P  s y s t e m  f o r  a i r p l a n e  d e s i g n
Although PSP is not lim ited to  this application, airplane design and testing is a pri­
mary focus for PSP products. Therefore, it is vital to improve PSP performance for this 
application. Any information provided by a PSP system is valuable but, for daily use, 
a commercial system m ust also provide quantitative information on the pressure distri­
bution. Before a PSP system will be recognised as equivalent to  standard  pressure tap  
methods, it m ust comply w ith the following requirements (according to  the Boeing civil 
aviation program [29]):
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test subject speed [ms 1 error error [Pa] reference
car model 40 m s-1 0.8 745 [8]
flat plate 30 0.64 350 [19]
60° delta wing 25-35 m s '1 0.09 50 [20]
swept half-wing 40-60 m s '1 0.1 150 [21]
70° delta wing 25-50 m s-1 0.46 250 [22]
NACA0012 wing 20 m s '1 0.16 39 [23]
NACA0012 wing 50 m s-1 0.04 61 [23]
- 300 m s-1 0.02 0.2-1 kPa [24]
car model 30, 40, 50 ms-1 0.14 137 [25]
2-D model 3000 m s-1 - 160 [17]
oscil. shock wave 480 m s-1 - 2kP a [13]
Laval nozzle (unsteady) steps 250 kPa - 40 kPa [18]
car model 94 m s-1 0.05 250 [26]
double delta  wing 150 m s-1 0.1 1700 [27]
lam bda wing 30-60 ms-1 - 200 (intens.) [14]
lam bda wing 30-60 m s-1 - 2000 (lifetime) [14]
Peugeot 206 40 m s-1 - 50 [12]
laboratory test (DCU) single point low resolution 3500 [28]
laboratory test (DCU) single point VGA resolution 350 -
t Cp is unit-less pressure coefficient defined in Equation 1.8
T a b le  7.1: S um m ary  of achieved erro rs in  p ressure d e te rm in a tio n  from  lite ra tu re
•  T r a c e a b i l i t y  -  d a ta  generated must comply with the  calibration and traceability 
requirements for such equipment as defined by the National Institu te  for Standards 
and Technology (NIST) or ISO 9000.
•  P r e l i m i n a r y  d a t a  -  colour contours must be available in no more than  30 s after 
the test point d a ta  are acquired. Cp plots must be available on request in 2 minutes. 
Prelim inary d a ta  quality must be the same as final d a ta  quality.
•  F i n a l  d a t a  -  final d a ta  must be available in 2 days after the test in appropriate 
industrial da ta  format.
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•  A e r o d y n a m i c  n o n - in t r u s i v e n e s s  -  the coating thickness must be <  3 mm, with 
a surface smoothness < 8  — 32 /¿m rms.
•  D a t a  a c q u i s i t i o n  t i m e  -  da ta  acquisition tim e must be between 1-2 s; the interval 
between measurement is typically 5-8 s in continuous tunnels and 2-3 s in blow down 
tunnels.
•  A c c u r a c y  -  accuracy must be less than  0.02 Cp or 350 Pa, whichever is greater (at 
2a, assuming a normal distribution of error).
•  T e m p e r a t u r e  r a n g e  -  the paint must support all tem perature regimes of wind 
tunnel test from cryogenic wind tunnels to  higher tem peratures, from — 45 °C to 
+70 °C.
•  P r e s s u r e  r a n g e  -  0.35 to 6 atm  (35kPa — 600kPa).
Some of these requirements are more difficult to achieve than  others. The first three 
in the  list are adm inistrative or software-based, while the rest are of a more fundamental 
nature and m ust be considered from the experimental side.
Table 7.2 summarises the main challenges and compares the requirements and current 
status of commercial technology according to  [30]:
R e q u ire m e n t S ta tu s
Prelim inary da ta  availability 
Final da ta  availability 
Pressure accuracy (2a)
2 minutes 
2 days 
0.05 psi 
350 Pa
20 minutes 
4 weeks 
0.2 -  0.6 psi 
1.4 -  4 .1kPa
Table 7.2: Current status and requirements for PSP techniques.
7.3.1 S o ftw are  for P S P  d a ta  m an ip u la tio n
Practical PSP applications require complex da ta  manipulations. Primarily, the PSP data 
in the form of a 2D pressure image must be m apped onto a 3D grid of the model, where it 
can be compared w ith the results of other techniques, either experimental (e.g. projection 
moire interferom etry (PMI), acoustic microphone array (AMA)) or numerical (CFD). All
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transform ations should happen ideally in real-time so th a t the results can be seen from 
any direction on a v irtual 3D model [31]. For this purpose, almost every organisation 
involved in practical PSP usage has designed its own system.
NASA has developed software named Greenboot (running on the Linux operating sys­
tem) and Legato (running on Windows), bu t sells neither of them. ONERA has designed 
the software Afix2 which is distributed as freeware [32]. Software originally developed by 
TsAGI is now distributed as part of a PSP system by OMT (Germany) and ISSI (USA).
7.3.2 O th e r a re a s  fo r P S P  a p p lic a tio n s
O ther application of PSP typically include the aerodynamics of cars, turbines, compres­
sors, rotor blades or je t engines. Such tests require slightly different ranges of pressures 
and tem peratures than  those necessary for the Boeing test. For some applications (e.g. 
turbines), the maximum tem perature range is typically up to  a few hundred degrees and 
occasionally up to  2000 °C [33]. In cryogenic wind tunnel experiments, the tem perature 
range goes down to  —156 °C [34]. Tests w ith rotating machinery bring another degree of 
complexity to  the system, as the d a ta  acquisition must be synchronised w ith the evolution 
of the m easured component [35].
Even when all these applications are included, the m arket for direct PSP application is 
relatively small and, therefore, it is worth investigating if PSP and TSP techniques could 
be employed in other areas. Application examples include the measurement of spatial 
oxygen distribution [36] or remote tem perature sensing. Tem perature can be sensed using 
TSP, or even a standard non-tem perature-com pensated PSP in an environment where no 
oxygen/pressure dependence is expected (for example tem perature mapping of integrated 
circuits).
7 .4  L i f e t im e  a p p r o a c h e s  in  o t h e r  a r e a s
A part from the aerodynamic research area, fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) has 
become very popular as a tool in other areas. Its use was reported, for example, in biolog­
ical tissue autofluorescence monitoring [37], endoscopic cancer cell observation [38], many 
biomedical applications [39], spatial oxygen mapping in biologically active sediments [40], 
and for polymer semiconductor diagnostics [41]. Therefore it can be beneficial to utilise 
principles reported in other FLIM imaging systems in aerodynamic PSP systems, as the
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task of measuring the lifetime is common to  both  of them  and the expertise can be suc­
cessfully applied across disciplines.
The main difference between aerodynamic tests and the applications above is the size 
of the imaged area, as FLIM measurements often capture images of biological tissues 
under a microscope or from an object on the scale of centimetres. The PSP systems 
deal with objects on a larger scale from a fraction of a meter to  a full scale model of 
wingspan of several meters. The difference in the scale of the imaged areas is reflected 
in the necessary power of excitation sources, w ith a relatively large proportion of the 
luminescence light being collected for small tissue samples compared to  the wind tunnel 
test, where the collection efficiency is relatively smaller.
A nother promising setup presented for FLIM measurement, which may be compat­
ible w ith PSP systems, is the Lam bert Instrum ents Fluorescence Lifetime Attachm ent 
(LIFA) [42], which uses patented technology [43]. This system uses a harmonically- 
m odulated light source in conjunction w ith a gain-modulated second generation image 
intensifier to  measure the phase shift of the luminescence with respect to  an excitation 
signal. Phase sensitive detection is a very reliable m ethod for lifetime detection. In prin­
ciple, this system employs lock-in amplification in every pixel. Typically, a single phase 
signal is processed in the lock-in amplifier but, in this case the “calculations” are carried 
out in an analog signal for all pixels in parallel.
The advantage of the LIFA system is th a t almost 50% of the light in the system is 
utilised in detection (and not blocked during out-of-gate intervals as in the case of gated 
lifetime systems). Higher efficiency in luminescence collection can cause lower random 
error as shown in Section 5.6.
splitter Gated 
optical 
shutters
F ig u re  7 .1 : Schematics of the beam splitting system with parallel gating of two images [39].
A nother interesting approach is a lifetime-based system designed for imaging living
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cells under the microscope [39]. It uses 2-way objective optics to  perform rapid lifetime 
determ ination and a schematic is shown in Figure 7.1. The observed object produces 
two images on the detecting CCD. Image in tensifies w ith different gates are inserted 
into the beam  pa th  of each image producing two lifetime images in parallel. Such a 
configuration can be beneficial for fast and unsteady PSP processes. However, for steady 
PSP m easurements this introduces more complexity into the optical system and the total 
measurement tim e is not reduced if the same noise level per image is to  be preserved.
In practical applications, for example in biomedicine, the absolute value of lifetime 
is again not crucial for the users. The im portant feature is the contrast in lifetime be­
tween different regions in the sample, a characteristic which is not visible under standard 
microscopy. Therefore, the  issue of absolute error in lifetime is not addressed in many 
papers. An analysis of a system, compatible w ith a gated CCD camera, is reported by 
Sharm an et al. [44]. The problem is approached from the theoretical side and reports th a t 
the maximum expected precision of lifetime limited by the Poisson noise is in region of
0.6-1.2% (for nanosecond lifetimes). A later paper from the same research group shows a 
modified phase-fluorometry m ethod not exceeding 0.2% error in lifetime [45] (this method 
is not suitable for use w ith camera systems). In yet another case, a FLIM system imaging 
via an endoscope achieved a precision of 4-8% for lifetimes in the nanosecond range [38].
7 .5  L i f e t im e  v e r s u s  i n t e n s i t y  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s
The m ajority of the work published about practical wind tunnel measurements is based on 
the intensity approach (Jref / / ) ,  which involves relatively straightforward measurements. 
This contrasts w ith the relatively complex setup for da ta  acquisition in a lifetime-based 
approach, which also yields larger absolute errors in the pressure. Moreover such systems 
are not yet commercially available. A practical comparison of intensity and lifetime 
approaches under otherwise identical conditions can be found in the review by Jordan et 
al. [14]. W ith  his configuration, the error in lifetime-based measurement is 10 x higher 
than  the  error in intensity-based measurement under identical conditions.
The superiority of the intensity systems over lifetime w ith regard to  random  error 
is understandable, because of the inherent complexity of the  lifetime d a ta  acquisition 
protocol. Nevertheless, in some cases, the other advantages of the  lifetime approach 
outweigh the  small loss in precision.
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Given th is lim it of precision in lifetime recovery, a key question is whether the lifetime 
precision can be improved in practical experiments.
In the last two years only two papers investigating the fundamentals of lifetime-based 
pressure-sensitive system were published in m ajor journals [46, 47], indicating only minor 
interest in the lifetime approach from the aerodynamic community.
However, the PSP itself is still popular judging from the number of successful experi­
ments published using this approach.
7 .6  O b j e c t i v e s  r e v i s i t e d  a n d  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o j e c t
7.6.1 O b jec tiv es  rev is ited
The m ajor objectives of this project (Section 1.10) have been evaluated.
In the  course of this project, the PSP technique was established for the first time in 
Ireland in Dublin City University. A pressure- and tem perature-sensitive paint incorpo­
rating two luminophores in a porous sol-gel m atrix  was developed. The formulation is 
robust, does not suffer any significant damage during wind tunnel tests, has excellent 
adhesion to  m etal and other surfaces and is compatible w ith spray coating.
In parallel to  the  paint development, a complete d a ta  acquisition system and data 
acquisition protocol was designed to  record 2D lifetime images. A commercially avail­
able pulsed LED light source and a  gated CCD camera were used. The feasibility of 
the lifetime recovery from both  luminophores during single m easurement in laboratory 
conditions was shown. In addition, intrinsic tem perature compensation of the pressure 
reading w ith a single paint and a single cam era is possible. Single-point calibration curves 
over a range of oxygen concentrations and tem peratures were obtained and the error of 
measurement was determined. Im portant features of the system are th a t it does not con­
ta in  any mechanical components, can be remotely operated by PC  and the  two lifetimes 
are separated and recovered in the tim e domain. Both tem perature and pressure maps 
are recorded at the  same cam era position, removing the need for image registration and 
completely eliminating wind-off images.
The optim isation of the system was considered with respect to  the large relative error in 
recovered lifetime, which causes uncertainty in the pressure comparable to  the maximum 
expected pressure difference during tests in a medium speed wind tunnel. An improved
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data  acquisition protocol was identified th a t reduced the error for pressure readings by a 
factor of 10 to  ±350 Pa, which is an acceptable value when compared to  recent reports in 
the literature.
W ind tunnel tests were carried out but the results were limited by spatial variations 
in the pressure profile, which are attribu ted  to  the influence of intensity fluctuations on 
the measured lifetime.
7.6.2 P ro jec t ev a lu a tio n
As detailed above, the principal objectives of this project were achieved. The pressure 
and tem perature errors achieved are comparable w ith recent literature values. However, a 
problem was identified w ith regard to the spatial variation of the pressure profile. This was 
correlated w ith the  spatial variations in intensity of em itted light and th is issue remains 
to be fully resolved. This in tu rn  lead to unsatisfactory wind tunnel measurements.
If this issue can be resolved, the PSP& TSP system developed in this project has 
the potential for aerodynamic testing of surfaces in steady, medium speed wind tunnel 
conditions.
The project involved the successful combination of a range of diverse techniques, in­
cluding sol-gel paint technology, optics, camera systems and complex d a ta  acquisition and 
analysis techniques.
Finally the  project incorporated a number of novel features including:
•  a sol-gel based paint,
• a high brightness phosphor, MFG,
•  the combination of luminophores w ith lifetime separation enabling single camera 
and detector,
•  the potential for filter free operation.
7 .7  S u g g e s t i o n s  f o r  f u r t h e r  w o r k
Suggestions for future research in PSP at DCU are presented in this section.
It would be desirable to  use FIB or other paint formulations used by other groups and 
test the current measurem ent protocol with them.
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The known non-single exponential nature of luminescence decay of ruthenium-com- 
plexes could be used for both  pressure and tem perature determ ination from a 3-gate ac­
quisition protocol, in the case where the decays exhibit different tem perature dependences. 
A single luminophore paint might be then sufficient and the problem of background sub­
traction  of the luminescence from the second luminophore could be avoided.
7.7.1 A lternative  c a m e ra  s y s te m s
Some authors [48] suggest th a t the image intensifier in intensified cameras is a major 
source of noise and, therefore, the use of image intensified CCD ’s should be abandoned. 
They could be replaced by interline transfer CCD’s, which are also suitable for gated 
image acquisition.
In comparing bo th  systems, we observed relatively lower random  noise w ith the in­
terline transfer CCD cam era (as shown in Section 6.3.3). W ith  the image-intensified 
DiCAM Pro camera, we experienced a lim itation of the internal triggering system when 
the maximum num ber of accumulating loops (256 times) was the limiting factor for short 
exposure gates. The recorded images were around 10% of full well capacity of the CCD 
chip, thereby increasing Poissonian noise. Relatively small changes in the firmware would 
solve this issue. Therefore, an interline transfer CCD system with a two-channel pro­
grammable trigger generator for both  the LED and CCD would be worth investigating.
7 .7.2 F u rth e r te m p e ra tu re -se n s itiv e  p a in t te s t s
Although one of the objectives of this work was to  develop a tem perature sensitive paint, 
apart from establishing the  feasibility of the approach and producing a calibration curve, 
the investigation was limited as intensive effort was focused on resolving issues with pres­
sure errors and spatial variations. Further investigation into tem perature-sensitive paint 
is needed to  enable full compensation for small tem perature variations.
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L is t  o f  a b b r e v ia t io n s  o f  c h e m ic a l  c o m p o u n d s
FIB Fluoro/Isopropyl/B utyl, polymer binder used in sprayable paints
M TEOS M ethyl-triethoxy-silane, CH3(C2H50)3Si
MFG Manganese doped magnesium fluoro-germanate, Mg4(F)Ge06 : Mn,
3.5MgO 0.5MgF2 G e 0 2 : Mn
[Ru(dpp)3]2+ R uthenium  complex, Ru(II) tris-(4,7-diphenyl-l,10-phenanthroline)
TEOS Tetra-ethoxy-silane, (C2H50)4Si
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A p p e n d ix  B  
T r ig g e r  c ir c u it  d e s i g n
A com puter controlled frequency generator based on an Epson SPG8640N (selectable- 
ou tput crystal oscillator) was constructed. It is interfaced to  the  PC by a bidirectional 
parallel po rt and perm its the frequencies from Table B .l. A schematic diagram is shown 
in Figure B .l.
LED Indicator: Frequency INV S EXTERN.
F igure  B .l:  Schematic diagram of trigger circuit.
Through the  input buffer (74LS254), the six control bits are connected to  the SPG8640
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Set
term inal
CTL4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
CTL5 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
CTL1 CTL2 C TL3/6 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1M 100k 10k lk 100 10 1 1/10
0 0 1 100k 10k lk 100 10 1 1/10 1/100
0 1 0 500k 50k 5k 500 50 5 1/2 1/20
0 1 1 333.3k 33.3k 3.3k 333.3 33.3 3.33 1/3 1/30
1 0 0 250k 25k 2.5k 250 25 2.5 1/4 1/40
1 0 1 200k 20k 2k 200 20 2 1/5 1/50
1 1 0 166.6k 16.6k 1.6k 166.6 16.6 1.6 1/6 1/60
1 1 1 83.3k 8.3k 833.3 83.3 8.3 0.83 1/12 1/120
Table B .l: Possible output frequencies in Hz [1].
and the state  of each b it is indicated by a set of LEDs on the side panel of the box. The 
SPG8640 circuit is an oscillator w ith a programmable divider. Through the CSEL, the 
oscillator or external source of frequency can be selected and the circuit serves as a divider 
only.
The ou tpu t is connected to the two XOR gates which serve as external buffers. One of 
them  facilitates the inversion of the ou tpu t INVOUT, against the  prim ary output, OUT.
In order to  test the circuit connection, the remaining XOR gate is used as a feedback 
and inverts one bit, which can be read back to  PC. If unexpected d a ta  are read, this 
means th a t the  box is not connected, or th a t the power is disconnected. The circuit is 
powered by a 5V DC power supply.
A simple library in C + +  (PPort.cpp) was w ritten to  control th is circuit from a PC. 
It can test the  connection, set the desired frequency according to  the Table B .l, or set 
the outputs (OUT, INVOUT) constantly to  HI or LO. W hen a alternating output at a 
particular frequency is selected, the duty cycle is approximately 50%.
B .1 R e f e r e n c e s
[1] Seiko EPSON corporation, “Selectable-output crystal oscilator - SPG series,” 2000.
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S o f t w a r e
C .1  D a ta  a c q u i s i t i o n  s o f t w a r e  -  c a m e r a  a n d  f r e q u e n c y  c o n t r o l l e r
For simple and autom ated camera control and image acquisition, control software oper­
ating in batch mode was designed. The program reads a configuration file (given as a 
param eter) and follows the instructions given in the configuration file. The instructions 
can consist of approximately 20 different commands whose full commented list is in the 
docum entation for the p a rs e _ f  i le _ a v g . cpp. The configuration file typically describes a 
sequence of commands for acquisition of the full pressure and tem perature scan from 20 
different images. Such an operation w ithout user intervention allows for da ta  acquisition 
to  be run repeatedly for identical camera configurations and eliminates operator mistakes.
The first group of commands controls setting of the param eters of the DiCAM Pro 
camera and the s ta rt of the  exposure of the image. The second set of command controls 
the frequency generator described in Appendix B. The program  is run on Windows 98 
and is w ritten in C + + . The commands are internally executed in two classes cam.cpp 
and P p o r t . cpp. The program makes use of the dynamic library, sen 9 5 cam .d ll, supplied 
with the camera.
Images are stored in the internal 16-bit camera format B16 [1], which is similar to 
the standard 8-bit BMP format. It contains header information followed by the raw 
uncompressed image data. Such files can be read by the visual software supplied with the 
camera, but axe not supported in standard image processing programs.
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C .2  D a ta  m a n i p u l a t i o n  u t i l i t i e s
For simple m anipulation w ith the B16 image format, a utility for point measurements 
was w ritten in C + + . This utility was tested  on a PC  running Linux , bu t can, be in 
principle, be compiled for Windows computers or other platforms. The program is called 
b l 6 to in t e n s i t y  LT_x LT_y RB_x RB_y * .b l6  and extracts intensity information from 
all B16 files in the  current directory. The first four param eters determ ine the region of 
interest (ROI) followed by a list of files to be processed. The average intensity of the 
area determined by the ROI is printed to  the standard output. This is very useful for 
single-point measurements.
C .3  M a t l a b  f u n c t i o n s
A large am ount of d a ta  processing was carried out in M atlab R12, in which the functions 
for im port and export of B16 images were w ritten. The function read _ b l6 (file n a m e ) 
returns three matrices, the first containing raw pixel values, the second and th ird  con­
taining the dimensions of the image. The export function w rite _ b l6 (im a g e ,f ile n a m e ) 
writes the image to  the file f i le n a m e .b l6 .
Previous functions can be used as part of complex da ta  m anipulation M atlab scripts 
(M-files). They are also used in a simple image browser whose outputs are presented in 
C hapter 6. The image browser can be accessed from within a M atlab program under 
id isp (im a g e )  function. The advantage of using M atlab for these scripts is the embedded 
cross-platform nature of the  resulting programs (they run on all platform s where Matlab 
is available).
All the software mentioned here is freely available on Internet at h t tp : / /w w w .o s l . 
d c u .ie /p eo p le /H o n z a /P S P /.
C .4  R e f e r e n c e s
[1] PCO, D iC A M  Pro - User manual. PCO AG, Germany, 2000.
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I n d e x
a-priori calibration, 120 
airbrush, 57 
angle of attack, 116 
anodised aluminium, 38 
AoA, 116
Available PSP software, 146
background, 77, 102 
baseline, 77 
binary paint, 23 
binder, 18
calibration curve, 80 
coating, 38
dip-coating, 38 
knife-coating, 39 
spin-coating, 39 
spray-coating, 40 
condensation, 33 
Cp, 20
dark current, 88 
dark noise, 88 
decay, 14 
density of air, 20 
DiCAM Pro camera, 54 
dip-coating, 38 
dual gate exposure, 101 
dual luminophore paint, 23
exponential decay, 14, 100
FIB, 142 
FR ET, 17
image intensifier, 69, 88, 129 
Imagex 2000, 54, 104, 107, 108 
in-situ calibration, 121 
integration on CCD, 88 
intensity-based methods, 22
knife-coating, 39
Lab VIEW, 55 
laser, 20
lifetime, 14, 18, 22 
lifetime tem perature sensitivity, 43 
lock-in amplifier, 57 
loops, 88, 92, 152
magnesium-fluorogermanate, 47
manganese, 47
mass flow controller, 55
M atlab, 164
m atrix, 18
MCP, 54, 69
MFC, 55
MFG, 24, 47, 71, 74, 102, 108, 118 
MFG:Sn, 81 
microchannel plate, 69 
MTEOS, 74
multiple decay times, 18
NACA 0012, 114, 115, 117 
noise, 86, 118, 152 
dark, 88 
Poissonian, 87 
read-out, 86 
non-dimensional pressure coefficient, 20
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phase detection, 111, 135 
porphyrin, 46 
porphyrine, 19 
pressure tap , 117 
pyrene, 18
wind tunnel, 116
Y2()3:Eu, 81 
Y20 3:Eu3+, 23
uPSP, 142
quenching
concentration, 16 
dynamic, 15 
static, 16
ramp, 39
rapid lifetime determ ination method, 101
resonance energy transfer, 17
RET, 17
RLD, 101
ROI, 164
ruthenium  complex, 44
smear, 85
SNR, 86, 87
sol-gel, 24
spin-coating, 39
spray-coating, 40
Stern-Volmer equation, 16, 19
Stokes shift, 13, 19
super-pixel, 91, 122
tem perature sensitive paint, 22 
tem perature sensitivity, 82, 121 
timing protocol, 76 
transition metal complexes, 19 
TSP, 22
uniFIB, 142
unsteady PSP, see uPSP
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